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ABSTRACT
This study of Elisabetfran foxmal verse satire, it should bo 
ststod In the beginning, approaches verse satire in a very special 
way. It is an investigation into the philosophical, metaphysical 
and ontological aspaots of formal satire and an attempt to da tormina 
shy at a particular and in a rather limited time in the English 
Banal asanas formal verse satire began to flourish almost over-night#
In other words it is an attempt to ass formal versa satire, not so 
nosh la Its characteristics peculiar to a particular Hterary genre, 
but to sac it as a manifestation of the varied intellectual and philo­
sophical currents in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth cen­
turies* In this respect It naturally approaches a study in the his­
tory of Ideas*
It has been suggested that satire always reflects in its Ideo­
logical content the most prominent philosophical ideas of the age, 
that is to say, in Rome Stoicism, in the Renaissance humanism, and in 
the neo-Classle period the natural philosophies. It Is on this sug­
gestion that the sain thesis of this study relies# So concentrated 
study up to this time has endeavored to relate tevrsisaame© satire to 
the ideological currents of the period as has been done admirably 
for the Reman satire and for neo-eloooio English antine#
An approach of this kind will of course prec*^* material 
that, on the surface, might seem essential to an inquiry into formal 
verse satire# It does not, for Instaree, get Involved in the sometimes
v
▼axing problems of literary sources, except where thoy fit into the 
scheme of the ideological approach. It doe* not belabor the feet 
that none of the Renaissance Retiree ax* highly derivative* It la 
alee out of the scope of this inquiry to deal in an exhaustive fash­
ion with all the satir e of the period* Emphasis to placed on those 
which are aost representative* In addition this study deals only 
Incidentally with what night be called the technical aspects of writ* 
ing formal verse satire* A study of techniques would only duplicate 
without adding auch to other works already in existence dealing with 
the technical aspects of writing formal verse satire* Finally this 
study wakes no attempt to go into the extremely interesting problems 
Involved in a study of the rhetoric and imagery of formal verse sa- 
tlref except where these things have some bearing on the subject matter 
or philosophical content of the satires*
from the positive point of view this study shows that Elisabethan 
foxmal verse satire does Indeed reflect the prevailing Intellectual 
and philosophical currents of the Slisabethan and Jacobean milieu*
It is demonstrated that although the genre Itself is perhaps an out­
growth of the humanistic tradition, it often resembles the true 
hrsaanletle approach only in the vaguest and most tenuous fashion*
The cross-currents of Renaissance thought were too multi-formed and 
varied, especially near the end of the sixteenth century, for any 
kind of a philosophical system to he evolved. In the came sense as 
the Cartesian system some years later* It can be determined, however, 
that the satirists of the Elizabethan period are essentially Christian
vi
moralists, and from the viewpoint of subject matter and philosophi­
cal content, nu t  b« placed In the mo In stream of Knglish moralists 
who giv« weight, body, and substance to tho Ellsabetfaan literary 
effort— the essayists, ohara©ter-writors, the great preachers and 
their senum-literature, to mention a fee*
There la far toe mush variety and inconsistency among a group 
vhlch ineludee Donnef flail, and Wither to Justify placing all the 
satirists arbitrarily in the same category* But their end «aa the 
same and so was that of all the other satirists of the age— the end 
of making virtue and right prevail*
The £11 sabs than formal Terse satirists fall roughly into three 
mala groups, if «e allow for so»e over-lapping* the malcontents, 
the 3to 1 cameralists, and the orthodox, bourgeolse Christian* It is 
within this somewhat arbitrary framework that the following investi­
gation is aade*
Certain of the satirists, particularly Donne and Maraton, adopt 
the role of the malcontent type In writing their satires* The tra­
dition of the mate atent in satire goes back to the Greek Cynic philo­
sophers, and the tradition reappears In Elizabethan satire where it 
Is closely connected with the current theory of humours. Another 
group of Elisabethan satirists, with Joseph Hall as their guide arid 
model, Bake their satires oonform to Stoic-moralist tradition ol% the 
satiric genre. This satirists working in this tradition view satire 
principally as the vehicle for the promulgation of rising neo-stoic 
thought as It was nodifled to conform to Christian doctrine. A third 
major group of satirists olin s to the orthodox, conservative Christian
vii
viewpoint end wins it* entires at a bourgeois® audience, with the goal 
of instructing the reader in the oomaon-sense, practical aspects of 
religion* There reappear in this lant group of satirist® many of 
the theses and ease of the techniques of the native English tradi­
tion in satire, although they are careful to maintain a semblance of 
classical influence In the framework device and other organisational 
techniques#
The ideological and philosophical approach to Elizabethan satire 
has not been thoroughly tried before* This study enables it to be 
seen in its true perspective as an integral part of the ad lieu to 
which it belongs and not as the amateurish, ineffectual product of 
inferior satirists who could neither imitate the Homans well nor 
achieve the polish and sophistication of the eighteenth century Eng­
lish satirists#
vili
CHATOH I
SATIRE* THE CUSSXCAL AND MHDIKVAL PHILOSOPHIC TRADITION
The ter* satire, as it applies to a literary genre, hue com to 
mean many things, and the feelings revolving about the term vary 
so— what from age to age* To begin with we mist reckon with a genre 
that was never clearly defined even by its founders, and one which 
has tended to add weasings and significances through the years.
Xt is important to emphasize at the outset that this study con* 
oent itself with that particular literary genre known as foraal 
verse satire* and deals only incidentally, if at all, with the wore 
amorphous satiric spirit, which say appear in any age In sany forms 
of literature and expression other than formal verse satire. Most 
previous studies of formal verse satire have been content to devote 
the— elves almost exclusively to the wore technical aspects of the 
genre-verse fora, framework scheme, rhetoric*
* So one has yet been able to devise a definition of formal 
verse satire to satiety all eritios* The term la used here to a 
literary coapositio& In verse, usually none— trio, in Which vices 
and follies are condemned. It is a subjective, reflective poem of 
varying tons, usually on a single theme, and enclosed within a fairly 
rigid rhetorical and structural fremwork. The satires undor study 
In this dissertation cover a period of roughly three decades* 1590* 
1625* The term n Eli sabe than” is used loosely to Include the Jacobean 
period as well as the reign of Elisabeth.
2 Comprehensive, and in some cases technical, aspects of for­
mal verse satire have bean adequately treated in the following workwt 
David Worcester, 2bg Ayt Satire (Cambridge, Mass., 1940)$ Mary 
Claire Randolph, Xhi %2£rS2&M%<k .1i m Z  &L E S M i  X&C3S (Univer­
sity of North Carolina, unpublished dissertation, 1939)? J. W. Buff, 
Roman Satire (Berkeley, 193b)? Ury Claire Randolph, wThe Structural 
Design of the formal Verse Satire," ££ 21(1942), 373 ff, Thors has 
never been an adequate treatment of tho rhetoric of aatire,yet no type 
ef writing, at least in the Renaissance, shove more clearly tho impact 
of formal logic and rhetorio.
1
2Within comparatively recent years there has been a trend to study
satire as part of the history of 'deas, paying particular attention
to the thesis that formal verse satire, as practiced by the ancients,
3mas primarily e vehicle for the dissemination of popular philosophy.
Disregarding for the moment the efforts to link satire with 
certain of the ancient comic genres suoh as the Greek Old Comedy,^ 
the "new critics" of formal verse satire emphasise its serious as­
pects and point for support to the many protestations In ancient sa­
tire that morals and ethics are Its prime concern*
To view Slisabethan formal verse satire as a vehicle for the 
promulgation of current philosophical doctrines affords the most 
logical explanation yet proffered of its serious moralising. It has
distressed some or!tics that Klisabethan satire lacks the grace, wit,
5
and urbanity of much of the later English satire* Critics who dis­
miss the Slisabethan product as bumbling Attempts of earlier writers 
to achieve the sophisticated satiric perfection of the eighteenth 
century not only do the £11sabsthan satirist the inJustied of as­
signing him a goal to whloh he did not asnlrc, but mistake alto ether 
the tradition in which Renaissance English satire was wrl'ten. This 
study will approach Elisabeth an formal verse satire from an ontological 
and philosophical direction, attempting to show that the satire of the
^ This thesis was first advanced by C. V. Mendell in an essay 
entitled "Satire as Popular Philosophy," Philology 15(1920),
139# It is supported by Mary C. Kandolnh in an unpublished disserts- 
tlon, Shaau s£. Z e m l  laxaa S.tlr» (University or North
Carolina, 1939;.
4 Cuff, Ssa&B £a&2&9 P* 20.
5 see, '’or example, Humbert ’iVolfe, Kotos pj) frinfflisfa Verse Sa­
tire (London, 1929), Chapter II.
3period la a reflection of current node a of thought* as is the satire 
of Augustan and post*Augustan Hone* This particular chapter surveys 
Rosen satire with emphasis on Its ideology and philosophical content 
in order to demonstrate that the classical satirists considered satire 
primarily a vehicle for the dissemination of ideas. It Is important 
to establish this thesis because the Elisabethsn formal verse satirists 
mere to emulate them in this as well as in technique and formal or­
ganisation* In the formal satire of the early seventeenth century 
there la a reversion to some of the themea and ideologies of medieval 
English satire, although the classical framework and general classical 
technique remain the same* The last section of this chapter highlights 
the major features of native English satire thnt reappear in the for­
mal verse satire In the late Elizabethan period*
II
Renaissance satirists vers probably not fully aware of the pagan
tradition of satire as a conduit for philosophical ideas, but
Renaissance theories of "imitation* aided then in accomplishing the
same ends* Whereas the Elizabethan satirists "Imitated" technique
£
and certain conventions of the pagan satirists, they adapted them 
to current needs and current philosophies* The Stoiisn, for Inston e, 
that we find in certain of the Elisabethsn satirists is v,ot the result 
of a slavish rehashing of Stoic ideas found in the Roman satirist, but
^ They enthusiastically adopted, for instan e, the framework 
structure, the groupings into books or similar divisions, and the 
dialogue or monologue technique*
uft neo-Stolcism derived ultimately from Cicero and Soneca , end adapted
to meet the needs of the Christlan-Stoics who were becoming prominent
7end more vocal at t is seme period in hirtory*
One student of satire end philosophy argues that satire la ra-
ftla ted ultimately to the Creek Cynic street-preachersi The Cynics 
held that Virtue was the gftBpwa bonum. Their standard of virtue be­
came the cause for the destructive criticism of the Vitla. The 
elimination of the forms of bad behavior was prerequisite to the 
goal of right behavior. The Stoics, the natural descendants of the 
Cynics, also acquired a reputation as preachers against evlls*^
Roman Stoicism was much raorv genial than the earlier Creek 
Stoicism* The exaltation of the good, and the responsibility to 
country, friend, and finally self became the forefoot Stoic doctrine. 
The philosophic influence in general, and the Stoic influence In 
particular, on the satiric genre can be traced in the ado tion by the
10
1 Joseph Sail, Heaven tfoop Earth and Chirac to rq jq£ Virtues and 
Vlose. ed* Rudolph Kirk (Row Brunswick, 1948), p. 20 ff*
® Kendall, •Satire as Popular Philosophy," 141-142* Arthur H. 
Heston maintains that the Christian Preacher who employs the pen of
satire is real y the successor of the wandering Stoic or Cynic philo­
sopher who rreaehed on street-comorr in classical times* He states
further that the •sermon* as a moral discourse is not far ^ rom Hor­
ace’s "sermol* He points out, too, that many o'* the medievil church
fathers— Tertullian, Amcblus, Prudentius, Hinrcnymes, Clnudlan— wrote
MTBonB cf • satiric type, SflMrfffff1 Kritt-nR Snba.gu.nt in
Juren»l (Uno.rter, P.., 1915), p. 196.
9 See 0, R. 0*.t, Literature jmji Pal nit ljj Medieval England 
(Cubrldga, 1933), especially Cheptera 5, 6, and 7 for the analogies 
between sertirm-satire and the retivo English satire,
Kendall, fJSatire ao Popular Philosophy,M 1AX*
5antlrlets of certain nodes of expression already associated with 
phileeophleal utteranoe, The dialogue b o o m  the most fevered fora 
among the satirists, fho diotribo oloo long popular with the lyric 
pmobtrii boooao o favored fora in satire,^ Luclliue i» credited 
with flrot adopting tho dialogue and aaoooiatod forma to tho purposes 
of metrical satire, It was Hoxaoo who porfootod tho foraa after tho 
odoptioa*^ It la in Horaoova satires (germane a) that wo find tho 
oarlloat extant attoapto to nako verse aatira tho wohiolo for philo­
sophy, pavtionlarly tho othloal aapeota of philosophy,
Reraoe wan abovw all tho apoatlo of common sense, Bo boaatod 
that hia philoaophy was eclectic, Bo haa boon oallod Stoic, ywt bo 
ridicules tho ozoooaoa of Stoicira, Ho haa boon called Epicurean, yet 
bo laughs at tho extremes of Epicureanism, Re lived up to what ho felt 
to bo tho boat In both philosophies, tempered, of courae, with the 
Xlft media. One critic of Horace soya,
Tho Stoic thought that ha could gain peaea of wind by 
cultivating tho four cardinal virtues of Socratesf wisdon, 
courage, trapsranoe, Justice, and by doing hia duty, , • •
Tho Epicurean thought that ho could attain it by cultivat­
ing the four cardinal virtues of 8ooxatoa, and by oliainot­
ing the baser orationsi fear, envy, jealousy, anger, hatred,
• • • The Peripatetic thought that ho oould attain peace of 
niad by following tho golden man and avoiding all excesses 
and deficiencies, • , • Horace ooablnsd all of these Philo­
sophies and eeirad Into golden phrases their rare Important 
doctrines,!?
^  Ibid.. 154, Bsndell nalntaina that tho dialogue served the 
Stoic philosophers and moralists, whereas the Epicureans wore mors at­
tracted to the epistle as a vehicle for their moral and philosophical 
principles,
12 Ibid.. 142-HA.
_ 13 n,! ton ****** Mast, ULs fttffltnr as& Philosophy
(Hm Tork, 1949), p. 3.
6Horace's satires do cot fora tho philosophical whole that Is 
to bo found la tor In tho Stole utterance® of Porcius* Some foe of 
Horace's satires aeon to bo little more than Jeux tf'eaarita.1^  but 
there Is lnpllelt oven In those an admonition to avoid tho extremes 
and excesses which oan lead only to discontent and unhappiness. It is 
sometimes stated that Book 1 of tho Satires is more Epicurean in out­
look than Stole* This vise could see® to bo supported by tho foot 
that Horace has attacked the extreme Stole position in some of the 
satires* Satire 3, Book I, for instance, attacks the Stole paradox 
that all offenses are equal* Such a position, he maintains, is his­
torically unsound and repugnant to reason*
"Those whose creed is that all sine are much on a per are at a 
loss when they come to face acts* Feelings and customs rebel, and 
so does Expedience herself, the mother, we may ©ay, of justice and 
rir;ht#B^  Earlier In the Baste e-tire he says. In a plea for tolerance 
toward minor faults* "In fine, since the fault of anger, and all 
the ether faults that cleave to fools cannot be wholly cut away, why 
dees not Reason use her own weights and measures, and visit offenses 
with punishments suited to each'11 ^  In the sane Satire 3, -took I, 
Horace brings his sharpest wit to bear on another Stoic paradox* 
the only perfect man is the wise man or philosopher, he in therefore
^  Satire 5, Book 1, for instance, "The Journey to Jrundisiura" 
or Satire $, Beek I, a relative of the Priaoae-
^  Horace, Sail tea and Eolation* ed* r. R* Fairolough (Lordon, 
1929), p* 41* All further reference to the Satires of Horace will be 
to this edition*
14 Ibid., p. 39.
7Tick, accomplished, beautiful, a king anon*; men.
In the second book of satires Horace has mors segerd for certain 
Stole principles. He preaches thr,t ell men (except the time Stole, 
of course) ere sieves (to their desires and passions)j or conversely,
es bo expresses It in Satire 7, Book XI, only the vice are free* It
is Davus, the slave, who really speaks for Horace in this essay.
Devos asks,
Who then la freet The vise man, who is lord over himself, 
shorn neither poverty nor death nor bonds affright, she 
bravely defies his passions, and scorns ambition, who in 
himself Is a whole, smoothed cad rounded, so thfct nothing 
from outside can rest on the polished surface, and against
whom Fortune in her onset is ever maimed.*”
An editor of Harass's Satires has called Satire 2, Book IX, 
mainly a collection of commonplaces taken from the teachings of the 
various philosophical achools. The ideas expressed in it could have 
oeme equally well frr* Cicero or Lucretius.*® The satire extols the 
virtues of the simple life* To live frugally, however, Is not to 
live meanly. In avoiding the extreme of luxurious living one should 
not fall into the opposite extreme of mean living. The true simple 
life promotes health, and leaves one free from care. Those who have 
always lived the simple Ufa, as Ofellus has, can face misfortune 
bravely and in true philosophic fashion when It con®a.
Horace reserves some of his satire for the foibles of the JSpi- 
ettrean school of philosophy. The best ~ pieureano interpreted oarpe
17 p. 231.
18 Jfeifl*. P* 134.
8diem not to mo An license, but interpreted It as a call to live* Ufa 
whole, taking Advantage every day of all on©1a opportunities* Horace 
had nothing but ©com for those whose idem of the v^ta m s  to
have good things to eat end drlnk*^
The most persistent themes In Horace1® satires are the themes 
of the philosophic neon and toleration of tho shortcoming© of man­
kind. Considering the theme of toleration first, It is interesting 
to note that Horace alone of all the satirists tnveriftbly, whether 
It be for the purpose© of literature or not, adopts tho role or the 
fool* If all men are fools, as the Stoics maintain, then Horace is 
one of them* He taunts tho Stoics with the fact, however, that in 
reality, they an bigger forIs than he In their unreasonable attitudes 
c once m l  nr virtue and vice. Horace never adoote the role of preacher 
himself| he pats his doctrinaire passages into the mouth of a Davus
or an fffellufl or an St rtiniue. Invective and vituperation do not \y
lend themselves to Horace's satiric method* He never assumed the
cloak of righteous Indirnation*
If Horace preached anything, it was the doctrine of moderation*
Although he seems at times to waver between Stoicism and Epicureanism,
his respect for the Aristotelian xifi ftcdla never warlorc* Satire 2 of
203ook I, for Instance, one of hia earliest, points out the folly of 
running to extremes* The extremes under attack here are (in the main)
19
Satire A and 8 in Book II arc satiric attacks cm MTho Art 
of food living" when that phrase refers only to dinner parties and 
delicate palatop.
20 Duff, M m  £&£Leb< p* *7.
9those of sensual Indulges*#*
Should one now ask, 'what Is the point of all this?'
His this* in avoiding a vice, fools run into its oppo­
site. Haitinu® walks with his garments trailing low* 
another, a man of fashion, wears them tucked up indecently 
as far as his waist. Rufillue smells like a seent-box. 
Gargcnius like a f-oat. There is no middle course.2!
In his satires Horace does not always present both departures 
free the mean In a kind of triptych. The extremes wh!ch attract most 
of his attention are those which* involve the si a cf avarice, lust, 
and asibltion. Yet Horace could never attack even these vices with 
the unswerving devotion to virtue of the uncompromising Stoic. His 
eyspathy for the human animal forced him most often to the epicurean 
viewpoint which allowed man his foibles.
When the Elisabeth&n satirists turned to the Homan satirists 
for models end inspiration, it was not to Horace that they turned.^ 
Porcius and Juvenal had more attraction for them, largely because 
Irony end subtlety had little pl&oe In the native tradition of Cnglish
21 Hones, Satires and Epistles, p. 21.
22 The earliest attempt to bring Homes to the English reader 
was a complete fiasco. Thomas Drant first translated the entire *rcup 
of Koratian satires in 1566. His failure is perhaps best explained b 
his own words* "I have dene as the people of God were commanded to do 
with teir oaptlve women that ere ban some and beauti "ulli I have 
shave cf his / ear®, and pared cf his nayles (that ie) I > .vo wyped away 
all his vanitie and superfluiti© of matter. Furthr, I hav? for tho 
moat part drawen his private earpyng of thin or that an to a general 
■oral. I have engli&hed twinges no aooordyng to the vain o'* -Jio Tatiln 
proprieties, buf of our own vulgar tongue. I have interfarced ( o re- 
move his obscuritie and scmetymes if better hia at ©r) much or myne 
own© devyein^e# I hbve pceced hi© reason, eokede, nr' nended hie 
similitudes, mollyfled hie )■*ir>*ncs, prolonged his on- tall kyrd of 
speches, changed, & nuche altered his wordes, but no; l»i^  sentence* 
er at leasts (I dare say) not his purpose." Reproduced in Translations 
from t&g Cla.seics into English, K77-162Q (Itedlfv n, 1933), P. 145-1/6* 
by 1. Laohrep* Compared to Cicero, oneoa, .hlu arch o ■ her
xo
satire,23 nor in tho hortatory liters turn which served many of 
tho purposes of satire up until the lata Klisabethan reriod. Invec­
tive satire, or tho diroot frontal attack, was more in keening with 
tho spirit of English moral preaching in all its forme* The dead 
seriousness of Persins and the aqqva ftndigqatlo of Juvenal were the 
qualities which the Eilaabethan English satiricts sought to achieve 
in their own satires*
There was no more dedicated spirit to any cause than was Perslus 
to the cause of Stoicism* Re has been called •** hoi gospmler ardent 
for the application of Stoicism to life*"^ Bookish young man that 
he was, it was not the abstract, abstruse speculations of the early 
Stoa which appealed to Porcius* It was the practical aspects of 
the ^edified Stoicism evolved by the utilitarian Roman Stoles* They 
were interested in establishing a code by which to live* An editor 
of Perslus says,
Under the iron grasp of the roman mind, Stoicism • • • 
was being reduced more and more to a simply practical 
system, bearing but s faint impress of those abstruse 
cosmological speculations which had so great a charm for
classical moralists the satirists had relatively few translations dur­
ing the Renaissance* Horace's Sati es 1 and 2 of Hook I were trans­
lated by Lewis Evans in 156A* Drant's "translation" came in 1566 and a 
second by Drant in 1567* There was o ether translation of Horace's 
Satires in Elitabsthan period* Perslus was not translated into Eng­
lish until 1616 by Barton Hoi yd ay. Holyday translated Persius again 
in 1617 end In 2635* Only Satire 10 by Juvenal was translated in the 
Elizabethan period, in 1617 by *7, 8* For a list of translations from 
the classics during the Elizabethan period see Lathrop, Translations
Xesb Stoake 1&2& pp« 3H~31p.
23 The second recti on of this chapter will deal at some length with 
the tradition cf native English satire*
U  Duff, Sfldfejilfii P* HA*
nthe Intellect of Greece even In its moat sober moments,
and exhibiting in piece of them on applicability to civil 
life the wmt of which hod been noted as a defect in the 
conceptions of Zeno and Chrysippus,**
The Renan morallota were drawn more and mor* to fixed literary 
forms for the dissemination of ethical, moral and philosophical ideas—  
the sermon, the morel epistle, the satire. Satire in the hands of 
Persies end Juvenal became almost exclusively a vehicle for the dis­
semination of philosophical precepts. It is for this reason mor than 
any other that Elizabethan satirists were attracted to Pareius and 
J'uvenal as models for their satiric endeavors#^
Perslus, more than Horace or Juvenal, reflects In his satires 
the Stole attitude that the corruption of literature and literary 
taste in Rome was a sign of a similar corruption in morals. Taking 
their cue from Praiue, several of the English Renaissance satirists
devote satires to the corruption of literature ae a reflection of
27
the corruption of the times In general.
In Satire 3 Perslus treats the Stoic theme that was to appear 
so frequently ir Elizabethan satire I that usage In vices dulls the 
sense to the point th t man soon loses the will to resist.
25 perslus. Satires, ed, H. Nettleshlp (Oxford, 1893), p xxiii. 
Further citation of PeTeius will be from this volume,
2b Horace, Juvenal and Perslus were not unknown during the 
Middle Ages as philosophic moralists. Both John of Salisbury and Peter 
of Blols call them ethlcus, See Mondel;, “Satire as Popular Philosophy,” 
p. 139.
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The most notable example of this view among Penalssanco Eng­
lish satirists is Josenh Hall, who devotes one Book a nr1, part of another 
to so-called •literary1' satires.
12
"Ar® you not ashamed to live the loose life of Natta? But Jjg
is paralysed by vice; hie heart is avergrown 1*11)1 thici. oi'llops of
fat| be feels no reproach) he knows nothing of his lose) he ia sunk
28in the depths and makes no more bubbles on the surface*"
The philosophy of Perslus night be summed up In the phrase, "Know 
thyself, and knew where you are going," In Satire 3 the young pupil 
la questioned:
"Have you any goal? Any nark at which you aim? Or are you on a 
Tagus wild-goose chase armed with broken pots and mud, not caring 
where you go, and living by the rule of the moment?*^
Satire 5, his tribute to his Stoic tutor, echoes thia sentiment:
"You /"”ComutusJ? are the moral husbandman of the young, pre­
paring the soil of their ears and wowing It with Cleanthee* corn#
YesI it Is thence that all, young ard old alike, should get a defi­
nite aim for their desires, and a provision for the sorrows of old 
age,"30
Perslus1 Satire 6 may be cited to show that Stoicism did not 
require its adherents to live meanly or even frugally as long as 
the purchasing power of money was seen in proper perspective* The 
satire is & vindication of th® speaker^ right to ep^nd his income 
in moderate enjoyment* Th© simple life is not necessarily th© frugal 
life, says the poet* On my farm I am free from disturbances of all
28 Perslus, Satires* p. 57
^  p* 63*
30 Ibid.. p. 99.
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kinds* bet those grew rich who will; let those stint who will* I
shall run to neither estrone* 1 shall live up to my incorco but not
beyond it* I shall be generous to my friends5 1 shall we generous
31to my heir, tut I shall not amass a fortune for hia benefit*
Juvenal followed Persuie in subscribing to the name hi; -;h con­
cept of the oet, particularly the satirist* ilnliks ho race, both 
Peraius and Jure? al felt that a certain amount of objectivity, a cer­
tain amount of aesthetic distance must Vie maintained by the satirist*
In view of the high moral aims which Juvenal implicitly ascribes to 
satire, the profligate had no right to turn preacher; satirising in­
volved obligations*^
Juvenal's basic philosophy of life was grounded in Stoic doctrine* 
His earlier satires exhibit his so-called amove indlgnatio- the re­
sult, perhaps, of the disillusionment of an idealist who feels angry 
and resentful at the discrepancies between man's capabilities on the 
ene hand and his realisation of them on the other* His later satires 
are said generally to exhibit a quieter, more reflective, more philo- 
aophical tone. It is in these later satires that Juvenal's Stoicism 
is mor£ explicit* But it is at 3east implicit In the ore indignant 
satires also, though perhaps obscured by the venom of the attack*
He find expressed In tho first satire th© Stoic belief that a 
peer moral climate is reflected *n the literary taet s of the
31 Ibid.. pp. 127-128.
W  Juvanal, Satire*, ed. 0, ft, Rv.msay (London, .1930), Introduo- 
tloo, p* xxxvl* All quotation from Juvenal's Satires will be ta ©n from 
this volume*
33 Buff, Roman Satire, pp. 154-55.
uperiod.34 Inpllcit in several ©f the earlier satires, also, is the 
doctrine that all vices are equal* Consequently we find, for in­
stance, that fairly haraleas foibloe such as transparent clothes 
and the use of cosmetics come under as severe condemnation in 
Satire 2 as the rora serious vices of the Stoic hypocrites* 35 Simi­
larly In the highly regarded sixth satire on Inf am us women the re­
latively innocuous pastimes of the lady " blue-etocklngatt get scourged 
as severely as the moat degrading pastimes of the courtesan*
It Is apparent in Juvenal's Satire 8 that he haa the proper Stoic 
concern with what constitutes true nobility* "What avail your pedi­
grees? What boots It, Pentieus, to be valued for rue's ancient blood, 
and to display the painted visages of one's forefathers* * * * Though 
you deck ycur hall from end to end with ancient waxen images, Virtue 
la the one and only true nobility*”’'
The nebles particularly are condemned in this same satire for 
neglecting their duties and obligations to the commonweal * They no 
longer observe the laws of decorum and act with dignity* It has be­
come a common sight to see the sons of the noblest houses engaging in 
pursuits of the theater and the arena like any common actor or 
gladiator* He says to those who would be called noble* "You owe *», 
first of all things, the virtues of the eoulj prove yourself stainless
34 Juvenal, Satires, pp, 3 ff.
pp. 2>2$,
*  I&l&M PP> 119-121.
37 Ibid.. p. 199.
1ft life, one who holds foot to tho right both in word end deed, 
end 1 acknowledge you as a lord#"^®
Juvenal echoes here and thove the Stoic precept that the only 
real beauty coses from witting spiritual beauty can overcome the 
disadvantages ef physical URattractiveness# Furthermore the out­
ward elan reflects the true nature of the man* In Satire 9, for in­
stance, the physical appearance of the notorious Naevolus reflects
his profligate life#
leu have a hong*deg leokf your head is a forest of un­
kempt, unanelnted hair; your skin hes lost all the gloss 
that it got from swathes of hot Bruttian pitch, and your 
legs are dirty and rough with sprouting hair. Why are 
yea as thin as a chronic invalid in whom a quartan fever 
has long made its home? One c&n detect In a sickly body 
the secret torments of the soul, as also its Joyst the 
face takes on the stamp o*" eith®r#?9
Juvenal’s justly fom us tenth satire^0 is the first of his sa­
tires in the quieter, more reflective wsin#^ In this profoundly 
pessimistic satire Juvenal carries rejection of the world1 s greeds 
even beyond the point to which most Stole devotees would go* Riches 
cone foremost among htraan wishes; they can only bring disaster*
Equally undependable are the glorias of high st« tion* Should we then 
ask for Ion' life? Take heed of the senile old man* Should we ask 
for beauty in ur children Rot unless we would see them debauched*
What then atq we to pray for” Juvenal does not leave us in complete
3® Ibid.. p. 161,
P. 183.
40 This satire has bsoosw well-known to tv VI sh readers 
through Sawuel Johnson's paraphrase of it n "The Vanity of Tfuman Wishes.
41 This is the opinion of Duff, Hcroen Satire, pp. 154-55.
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despair, Hope Ip offered in the end by a Stoic insislance on virtue.
Xe there nothing then ''or which men shall pray? If you 
ask my counsel, you will leave it to the Gods themcelven to 
provide whet la good frr us, and what will he serviceable 
for our state; for, in place of what la pleasing they will 
give ue whet ie beet* Man is dearer to them than he is to 
himself* Impelled by strong and blind desire, we ask for wife 
and offspring; but the geds know of what sort th** eons, of 
what sort t> e wife, will be* Nevertheless that you may h?.ve 
something to pray for, * * * ycu should pray for a sound mind 
in a sound body; for a stout heart that has no fe*».r o' death, 
and deema length o*' days the leaat of Nature1 s gifts; that can 
endure any kind of toll; that knows neither wrath nor deeire, 
and thinks that the woes and hard labors of Hercules are better 
than the loves and the banquets and the down cuslonn of Sar~ 
danapelus* that I commend to you, you can give to yourself; 
for it is assuredly through virtue th*t lies the cme and only 
road to a life of peace* Thou wouldst have no divinity, 0 
Fortune, if we lad but wisdom; it Is we th .t make a goddess 
of thee, and place thee in the skies*42
Thus in the last phrase Juvenal rejects what has seemed up to this 
point a fatalistic acceptance of nan's helplessness in the face of the 
vicissitudes of fortune. If we are subject to the vagaries of for* 
tune's wheel, it is we who make it so* He have within us the means to 
counteract fate's inconsistencies. The means lie in strict attention 
to the Stole virtues*
Juvenal's remaining satires show an Increasing reliance on the 
Stole precepts for a simple life of peace and tranquility* Satire 
11 is a comparison of the extravagant and the simple life* Thits satire 
is remarkable for its extended treatment of the austere but happy
existence of the Stoic household.43
Satire 13 is directed ostensibly at a friend, Calvinue, in con­
solation for a fraud he has suffered* It supports the Stoic doctrine
42 Juvenal, Satires, pp* 219*220.
43 Ibid.. pp. 231-235.
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that vengeance should he loft to the gods* Besides, t o  greatest 
punishment ooaes fro® the terrors of a guilty conscience# The 
poet says, "Benign Philosophy, by degrees, strips from us most of 
cur vices, and all our sistakes; it la she th~t first teaches uo 
the right* For vengeance Is always the delight of a little, weak, 
and petty wind***4
That precept cannot teach like example Is the the nip of Satire 
14* Put a thousand bearded preceptors on a child's right and as nany 
on his left, says the satirist, and e will still follow the example 
ef hie elders, particularly in vice* All vices save ono the young 
iwitate ef their cwn accord; avarice alone is enjoined on thaw against 
the grain* *Fcr tht vice has a deceptive appearance and semblance 
of virtue, being rlecey of aden, severe in face and garb* The miser 
is openly eoHnended for his thrift, being deemed a savl g man* * * * 
loreover, such a one is thought to be skilled in the art of money- 
getting*"^ rre satire soon evolves into another of the frequent 
attacks on avarice, the bate nolr of the Stoles In general and of 
Juvenal in particular* Hot only Is too much wealth vicious in itself, 
but it leads inevitably into other vices, treachery, falsehood, de­
bauchery, miserliness and so on* The wise rmn will net a limit to 
his fortunes,
u  iMs§*. p. 259.
Ibid.. p. 273. This sentiment has a peculiarly modern ring. 
It was dur ng the late ’dlisabethan period that the protectant sects be­
gan to elevate thrift to the position of a cardinal Christian virtue* 
Too often thrift merely served as an excuse for avarice* Elizabethan 
satirists, like Juvenal, were loud in their denunciations of "money- 
getting *•
IB
let If any should ask of me what measure of fortune 
la enough, I will tell him? as much as thirst, col/i and 
hunger demand} as nueh as sufficed you, Bpiourus, In your 
little garden} as such a© in earlier days was to be fo»md 
in the house of Sacra too. Never does Nature say one thing 
and wisdom another.^©
In citing passages Illustrating *he philcsonV.io content of clas­
sical satire, the positive side has been purposely emphasised. Satire 
as a genre emphasises the negative side of a picture* The major 
portion ef every satire is given over to iconoclastic -attack— on 
serais, on institutions, on people* This disproportion of the nega­
tive in relation to the positive is apt to blind as to tho constructive 
or positive side of satire, subordinate though It is* If satire is 
to be accounted the vehicle for the &i semination of current philoso­
phical ideas, and as an instrument, along with other types of didac­
tic writing, for the improvement of manners and morals, it is im­
portant that satire be viewed ? s something mom than a destructive 
weapon of the iconoclast* It has been, therefore, the object of this 
study up to this point to emphasize th t the Homan satirists had a 
positive program, which they sincerely and even fervently believed 
in, and which, if It were followed, would lead to a reformation in 
man*s ethical and moral life, and put a check to the Increasing In­
roads of vl?e and corruption*
Elisabethan formal verse satire was an admitted "Imitation" of 
Boaan formal verse satire*^ It imitated Roman satire not only in
4* Ibid.. p. 287.
4-7 Joaoph Hall, Pcaa. ad. k. Davenport (Liverpool, 194&).
See Prologue to Book III and "A Post-script to the Header*"
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fora, structure, style and technique, but In contnt as well* The 
Slisabethan satirists recognised the ethical and moral value of m *  
tire and recognized also Its value as an effective instrument for 
the inculcation of ideas and Ideals* It was to them, as to the Romans, 
a utilitarian instrument* In imitating the Homan satirists as they 
did, the Slisabethan fennel versa satirists mde an almost complete 
break with the native English tradition of satire* few traces of 
medieval English astire can be found In the major Renaissance formal 
satirists*^ When the revival of the satiric movement in verse was 
joined by the poetasters and the writers who consciously appealed to 
bourgeois tastes, the influence of medieval native English satire may 
be found once again n English verse satire* In order that this 
medieval influence in formal verse satire be recognised, incongruously 
garbed in classical trappings, some emphasis must be given to tho general 
characteristics of native English satire*
III
The satiric spirit made Itself manifest in a variety of forms in 
the native English tradition with which It will not be necessary to 
deal in this chapter.^ What m  are concerned with here is only those
4® One of the major instance of medieval influence in Elisa- 
bethan formal verse satire occurs In Josech Hall1© Book II, which is 
nothing *orc than the old satire against tho estates (so© section IIIof 
this chapter) decked out In classical raiment*
&  There was, for example, an abundance of political satire di­
rected King John, William H  and -dward II, This is closely allied to 
personal satire which we find best exemplified in Sheltonvs attacks on 
ffolsey, There was 'Stire of the bsast-fable typo which remained in vornie 
as late as Spenser*e Mother Hubbard*p Tale, 1591* Thee© types 1 ad little 
influence on the formal verse satirists with which this study Is concerned.
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forms of medieval satire which worn to have had some influence* 
although not necessarily direct, on fonaal verso entire of the Eliza­
bethan period* In view of the fact that the iliambsthan formal 
eatlrlete considered entire largely an the natural vehicle for the 
promulgation of doetrine* It In not in any way surprising to discover 
that it is to the ewe serious* reflective and doctrinaire medieval 
entire that they are at tree ted* Satire of this doctrinaire type* re­
flecting the conservative* orthodox religious view® of the writer* 
made a strong resurgence in the satire of the miner figures of the 
early seventeenth c e n t u r y * 50 Almost Inevitably they reverted also to 
eoae of the theses and techniques of the early native English satirists* 
although they were careful to maintain moat of tho external framework 
which enables their satires to be classed os formal satire*
The allegorical method* always prominent in medieval literature as 
a whole* was no less prominent In medieval satire* The satire of 
allegorical type gained a wide vogue with the popularity of tho Homan 
£&. 2A Eoco *nd Piers Plowman which *ae maintained tfsII down Into the 
seventeenth century* when such poets as Wither* Howlands* and Broth- 
wait® continue to make use of it.5* The faot that Roman satire shakes
For a full treatment of these types of satire see Samuel ?*. Tucker, Verse 
Satire In England Before the Renaissance (Hew fork* 190ft)* especially 
chapters II* III* IV* and V* See also C. Prsvits-^rton* Political Sa­
tire in Fnrrligh Poetry (Cambridge, 1910)* chapter 2.
50 Formal satire of this type from tho ranks of bourgeoisie sa­
tirists of conservative Christian faith forms the basis for Chapter V of 
this dissertation*
51 ;;<*» for ©raraplo “lth°r»e Abus* a Strict jjog gkteft. Book I; How-
land's a UnLHisiJam a fe&raan a te  aod toa&ii B»thwn», a atmnnado
for the Devil* These satires will, bo considered at com© length in 
Chapter V of this study*
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use of character types verging on the allegorical strengthened the
tendency for Aliwabethon eatiriots to Rake uao of allegory* The type**
a m i  themselves each ae Luxuria or Cornutue are an outgrowth of the
elaseioel type-namee end medieval allegory* The Aristotelian vices
and virtues were eoaatinee allegorised* and* of course* the peraonifi-
eatlon of Chriatlan virtaeo and the Seven Deadly Sine had vide vogue
in aodiovel didaotie literature* It la hardly neeeaeary to point out
hoe wide-spread the allegorical method was in siedieval aatlre* The
femme parade ef the Seven Deadly Sins in Piero Plowman which pictures
Wrath* •with white gyms storing* Snivelling through hie noae* and with
his nook hanging** and Sloth *all beslobbered* with eline on hie eye**
lid*,* is a good ease in point*® The Scottish poet William Dunbar
alee Bakes use of allegory for satire la hie comparatively short poem*
"The Dance of the Seven Deadly Sins*”
And first of all la donee wee Pryd*
With hair wyld bak and bonet on syd,
Lyk to nek vaistie wanlaf
And round abort hie* as a quhelll*
Bang all in rumpillia to the belli 
Hie ice that for the minis:
Sony prowd trunpour with him irlpplt 
Throw skaldand fyre* ay aa thay sfclppdt 
They gymd with hiddeuaa grania*53
Well into the sixteenth century allegory used satirically was prominent
in the development of Rnrliah d r a m a * and this no doubt had its effect
William Lang land* JJjg Yialon Plera Plowman, ed* Henry W 
Welle (Sow York* 19A5)* Paeeua V, pp. 58* 67.
*3 william Dunbar* Jfcg Foams. ed* John Small (Edinburgh* 1693}*
5* K. Xf Chambers* lbs Medieval Stage (Oxford, 1903), vol. IX, 
pp. 151 ff.
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om tho us* of allegory in formal verse satire for It kept tho olio** 
gorioal method alive in one genre of literature long aft^r it had 
began to die out in neat of the other genre**^
Samel fucker hoe aaid that la hie moral satire tang land uses 
too distinct methods* In one he personifies none abstraction* In 
the other he arraigns society by its olaeaes.^ This statement very 
accurately characterises the medieval elements that appear in formal 
verve satire of the early seventeenth century, for among this army of 
poetasters there sea a deoided Interest In the olasslfioatlons of 
mankind, the chain ef being, and In erdsr»57
But medieval satire did not limit itself strictly to four estates* 
The satire against the estates see rapidly extended to Include ell the 
occupational endeavors of mankind, so that it eome to he a kind of 
satire against the professions or the occupations* This Is true even 
in f^ers Plossan* Although the attacks against clergy, nobility, and 
yeomanry are expressed end implicit throughout the whole work, the more 
specific attacks cover the whole range of bm*n occupation,^®
55 Spenser’s memanental allegory, Jfcg Fairy Queen is, of course, 
an exception to this statement. It was, however, something of an ana­
chronism,
56 Tucker, Terse Satires Bnglanft Before fthp Renaissance. o* 73,
57 g* um g. Tillyard, The Blissbetftan World Picture (London, 
19AB), pp* 7 ff.j pp. 23 ff,
5® The user? oxtensioii of range Is to he found In the various 
types of "Tool literature of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth cen­
tury, of Which the west prominent example is Sebastian Brandt’s paq 
Warrcnechlff. Here we find the none breadth of olaeei flection that is 
charset©riBile of Lanrland and Chaucer,
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The medieval sioral satire of the four estate# bit A a prominent ex­
ponent in the latter half of the sixteenth century In the one satire of 
George Gaeooi.me— The Steel pl&su. 1576, The whole outlook of the satire 
is conservative and medieval. To Gascoigne the changing: social pattern 
was an upsetting force th-t prevented the smooth functioning of social 
responsibility *4thin the wedleva1 hierarchy,^ His is essentially a 
Puritan Christian outlook* After surveying the hierarchy of socleiy, 
from prince to peasant, ho finds selfishness everywhere*
This is the cause (beleva m  now my Lords)
Thr-t Realaea do re we, from high prosperity,
That Kings decline, from princely government.
That Lord as do lacke, their •autocstore good wil,
That knights consume, their patrimoni© still,
That gentlewen, do moke tho merchant rise,
That plowmen begge, and eraf teamen cannot thrive,
That clergie queyles, end hath smal reverence,
That laymen live, by moving mischiefe etil,
That courtiers thrive f v.t latter Lammas day,
That officers, can scarce enrich their heyree,
That Souldlours starve, or prech at Tiborno eroase,
That lawyers buys, and urchase deadly hate,
That merchants clyaw, and f^l agalne as fast,
That royaters brag, above their betters romej,
That slcophants, ai'e counted jolly guests,
That Lais leades a Ladlee life aloft©,
And Lucrece lurkas, with aohre bashful graee.^O
Character and social responsibility, ho fools, have disappeared. There
are no longer any absolute standards by which men are judged*
It was, then, the change in the social order that motivated Gas-
ooigne*~ satire* It is one of th<- ear Heat manifestations of awareness
of this change which was not to strike with its full fore© unt.51 the
59 c, T, Prouty, George GasooLipe (New York, 19/.2), p* 249* 
George Gascoigne, Jfc.e Lteele Glac (Westminister, 1901),
pp. 54-55*
ulast decade of the sixteenth century and the early years of the seven-' 
teenth century.^* Similar circumstances were at least smrtiel motiva­
tion for such divergent works as Spenser's Faerie Queens and the work 
of the formal verse satirists* They went on to assert new moral and 
spiritual values* The only solution Gascoigne can offer for the ills
of the world is increasing prayer, and most of all he says, "Pray for
62me Priests, I ^ray you pray for me*w
There are two other important characteristics of medieval satire 
which reappear in the formal verse satire of the late sixteenth century 
and the early seventeenth century. One of these Is that it addressed 
itself to a bourgeois audience9 the other la that it displays a de­
cidedly humanitarian attitude, which is alien to Renaissance literature 
In general*
It is true that the satirists often addressed their kings end 
nobles, but it was primarily to the working people and tho bourgeoisie 
that they addressed themselves* The great preponderance of "fool 
literature0 that flourished in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth 
centuries is good evidence for the shift In emphasis on the part of 
some writers to an audience lower on the social scale The people
^  Chapter II of this study deals specifically with the condi­
tions of Elizabethan England which fostered this discontent and which 
did much to encourage the growth of the satiric spirit*
&  Gascoigne, Thp Steele Gleg, p* 81*
63 Sebastian Brandt, l'jjie Ship of Fool a. ed. Edwin 2©; del
(Sew York, 1944), Introduction, p* 4* There is little evidence of the
influence of fool satire on Elizabethan formal verse satire. Samuel 
Rowland's &aex£ series is, of course, fool satire but they are not formal 
verse satires* It !s Intriguing to speculate on what connection medieval 
fool literature might br*ve had with the classical Stoic concept hat all
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who wrote this kind of satire and th© people who read It knew little 
and eared leas about medieval chlvaXrlo literature that appealed 
to an earlier generation* The "fool literature" showed an Implicit 
admiration for the eooRcon people and for what were becoming the virtues 
of the ocaaon people, although It chided them severely for their ©x~ 
oesses and vices* It is the conservative viewpoint of the Christian 
chureh which the medieval satirists most reveal* For every one citation 
of a classical authority, there ere several from the Bible or from the 
church fathers* In attacking particular vices and upholding particular 
virtues, the medieval satirist was less concerned with the store aris­
tocratic and classical virtues, prominent in the peg*in moralists—  
generosity, friendship, loyalty, justice, fortitude and the like— than 
with the more Christian virtues— humility, constancy, sobriety and so 
cm. The vices and foibles tht come under attack, while they may 
incidentally be the vices prominent in some classical satires, are 
predominantly those vices which form the basis for attack in any good 
medieval sermon* A partial list of them, found in almost every medieval 
satire, would Include drunkenness, sloth, sensuality, adultery, avarice, 
Jealousy, pedantry, anger, religious and social pride, lechery, gluttony, 
and gaming.
The professed object of both this type of medieval satire and 
classical satire is the regeneration of the Individual and tho consequent 
regeneration of society as a whole* Here the resemblance ends* The
men are fools* X have not been able to establish any direct connection 
here* The Idea of the distinction between fools and wise men Is at 
least as eld as the Bible and can be found in C.reek and Roman literature 
othor than satire* See Barbara Swain, loola and Folly (H«w Vork, 1932), 
especially chapter 111*
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premise and the method In each case are entirely different. The 
classical satlriat saw nan as a rational human being who would turn to 
virtue ef his own accord when he perceived that the virtuous way 
was the only way compatible with human dignity and the only m y  to 
achieve that peace of mind and tranquility of spirit for which he 
thirsted. Tbs medieval satirist lacked any such trust in man's judg­
ment. Han was to choose virtue because authority, particularly the 
Bible, said so. Any rewards for virtue In this life were incidental 
to the hoped«for rewards in after life.
The human!tarlani am that m  find so much In evidence in P^ers 
Plowman and ether moral 6"tiros In the native English tradition re­
appears in the bourgeois© formal satire of tho early seventeenth 
oentury.66 This appearance of a real humanitarian attitude in both 
these eases cannot be explained in any light except that of Christian 
charity and kindness. It has nothing to do with the democratic Idealism 
of the Roman tic movement. The satirists urged a practical hmnani- 
tarlanlsa because it was sound Christian doctrine, and it was 
Inevitably tied in with the doctrine that the principal "estates" of 
man had a duty one to the other. In Truth's letter to the merchants 
in Hera Plowman they are urged to the following practicesi
That they should buy boldly wh^t they best fancied,
And sell it seen after and save the profits 
To help hospitals and tho half and feeble 
Always to be busy at the bad highways,
^  Ihimanlterlanlea Is particularly strong in Wither and Hrath- 
walte. Again chapter V of this investigation deal© fully with this 
aspect of Ellsabethan formal verese satire.
To build bridges broken in the springtime,
To worry maidens or rook© them novice ft*
To find the food for poor prisoners 
To nmd scholar® to tie schools or a owe other 
business,
To relieve religious orders and remedy their loeaest®5
But everyone Is not worthy to receive charity#
Bidders and beggars have no place in this pardon,
Unleae an honest impulse has induced them to bogging#
If one begs and bide and he not needy,
Be is as false as a fiend and defrauds the wretched, 
ind beguiles the giver against hi® wishes#®®
This same humanitarian attitude, an eminently practical one involving 
duty as well as charity, is one of the most characteristic features of 
medieval satire, and wo are to encounter It again as a prominent feature 
of the bourgeois® satire of the early seventeenth century.
There can be little doubt In view of the evidence that classical 
satirists looked upon the genre of formal satire as on aid in the 
dissemination of ideas# High moral standards are Implied even in their 
satires which seem most frivolous on the surface# Consciously or un­
consciously, as will be demonstrated in the body of this study, 
Renaissance formal verse satirists emulated those high moral standard® 
in their own satires and adapted the pagan vessel to the needs of 
their own age# With them, as with tho classical satirist®, satire 
became & medium for the promulgation of ideologies# Certain types of 
native medieval satire had also had a strong moral stio bent, and in 
the early seventeenth century, when lea© well-educated, less astute,
65 Langland, glare Plowmanf p«r>sus VII, p# p9*
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and l«0s gifted poets entered tho llst^ of tho satiristsf they re* 
Tortod to aany of the theaee and some of the techniques of medieval 
English satire, while retaining the rudiments of classical influence* 
The reaalnlng chapters of this study will he devoted V- th^  rather 
sudden develepaent of formul verse satire In England near the end of 
the sixteenth century and the conditions which encouraged It, and to 
the gradual change which satire underwent in tho early seventeenth 
century at the hands of the bourgeoise writers*
a u r r a x z
Xt has become eauaomplaoe among critics of tbs English Renaissance 
to note that tha unbounded enthusiasm and tha Idealistic vistas of the 
high Renaissance did not last through tha century* Uhdeniably earn- 
thing happened that blaatod tha hopes and dreams of an earlier gener­
ation of hnaaniste and turned tha world sour for many near the and of 
tha sixteenth century. Students of the Renaissance In England hare 
bean at a loss to explain the phenomenon adequately, although many 
explanations hare bean suggested* Xt seems no at likely that a 
ooablnBtloa of forces mads its weight felt ty about 1590 and succeeded 
In seriously undermining the age-old foundations of thought that had 
bean abullding since Augustine and Aquinas* For the purposes of a 
study of satire we fortunately do not have to find the answer in any 
one cause or circumstance* Satire was not tbs cause of the change In 
climate, but was rather one of the earlier manifestations of tha ever- 
increasing notion among intellectuals and educated men that all was 
not right with the world*
It does not seen adequate in any case to try to explain the
1
reaction on a strictly scientific basis, or on a strictly economic
* Some critics have been Inclined to see tho disillusionment 
largely In terms of the impact of the “new science” (see EU 0* Allen, 
•The Degeneration of Win and Renaissance Peaolird®Ri#,f gjg, 35 (193®), 
203-27*) but we Should be cautious in applying such a promise*
Douglas Bush warns that scientific Hess made their way slowly even
29
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teals, nr obi rsUgtais or political teals, fWteUjr stirring* and 
dmftte team all tteaa ddrastlona contributed to tte total «£teot of 
t2n  AntSfwmfiftg pi0tUf9« 11 is interesting to note how thoroughly tho 
new forces permeated tho life of tho tiroa* Gilbert Highet gives mm 
indication oo to tho extant of tho rooOtioni
■With tho latter half of tho atxteaath century a cold 
vlad ooooa to blow in upon tho world* Boots turn horohi 
harooo dlo inglorioualyj m m  begin to hato now than thay 
loro; aspiring societies and noble works are out short by 
violence • • • even tho elassieai books vhloh onoo connoted 
stimulus and liberation came to noon regulation, law and 
rules**2
laother ooanantator hao noted tho inroodo of anxiety, doubt, and 
aktrptrt ftliiwi daring thio m m  period*
"Public events during tho latter years of Elisabeth's 
reign filled nan with anxiety* The hi# spirit of the Armada 
period faded and tho melancholy of the aging queen woo 
reflected In tho forebodings of her counsellors* * * • Han 
ootf tha very foundations of order and Intelligibility dissolv­
ing before their eyes and they found nothing to fill tho 
tearful acid.*3
Becom e fornal veroa aatlre ie In spirit closely akin to the 
epigram, it la of value to observe what T* K* Whipple, a student of 
the epigram, boo to eay about tho qd^qq vhloh produced these kindred 
forma of eecinl end noral criticism— 'the satire and tho epigram* He 
notea first of all that tho too nodes of expression appear suddenly 
about 1590 and flourish simultaneously, and that they had ceased to be
among the learned* Most nan were not, according to him, affected by 
science at all and few of those who were troubled by it* 3©c Science 
OBd Popfcgy (oxford, 1950), principally Chapter one*
^ Gilbert Hlghei, Xbft Cl*s*io*l Tradition (Nov; York, 1949),
p. 253*
^ Hayrick U* Carre, Pha^on of ffiiomyht in (Oxford,
1949), p. 217*
at
wrt.tten during precisely tho anal popled# Ho implies further that tho 
nausea of thoir appearance may bo found in tho ©hanging attitudes 
apparent at that tine, Hliaabeth, ho maintains, hod loot touch with 
bar people* tho crown and parliament wore la sharper conflict* tho 
breach between Paritenias and tho established Church widens* there 
ware frequent potty rebeHiomi in London and occasionally in tho
4,
provinces# In other words, wo find, according to Mr# Whipple, a 
tlaa which was ripe far satire, a tine of dialUueioysment and ekeptl- 
dan, sophisticated and cynical, haring lost faith with all save tha 
saner etc and obvious*^ There was, moreover, an unpreccdentad influx 
of wealth into tha country, and London was full of the notweaur rlofraq 
and *tgistart courtiers*®
Hardin Craig maintains that tha optimism of tha Renaissance has 
bean coBggsrated* Tha happiness of the tins was strictly limited by 
tlaa and class. And in any aaaa tha Jubilation was temporary.
•Writers of the high Renaissance ware deceived by tho 
new learning and prosperity and saw a golden ago about to 
mom upon theaf thay ware temporarily jubilant* The low 
casual tones cane fraa nan who hod difficulty In seeing hope 
in a world ef as much danger and destitution and of for** 
getting even jnaentarily tha weight of glooay doctrine past 
and present#*®
To tha sober observer It seemed that vice was rampant and that 
the age had cast off all restraint# According to H# V# Roufch these 
tendencies ware not only aostinuad into the seventeenth century, but
^ T# g* Whipple, Martel Epiayflfi from Wyatt
Jonaon (Berkeley, 192$), p# 331.
9 W - i  P* 337.
^ Hardin Craig* Xb# JiDCtlBBiffii SdAUt t'H «»h«»t.hn^  Min,? ig 
L&t-aratura (Dm York, 193&7, pp. 208-209.
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they became even more pronounced* There vs* a acmes of diailluaiom** 
a m i  pervading the nation, caused partly by the corruption of the 
governing classes (the eases ef Bacon and Overbury corns readily to 
mind), and even more by the inoreasingly hitter social and religious 
antagonisms aaong the people themselves. They had almost completely 
lest faith in the high ideals end heroic sentiments of the earlier 
age*
Bat the roots ef the problem of a loss of faith in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries go mush deeper than mere
diaHlaaioaBBant and frustration brought on by a failure to achieve the
high aims of the humanist* a programs* far more disturbing cere the
doubts that had begun to form concerning the more basic problems of
the nature ef God, sen and the universe* Tn this age, which has been
continually off balance for so many years, it is perhaps hard for us
to realise the trsnGtidous Impact suah doubts would hove on an age which
wee accustomed to thinking of the world as being more or less fixed in
3
its physical make-up as wall as in its standards of conduct* It
should be remembered that the EHsabethoa world was, in spite of the
Renaissance, essentially a medieval world* rhovdore Spencer soys,
•* * * In the sixteenth century the combined elements 
of irlstotelianlsm, Platonism, Neo-Platonism, Stoicism and 
Christianity ware almost indioti&gulshably woven into a 
pattern which was universally agreed upon and vhloh in its 
main outlines was the sane as that of the Middle Ages* ftew 
ideas « • • wore treated either as additions to the accepted
7
E* V. Houth, "The Progress of Social literature in Tudor 
Tines,11 Ciffnfeyid^ e History of fo^zl^h IAterfltura* XV, 381,
8 E, M. U. Tlllyard, JJa H I i M m  World Flotura (London,
1948), pp. 7-15.
»picture or as fresh ways of interpreting the one universal 
truth shout which there was no question* *9
Xt should be p lated out hare than the revival of learning sad 
the whole humanist program in England* as different from the asms 
program on the Continent* remained* avid this In spite of the Reform- 
atlon essentially within the religious framework. the Renaissance In 
England w w  tcok on the pagan and at times atheistical coloring that 
it took in its decline in Italy* ^  In consequence of this the Renats* 
canoe viewpoint in England ramalaed narrower and more rationalistic 
that it did in the countries of Europe proper* The fhll Impact of 
skepticism and doubt would then hit a more devastating blow to the 
thinkers* leaders* and writers in England than it would to the m m  
classes of society la Italy* where such forces had been at work for 
some time and the blow had been softened and ameliorated over a longer 
period of time through the subtle machinations of soma of Italy's best 
thinkers*
In England until near the end of the sixteenth century the world 
view remained essentially the medieval Christian view so ably delineated 
by Mr* Spsooer* Certain fundamental assiaqptions were taken for granted* 
Han doss not exist by himself but Is tha knot and chain of the universe 
and cannot be thought of as being apart from the rest of creation* the 
whole of which was made for the service of Ood* 4s long as man ful­
filled his proper function* the remainder of creation was made for his
^ Theodore 3pencer* SWSMBHatil AShl Ahft Maturq q£ Mqn (Hew 
fork, 1342)* p* 1*
Jacob Durekhardt* The Civilian tin ££ $30 ftai^&lasama in 
Italy (Vienna* 1938)* pp* 264 ff« $ oee also .■>„ Syrorcnds* The 
lA I^aly (Hew fork* 1935)* vol. 1* Chapter VIII.
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•ervioe. To fulfill hi* *ol* properly man must know bio anvlrcsaaent,
11
sad must know himself* above all* Nan mmt do more* however* them 
sie*Oy contemplate and enjoy tho world created for him? an a mntimr of 
society ho oust rule it* govern It, control it* This is not only his 
privilege hot alao Ida duty* The Renaissance humanists* especially In 
&\glaad* ware thoroughly imbued with a sense of destiny and with a 
high sense of duty, Xt was particularly distressing* therefore* to 
009 in tha Court and among tha nobles generally an Increasing dta~
regard for the duties that want with their station, Pictures of
12
corrupt courts and upstart courtiers were not new in literature* 
but thay ware glean nau prominence In tha satires of the period and 
are a acre or less aocwate account of the dissolute and Intrigue* 
ridden courts of the late sixteenth and early sawmteonth centuries*
Xt is one of tha favorite theme* of the Retsalsasnee moralists* who 
felt topalled to point out the evils of court life and the city end to 
exhort the people to return to the virtuous life ef a former age*
The amalgamation of the medieval Christian heritage with the 
humanist tradition caused something of a dilemma among Renaissance 
Christians, The medieval viewpoint emphasised tha Inherent evil In 
men since the Fall and ocntlamaUy flaunted his wretchedness before 
him* Tha Renaissance humanists asqptaslsed the inherent worth and 
dignity of nan and warned enthusiastic at his endless capabilities*
^  Spencer* JSttfcttBMUBfi 4Bd Mut ^ sturm $£ MSB# P* 5#
12 Sir Thomas Wyatts %tlrqa, published in 1537* and Hobart 
Greened 1  c^Lo £y* 40 ifoatart pourfclflf may be cited as earlier ex­
amples of court eritioian*
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t h m  <ma tbua * btasU MtabUahwl f w  a oontlnutag conflict batwaan
13
■ft1* w b M M m  ots the c m  hand and hla dignity* on the other.
tha humanistic program had, of course, tipped tha balance In 
f t w  of sen'e dlpitgr and capabilities. 4a tha sixteenth century 
wore on, tha aaalaa began to tip back In tha direction of man1 a 
wretchedness and helplessness until tha questions of %ho m  I” and 
•what do I know* became frequently heard cries In tha writing© of tha 
period# dona man of tho ago sought to find tha answers In oooult 
specula timaj some a&&tted that thay knew nothing, and relying on 
ffclth alone, fall Into tha arms of tha church? others attempted 
tnrloos kinds of compromises# The literature of the period refloats 
tha uneasiness and doubt that assailed tha mlnla of soae^^Fulka 
aseeille, tome, Thomas Browne# others uera able to buttress then* 
seises with Christian stoicism— Joseph Hall, Lodge, and to a lesser 
degree, Ben Jonean*
Tbs solutions and eonprosdsas of these men are merely further 
evidences of an age of paradox and lneonslsteneles# Says one 
authority,
•Often their natures seen to lack unity. Sentiment 
and conduct do not agree, nor tha sets of one day tally 
with the nerds of another# the actors are strangely 
affected by tha personal exigency or opportunity and the 
tarn of fortune* One suspects insincerity. Sometimes 
deeeitfulaess seams the unifying or explanatory element 
of their characters.'11*
Am  we hem already indicated* the medieval Christian heritage*
with its hdrarehtas of things with nan in the canter only a little
W  Spencer, SWBMBttflto gfid Mature $£ Jjpu, P* 3S«
Y* Bomr B.jfvjor, xtazuoMi m I afflreaalvn In tbs itotooath
Century (itav Zorfc, 1930), p. 133,
rmlly avttled into a rigid aold atnce Henry VIZI eatablishad a atat©
y?
•iwwh* On the one hand, the Catholics were Intwimltlontly hounded
with persecutions and eaforeemaisb of onti-Cathollc laws* these being
particularly severe during the restless period before the death of
Mugr of Sootland put an end to catholic plotting for e while* end
during the period of the Qunpowder 1*101 scare* n the other hand,
the Puritan power wee growing* and although the Puritans were content
to he at firet merely the left wing of the established Church* it soon
beeene apparent that nothing abort of a Complete break with Anglican*
lea would satisfy the axtw a iitoi^ Meanwhile the Church of England
strove desperately to eatebliah tha middle way and to maintain that
happy oonhlnetion of reeaon and fhlth defended and established in large
17
part by Rlehsrd Booker* end supported in varying degrees of enthusiasm 
ly at least three of the major satirists with whoa ve shall be oo&* 
earned flum* Hall* and Herstom* The religious bickering began to be 
more prenounsed near the end of the sixteenth century* and it helped 
te nake many sensitive adnds doubtful about their religious allegiance* 
Skepticism Is the inevitable concomitant of uncertainty, Among the 
satirists of the £lieabethait period no better a m p l e  of the impact of
^  Bodk* JUbflQSdiUGd la lbs lytlffi flSlSDlttSSDdUl
Centro (Oxford, 1945)* p* 8#
M« H* Carre maintains that Has eon as established by Hooker 
discovers the nala duties of nan* those owed to Cod and those owed to 
man* The lew of Reason is the law of nature* end for nan to trans­
gress the law of his astro provokes ha m  comparable to the ruin 
brought about by the failure of the heavenly bodies to perform their 
allotted work* 3ee Phases gf Thought Jj3 p9 %)Qm This
doctrine of reason and nature was important in the 3toio-iaorallat 
thought of the ftoemns and of the Hanaiasanee moralists and satirists.
If a man r*ocs against his "nature” he must be shown his error and 
shown the rdjbt way Again#
3#
rftUgloaii uncertainty can be found than in bonne1* Sited Sfrtiypf in 
vhloh it is tho t o m  of religion about vhloh ha speculatae, not tha 
philosophical baala of religion itaelf, although Donna waa to question 
tha philosophical baa&a of religion by tha U m  of tha two 
mam acvantean or eighteen year* later*
Tha aoatal mad eaonoal* condition* during tha lata year® of 
Sliaabeth** reign and during tha Jaoobaan ora vara auah aa to foater 
uareat and inatabillty, and in than ua can aaa some of tha outward 
elgia of tha aanflleta that vara merely lunar conflict* in tho minds 
of m m  of tha lntelllgaatala* On tha brighter aide* London had be- 
mam aftar tha fhll of Antwerp in 1576 tha capital of European ecae*
la
wmrnomm the aiglleb narehanfe* achieved in a abort time vaalth vhloh
tiny had not dreamed of* Lea* important but certainly nara enelting
to tha puhllo fancy vaa tha vaalth vhloh flowad into tha country from
I M o i  antarpriaaa euoh aa tha big trading oocpanlee and firaa the
piratical expedition* of tha Migltah seaman* Tha main affaot of thlo
vapid increase of vaalth on tha satirist* of tha ago vaa that It
afforded than aapla opportunity to attack the *nov rich** the **»
tvavagnt taataa of tha rich* who suddenly found themselves able to
19
Indulge thalr aoat exotic appetites* The Eliaabothan satirists 
needed no suggestions from the Roman satirists to prowpt than to 
oandaon avarice aa one of the chief vices* Thay found condernQtiona 
of avarice prominent In medieval literature as vail* Every day around
18 J . w. h . itk in e , snciu h  latM w nr adtAsimi 2 *  BmrtOTmwi 
(LcixSon, 1947)» p. 179.
^  Tbla la tha teal* fae tto portrait of Sir Epicure* Mamon in 
Ban Jenson** the. Aifihstiit*
th«a the? ant the ill-offecto o>f greed and lust for riohee on tha 
elUsaia* xt was not untU sometime later that the Puritans end the 
evangelical seats vere to make a virtue of thrift second only to 
godliness*
M  the influx ef vaalth into the country benefited ocrnqparatively
only e few end its effeete wire soon offset by e eerles of eaonomio
ill* which hed begun to plague the country* The enclosures of land
had left neap people without e means of livelihood* end scores of
unenplnyed node their any to the cities* especially London* to well
the ranks of itiaerent workers*20 According to Marehette Chute the
iacreeeing gloom of the deeade wee precipitated by increasing taxation
since the war with Spain* end by e dreining-off of Bsigland's materiel
resources* There wee a trade war with Germany end a rebellion in
Ireland which tended to keep the eeoaooy of the country off-balance*
There wee a sharp nee la prieea all along the line# without a
corresponding rise la wage* and rentals* TP add further to the
■Lassies of the people* there we* a serious depression in the late
years ef the 1590's, the most serious effect ef which was a critical
21
shortage ef malt and other grains*
20
lend enclosures end other eeonomle ills were cause for 
concern in Renaissance England as far beck as the early reign of 
Henry Till* Book X of Sir Thomas More1 a Utopia is severe In its 
condemnation ef land enclosures and the resultant ills*
^  Merchette Chute* Shanaaooarp pf London (Plow York* 1949)» 
p. 190* The eeonomie historians bear out Hiss Chute In her picture 
ef sixteenth century economic woes* dee M* Beers* Early British 
Bcamamics (London* 1933), Chapter VII j See also Arthur Simla*
BOTMto jyytigpc at Urn M tia h  a£ S&& M ttah  M m  (a** *****
1938), Chapter m i .
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the eehnlara m l  thlxdasra cf the stsrtMntsh century ta island to aeatt 
knowledge ana to etody and reflect vara eminently practical. Wawagsr did 
net aaek kamledge far i*a mm  cake* but for tha ekto of ita hearing 
oa Uf»» Ito iapelltag aettveo of mental activity were ethical end 
iMnttcflii and ih m  nlnaatir ittMOiitfid w1th mummm-V rfiodjwMiiMt |m bothene** ■■'■•►aoko ^^ MMewoa* t^eaenvafriouRMiftaveNaw tmoat
2fi
private and pahlio lift* 2h of thee* tendanolea* It la not 
mpfiatag that oo a a h  of the "literature® of the period atraaaad 
■ a t l l l f i  etblca and Da pdpopar eenduot of life* To the qjnaatlant 
^Ei nalitr fboeded c® right raetinn dflpftno precept, w  on the 
e m « |  xar of the land* the (UariLatlan marallata were efenongjy 
wrgtag tfaalr fellow* to pot the!? faith in ri#t reason. °The li*» 
tanal ocrtalntlaa,* «ae Safi Willey, •>« * * m m  chiefly ralamxt 
la the regtasi of faith and ethics, d a m  troth cam to m m  that which 
da far tor the •Sanw light,* tor ^Reason1 the ^naal
senao*1* ^  Whan lead Wirtiwt of Chsrbary oano to do hie apaeuletlag
Qarrdf JBMUI fit Jfi p* X6J.
29
Buah, 5>t^ 14ah literature la Sarller aoveateen&h qentamr*
p. 2*
Willey, Seventeenth Qentagy Bacdamyida p* 76. Hr. Willey, 
p. 92* wakes sane IwUrtKrtdng obsemt&oas on let 
aatlre which hold tax* r«wrfcab3y wa31 for Blfeabettaan satire ae wall. 
nlnd to AS8A M l  om eloo be ascribed the ronnrfcahl* prevalence
of aatlre la the mom period. Per the identification of nan*® nature 
with the thinking principle withij>-*-tho fooling that vie tlmt pert 
of w* which cogitate*— «mat produce the concurrent realiaati n that there 
la a mat dlccmpanqr between man'® ideal and hie actual nature. The 
tester which view* all things in their theory rather than In their 
historical lotting snot eleo see little, a a It gases upon human in- 
atituticsuSf but failure and futility, and as It contemplate® human 
action®, little tafc departures from the rational norm. It is juefc in 
the comparison between actual thiae® and their theory that aatlre cm* 
cists, and ike dry li^ht of Cartesian!®!! three; upon the dofaxadtlos of 
actual Imsaity just the kind of lUumlmticsi which la necessary to 
evoke the satirle cc*f?«ricon.»
on Hm Mt«M «f thing*, 1% mm qra m t u n a
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S— ral oomfcmlQm, t thinks may be wad* In ttm of this brief 
dt*o«**l<at of the iftfcoHectaal flJJLifitt sf late EHaabeihan BSngland*
9b begin with, tbs a»r*X tradition has always been strong in En^Llah 
bather*. The n— l— aes I— sdsbs did not change this emphasis, but 
twthar *fe— gfeh— d it tor bringing in the pagan Moralists to 
their *1—  on virtu» and th* proper conduct of lilb# Swm in the 
tiUh Iwnlw i w i  whan lyTicdsn and imagination played ouch an important 
role In the worfe* ef th* literary giant** the didactic strain retina 
pa— mat in th* m b *  of no*t writer** a* witness (htitooign**
8 M —  an* Span— , to — tlon t flwu®* &  the later years of the 
eixtoenth eantuiy vhsn — ion* f * M  began to work U n a  without and 
vtndfi to mlamSn* th* pswdM&nanh Cbriatiaa-feiJBUBriist world picture, 
th* — *li*t* ^ inwri their attebhto* to th* oaivntion of th* eld 
or t n  vfaore possible, and falling that* turned most of their attention 
to th* a— u d  ©onfoonsity to a strict eod* of toorels end ethta* which 
vmmtotA bo*** an OhHMlasiittsr but which borrowed awiwjh from the pagan 
anraUata, ^*i to * ^ uprmAmmk on a n f8 inner resotfroes, whether they 
be d « M  A m *  * a w  fiddaa or from the stole ata asttlt or from the 
togjinea "net— *1 m l  "right reason*" or boos ootnhlnatlen of these.
The lit*—  of this period lent itself in most eases whole* 
hoartedly to th* tosk of the w>»Ii*ta. There is « — prising re* 
*u—  dldactlo literature which begin* in the 1580* * and
^  It t* intereatinc that apenaer bsro^bt out the last three 
books of his £h*C during the came period wlton the fomal w e e
satirist* war* flourishing, Span—  is generally placed with the "old 
order" of poets* The tens of his work is not that of the satirists*
His aim mo  such tbs sane, however, « M  the "nub&biXity cantos'* In­
dicate that the new fores* had begun to affoot his thinking.
m
It md& its &ppmtmm 
often la th® aadioml $m*> «&*«#% fhaHlar to the reader# of the 
peried--the "adrrors,* th® "glasses** th® "eitooela** rad ether ssnsl* 
festatlQfts of th# old tradition of "behavior" books# More oftra than 
net* especially  et the end of th# #1xtesufeh eratiary* it appeared la 
wholly now gsisse* b o m w d  largely f t *  th# claaaic genres, There 
1# « truly jhiWBlml outbreak of epdgraae* satires* epistles, 
eharecrtars, sad axrsl essays. It appeared at tine# in th# entirely 
mm  grab of th® fhsUior sassy or th# Meditation, And then, of course* 
it <spp#ar#d 1# the fanHlar* sueter© robe# of th® m m m u
It ovmot be denied# as Bsrdis Crelg indicate®, that the literature 
of the high Renslsasaee has tended to brightm  the a^e with a false 
lustre. The etvonl#lsre9 the religious ooatrororsiallata, end the 
noraHsts oust be used to correct the picture drawn fleet the poet# 
esd tTrewiettsfiHi Bush is even sex# raphstie in ooneenti
on early eenmteenth oratory literature, “Nearly ell work# which we 
new read ee 9 literature1 ware written as contributions to religion* 
etfadss* polities, eetanoe, travel end other fields of Inquiry end 
hstnetiew 9^
We find that it was net only the satirist# who deplored the
to re-eateblieh
the ideals which they supposed had flourished earlier, fhlko Qrevill© 
writes la his "Inquisition on Ftm end Honour,”
*  amis, s *  a & m M  M m m m, p* aa.
Prwhj JBM^Udb jSHStiK jSttBSBttUBtb fitt&UC*
p, JO*
tthat are Hems Uvea* bub labyrinths of error,
Shop* of deceit, a m  Sms of Misery*
fat Death yields 00 small coiafort, so isuoh terror*
dates, Honour, Pleasure, suoh illusions bai
As ti*>mh against life, eaoh man whet hie wit,
1st all Mens hearts, and aenae, take part with it*
# ♦ •
ilk silly Creature, w e t Mortality!
What osns9t thou lam, that fcmweat not Mans estate 
te to feat lte| gilt with hypoeristoj 
tfhteh doth the life it nest resembles, hate* 
ted jet afteete teat eleare unteadov9c 
Wherein her dark dafbssdttea show bright'
ted ait the end of our period Robert Burton in the guise of Daaoerltu*
Junior addressee a long epistle to the raster* of his iqeto^y jjf
HsitBSieSX tefbrmteg them te so a w  words that It 1* oocaaionad
mstely ter the enendties of the age*
weep, Heareelltua, far this vretehed age,
Bought dost thou see that la not baas and sad* 
laugh «*, Damoerliaa, thou laughing saga, **
Reugit dost thou sea thet la not mate and bad*^
Sir Winiau Cornwallis fteda thet his world oones off a poor second
te eoapirlsan to the afietaot** world, wot* eapeeteUy since hi* la
the *00006 tine of the world* and their* **th* gray morning*w te to
condition* te general he says,
•You Shall hardly find* a father now a deyeo, that 
will oare rather how his somne is dead than dead* that 
prlaath hla eater dearer than hia life; yet te times peat, 
mother* had that hardteea that they hated more that he* 
should baa wounded te the beak* then dead* It Is not so 
now* • • #*h®
3® folk* Grerlll*, apd Dramas* ad* Geoffrey BtfLlougfr 
(Edinburgh, 1*U), °XxKjuialtlon on Fame and Honour** pp. 192, 201*
99 Itobert Barton. £ t»  ABStop g£ MmnSnHXt « *•* H o jd  OoU 
and Paul Jordan - Smith (Haw York, 194©}, p. 105 .
40 sjy willlaa Cormiallla, F^ seron,. <§d» Don C* Alim (Baltic 
more, 194&), pp. J 3 M H *
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mBonne knew the m m  esoteric classic authors aa vail as the mare
familiar qqmi^
whether it me* a direct result of thaaa readings in the classics
It would he tard to determine* hut there ensued In BEsnalssance English
literature a phenomenon similar to the one which bad taken place In
Hone* that is* a reaction against the balanced oratorical period in
fever of a concise* flexible and colloquial style* the theory of which
derived from Aristotle and the stylistic models from such vm% as
IS
Seneca* Tacitus and Justus Lipaius* It resulted largely fro© a
deatre on the part of Heaaiasance thinkers sad writers for a sacra
realistic egression of both general ideas and private experience *
one of the neat characteristic products of this movement was the
dsmelopmsBt of the essay and its associated forms in which Seneoan
id
press was frequently joined with Stoic thought* This development 
in the assay 1* interesting in that it almost exactly parallels the 
rise of verse satire* the aims of which clearly resemble those of 
tbs essay* is to its didactic pwpoae and Ghrlatian^Stoio content* 
tbs verse satire is often an eassy in verse* is Douglas Bush main­
tains* both forms are evidence of tbs heightened eelf-ooneciouanese 
of the age* and they presuppose a class of readers who possess economic
** Craig* Xte SlaSS# p* 253*
^  Bush* JhkiUih literature jjj the ftrlftfff ^ avanfeeanth Capturvy 
pp« 18V 182*
^  George williaason* £hfi iatid (Chicago* 1951)*
especially chapter cdbu Joseph Hall's connection with this develop­
ment is related cm pages 19>194* His work in the satiric genre 
preceded his prose works ty several years*
m« i  social awwriV and who can appreciate rational reflection iqmb
#7
civilised w n  and nasals*
it about the aim t l o r  perhaps a little earlier* that the
ttacl<3ntiflie,« philosophers, and aoraltata vara striving to oroatc
and establish the plain or Seneosn style* there developed quite
ladqpe&textOy a large body of satiric and prose in soothes*
quarter which was to h m  lta effect, at loaat Indirectly, an v m m
satire* This group of prose satirists* which Instated Stvibbn, ledge,
ffraaoo* Hash* and Harvey* v o n  at least ostensibly devoted to the
sa^ seqre of vice, and the pravalenoe of the satiric spirib-~«»ral,
sarcastic, and «vtnp»'W doubtless one of the cameo of the revival
AS
of interest in fosval Latin satire* The forasl verse satirists
divested the naia atream of the satiric ligftiLs* Into the narrower
confines of the ftcann genre, a distinct i^ovenent, in their eoti~
nation, over the daaotie violence of the ^flyting*” of Harvey and
Haahe. This is not to say that the formal satirists did not borrow
flush frcst the nor© violent native Invective tradition# Breton In
particular nakeo 'wc of Irwootive satire* There is not moh difference
In spirit between this passage tron Hash®
"Squalse tfcy hart into tly inkton©, and it shall bat 
eooeeal into (doddered garbage of oonfutatlmf tty soul© 
hath no effecte of a soulat thou oanet not sprinkle It 
into a sentence, and raatae averle line leapa like a sup of 
neat wine am  poured out* « •
^  BuSh# ftitfllah Jjj tho ffiflflantaflmth fiatthTO#
p. 2B2*
^  Oscar James CoapboXl, flnw^ nnij ffatefflp opd flhftkeapqera»fl* 
w^ ffgllua 20(1 Cresgida** {San Marino, 1958}# p. 24#
^  Thomas T;!asbe, Jtoanntt ^ auas (London, 1592), p« 63#
so
and this frott tferetott*
Ctrl** lam*** w t  Why* thou bottlo-*le, 
thou bony fkothl 0 stay m  loot X mil
Beyond m i  i|2jW|I to see this butterfly,
this windy bSble, took jjf balladry 
With 0000*100* OWMWO#^
There were certain writers during the lets taKsaiasenoe la
Sagland who chose a a w  divest netted of dtewwdaetixig their
philosophical ideas* 3h addition to "The Coa*sla±ni of Mmmxti&n
end the Cleil Hfga* both of which are in the aoralistio tradition of
the Jte JfesltifiiSfti* Daniel wrote a rather lot^ philosophical
p m  la dialogue f m  WjflflrtillBli flrr Shiah tie uphold* the liwa of
Sidney on poetry* poete9 learning end the BH8* fartepe the
wset elaborate varas presmbation of pMfliftff^ phy in raggi literature
in the etxteantb century ie in the ffasga talnana of Sir John Device*
Be adde hie cry to May others at the end of the century**
the vita thet di**d east deepe end roar'd s»at hie 
Seddag Itw^e pow'rd* have found hie weaknesses eacht 
•Skill sense so Slew, sad life so fast doth file*
"We leerse so little end forget so much*
50 John Mareten* Xte ^ 9^* *d« A* H# Sullen (iuondon# 1887), 
"the scourge of Villainy** Satire VI, wol« XII* p* j&9«
** ffelix E« SoheXlins mintains that Davla** tbaee tainanra 
is as typical a representative of EUeabethen popular philosophy as 
the J a m  £B B n  h  typical of the popular thought of the tine of 
Queen Anne. Both this pose ty Devise end the Traatlao &£ Rianm* 
rr r 4r^  ty FUUce Qrevllle agree so to the licdtetions end varlotias 
of town knowledge. In this they are in oowfcvaat with auoh eptiaistlo 
pfailoeophioal treatises as nmn±*r** i^qb^iius^ See jSaallah 
AtfAna J2W| g£ fflefcaM^we (tlm fork* 1910), pp, 21SU219. WO
shall find the KXieabethen forml verse satirists refloctin^  both the 
peeelsletio attitudes of Devise and a*^lle-~Donrw and Ittrston* for 
iaeteaow^and the optinletie attitude of Oaniel^as in Joseph Hall*
onJSMU
fbr how may w  ethers1 things attains,
When nano of m  his own© soul© understands? 
ft»r which th© iHvell moke our curious brains, 
wtien *Xnow thy salfe* his arade comam&s#
Fbr why should woe tho busie Soule beloeve.
When hoidly aha concludes of that and thtsi 
When of herself she can no Judgement give*
Kor how, nor whenoe, nor where, nor what she is?
ill things without, which round about wo see,
We seste to knows, aad how therewith to doe;
Bat that wharefcy ws reason, live and be,
Within ourselves, wo strangers are thereto#^
ft*r the no at part posms node tip esduaivaly of philosophical 
precepts were relatively few durina the Sliaabethan period# Moat 
writers of the age sought to disguise their didacticism In a tom 
that would be more attractive to the reader* Oornwollia in his 
eoeammts on the wherewithall to obtain tbs •good life0 oooraonts that 
self-observation Is prerequisite t
*4 self observation, which (as thlnkes) is a garden 
tamed bat net planted# to plant it, ©Maple ie the 
speediest aaanes, far the way of jgrocopt Is more long and 
laborious than that of eaawple* " O
The preponderance of HUsabethan didactic literature feHow&d the ad­
vice of Cornwallis# The essays, the characters, the epigrams, the 
epistles, the meditations, the fictionalised fcdtagraphtes, even the 
histories and the drsae were designed in the main to furnish
32 Sir John bevies, Prxanau ed# 4# B* Groaart (London,
1376), <9toaee Teiprat,** vol# 1, pp» 19n 3D*
33 Cornwallis, Ssaevsa. p# 206#
3^ K# J# C« Grierson, Crone gyprflpte finsllah LitHttraturp 
Sl6 ^wawteenth Cqatoagy (London, 1929), p# «2# Cfcloreon maintains 
that the greatest of the dramatists avoided the raising of morel and 
religious issues in any definite or dogmatic fashion# lla goes on to 
say, however, that if a poet and thinker wore impelled to make the
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concrete eooassple of the virtue** life to bo cultivated and the evil
Ilf® to bo avoided*
The fbraal vere© satire was a port of this cli&sctto tradition*
It was written for the moot port %  aorolista with definite didactic
alas, not, a® hi® bcan intiaatod, ty « ootorlo of dilettante© who sot
out to aause tho Court and their friends with their brilliance*^
Parcel vera® oatiro woe not aiwply on® nor® in ® aeries of "literary
eoHfantlon®. » w® m o t agree with Hiram Haydn that if on® accepts all
of these ■literary convention* Interpretation*, then the Elizabethan©
pro&md a literature 00 artificial that In comparison the literature
56of the eighteenth oentury eeona naive and spontaneous.
The Rmaisaene® wee not the first age to rank® use of fonml verse 
astir® a® a vehiel® for the pronulgation of the predominant philosophy 
of an se. Stoicism, or a modified Stoicism, ws® th® principal phil­
osophy expounded ty the great Honan satirists, especially those of the 
311ver Ag»«..p®roiu®, Hoiwo®, Petranius* Thor® is no  m m  consistent
drama a vehicle for the explicit fbrmolation of hi® thought about life, 
that thought is not distinctly Christian, but derives from Seneca and 
Cleero and Plutarch m i  Epictetus* A® prls» asanplars of this be cite® 
: ariose, Jonson, and especially Chapoan*
^  Several oritica of th© Renaissance seen® in England have 
attempted with little auoceaa to establish the influence of the various 
eoterles of th® tine* There are actually only two of any oomequeneo** 
the so-called Aereopagu® group and the Wilton group or "The Countess 
of P&dpoke1® Circle*1* The "bold, gay young men" spoken of In eon* 
nection with the Court and the Inn® of Court (see Whipple, ffertluj and
tta. saeiisb Enkam* pp» 333*337, and CMnpixOi, ggaUaii astern* p« ») 
war® the eourc® of msh Renaissance satire, but for the mist part the 
satirist® themselves were not a part of these cliques or coteries*
5 6  Iilram ilajrte, Xfatt CourtiagwBanalaaanoa (Mow ’fork, 1950),
p* 12*
»and unified dlssemixkattca of Stale ideas than In the relatAiraly brief 
W W W  of the satires of Baratus# Long before the Homan satirists, 
w w i r ,  the Cynic philosophers, la rawor reepacte the fonaruanere 
of the Stales, bed made use of the dialogue fora, end Its associate 
the diatribe, for e een£<»dramatia and realistic presentation of their 
doctrines, ta t g ed to g w l  ta the popular taste#*7 The Renaissance 
setlrleta ere set unaware of this tradition of the jftllosophleal 
eetwe of satire (although they **y *wt beve understood all its tm* 
pliaattcma)# Satire ee e vehicle for Introspective reflection, 
personal qpteleglosl mortage, sad morel preachments seem* to have 
bare discovered almost rtmultaneoualy and independently by several 
Kanalesanee formal w e e  satirists****
hy way ef recapitulation it may be stated that near the m d  of 
the sixteenth oentuxj there was a change in the intellectual climate 
of the times# This change was brought on by a miltifonaed attack on 
the verities and the statue jgn and above itself most readily in the 
arena of experience which include the scientific, the political, the 
econamio and the religious and metaphysical* Thinking man of the day 
were particularly disturbed by the age old questions, "whet is sum,*
^  C# w* Mandell, "Satire as r’opular Philosophy,» Claajaloai 
flgUflleC# 15 (1920), pp* 150 ff.
^  It ie now thought that some of Dome1 a satires were written 
as early as 1593# Lodge published his £&$ jtaqta in 1595 and Hell 
the first books of his riwHtafrtawmi i» 1397*^ there is no evidence of 
an interchange of ideas or technique beyond the fact that all three 
poets were classic scholars and moralists* The w i n g  question as to 
the validity of Hall's claim to be the first EtagUeh satirist may be 
reviewed in an article by Arnold stein, "Th© Second English Jatiriet," 
M LBi 3$ (1943)# 273-278#
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Nimt la m«afa relation to God and tho universe," and **wb®t is B*m*s 
relation to nan,* Tho unrest of the period 1$ reflected by the writer® 
who tarn to models from the Silver Age in Kt m  In their aaeroh for 
media to eapreaa the new attitude** Tho grouadNmll of ura>ortalnty 
and melancholy vaa acooopenied hy a sharp increase In the output of 
didactic and moral literature of ana kind or smother, raoj* particularly 
aa guides In the conduct of Ufa* This tendency began at leant m  
early aa the 1580* e bat It w&a not instil near the end of the oantaary 
that the trend baoame a truly remarkable phenomenon with a flood of 
notarial including, in addition to the older forms such aa "anatoraioe” 
and MaJLrrors,* certain new feme inspired lay end modeled o n  the classic 
author*, farms which Include the essay, the moral epistle, the die-* 
logue, the ehareeter, the meditation, the epigram mid the satire* 
it the a m  time the didactic purpose became more pronounoed in the 
histories, both real and fictionalised, and in tha drama* The feeling 
of uneasiness was manifest first in the intellectual circles ecimeated 
with the Court, the Inns of Court and the universities, areas which 
would be moat llhely to fad the first breath of new Intellectual winds* 
Such EHaabsthan courtiers as Itolegfe and Qrevlll© are affected by it* 
Major literary figures such as Chapman, Donne, M&rstoa and lonson am* 
press their doubts in their literary output. Various soluetlons are 
offered to coisiteract the new forces* Th* aaiirisie with whom this 
stmly la coaoeraed ware for the most part moralists who found it 
pedlsaxt to make use of a classic genre which la times pest had lent 
itself to criticism of the cowfc«®«jorary scene, m i  which had at the 
Sffgg time offered the populace in a palatable form the Ideas and
5$
dictates of the predominant philosophy of the age* It is a genre in 
which the negative approach looms ovorwiielatngly large* but the pos&~ 
tivc counterpart to it la nonothelaos there, either expressed or to* 
plied# It la also a hl^iXy rhetorical and artificial genre# the late 
£li*abethen era use tho first age in Sfe&Liah letters ©ophiaticatod 
atra*Sh to support forml veroe satire.
mkPtm in
THE miXSOKTPKBIT
This chapter deals In some detail with a snail group of Elisa* 
be than formal verse satirists who aay be classed as malcontents*
The satire of tese men cannot be pro parly understood without seeing 
it in relationship to the medieval and lonaiaaanoe theories concern­
ing human activation* Rumen motivation for the men of the Renais­
sance was closely connected to the current Ideas revolving around the 
concepts of the elements and the "humours." It is the purpose of 
this chapter to survey first of all tho theory of humours, particu­
larly the malcontent humour, and to see how the humours axe utilised 
by the writers of the Renaissance in general* The major portion of 
the chapter in devoted to relating the current doctrine of hunrurs and 
the malcontent tradition specifically te the fomal vmra* satire of 
the -eriod, Emphasis is placed on the two major satirists writing In 
this traditir n— J ohn Donne and John 12 ora ton, This chapter ©raphasims, 
in addition to th'1- examlr «tion of th© mlcontent approach adopted 
by these satirists, tho philosophical and metaphysical content of the 
aatirea.
During the late Renaissance in England th© satlrio spirit evi­
denced itself In many different forms* One of tho favorite gulsosj among 
the formal verse satirists was that of the melancholy man. The pose 
of the Eel content lent itself readily to th© purpose of tit© satirist,
and in particular te the nj'lish satirist, who Inherited from the
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native tradition of oedievol and folk satire a liking for invective 
on>5 caustic outspokenness* In order to understand the satirist in 
his role the melancholy man it will bo nocoesary to f'tirvoy briefly 
the strrng tradition of tho malcontent in fngliah life anti lettere 
of the late sixteenth art’ early seventeenth centuries.
The tradition is inextricably involved in medieval and Kenaiasonc 
science, peeurio-scinc© and medicine, more particularly in the branch 
of * science" known as "huiaeurs*" These were nothing more than th© 
Renaissance dsn’ e attempts to account for his own da Hires and ©ill 
and usotivati n— an early day psychology, In other words* That this 
period was intensely interested in the subject of causation anil moti­
vation is evidenced by the large number of works, beginning during 
the t O' s, designed to aid man in knowing himself* Among these may 
be included Regers1 Anatom;© of the Klnde. 1*76 j Wright* a Passions s>f 
the ttlnde* 1601; Davies' fyosee Telpoum. 1599 j and near the end of 
car period 3urteo'» encyclopedic Anatom sL HalcncholT. 1621.
It is important that we understand what the Renaissance tjan 
thought of himself, for the whole fabric and being of Renaissance 
aatire atoms from traditional Ideas pciremount at that time coneajnlog 
reason arid will, an.. indirectly “humouTB." In man th<$ rational eoul, 
as distinct from tho vegetative and sensitive souls, should be the 
ruling power, the sensitive facu ties merely Its servants* The ra­
tional soul has two nivieio^ .o— roason and will* Only the mason is 
capable of judgment. It seeks truth through a logical train of 
thought, and, having mode conclusions about right awj wrong, good 
and evil, irforms the will op Its conclusions, The will, on Its pert.
desires the good and abhors the evil because of instinct "'or the good 
planted in it by Cod* Tha sensitive desires do not always agree with 
tho rational desires. In such esse tha sensitive desires (la ; tha pas­
sions) should yield to tha reason, for, In the last analysis, tho reason 
la the absolute Bistress of the soul.*
It is not difficult to sea hoc these doctrines are of prints im­
portance In tho Moralist tradition, and beliefs a' out reason and tho 
will help explain shy the moralists seem to nut so ouch faith In 
their exhortations. It amounts, finally, to thlss show tho ra­
tional nan tha error of his ways, and he t?111 restore himself to the 
pat of reason and righ-livinr* I be should not be persuaded, It 
la evidence th t t e passions have gained ascendancy over reason 
(benoe the doctrine of •humours*), and more drastic measures must be 
taken to restore the intricate balance. In the science and medicine 
of the period these more drastic measures often took the form of 
phlebotomy or purgation, or some similar restorative technique. As 
a oonsequer.ee of this, there grew up In the satire of the period a 
pronounced dependence In languag , Idiom, and figures of speech on 
the terms of medicine and surgery and lr :al punishment which vers 
designed to restore the victim of the satirist to his normal status.
The fundamental principle of the cure Is th© restoration of the normal.
In the physics! and psychological makeup of ths s'odleval and 
Renaissance man there was a continual warfare between tv © rational
1 U n w N  Babb, Xbt SUalffitefl M s & i  A UfoUnahoU,
In Engllah Lltfjca.tma its. 1530 to loA2 (East lAnsirg, 1991), pp. 4-9.
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and th© sensitive* the human anti tho bestial* th© Intellectual and 
the physical,2 It would seem that *?an left to hie own devices would 
not allow hie lower nature to gain the ascendancy over bis higher 
nature* but that is to reckon without th© Fall, Tho raanon that tmn 
loses out to hie p&selcns, when by natural instinct he 1b inclined 
toward the good* is th t ’ if powers of resistance have been consid­
erably enfeebled by the Fall, Original Sin inclines m n  away from 
virtue and reason. The Devil Is the chief opponent of tho satirist 
as well as of God.3
Tha authorities on the "humours" point out that the physical dan­
gers which lie in the paasi. ns are grave* but the moral dangers are
graver*^ The aoraliets of the Renaissance subscribe to the principle
*
prominent in classical ethics that conduct motivated by reason is 
virtuous cone net | and that conduct motivated by the passions is 
vicious conduct. This attitude helps to explain the seaming preoc­
cupation on the part of sc-oe cf the Renaissance satirists with the 
aoro bestial aspects of ran, Bee ate had vegetative and sensitive 
souls gs well as man. $hat distinguished rnn fron the boasts was 
the rational uoul. Than man's rational soul w a subverted by his 
passions sc as to be no longer operative* he was* in effect* a boast,
Ccntinned subservlenee to the passions reduced man's will to resist*
2 9 p» ib*
3 The C hr lotion theory of man's perverted nnturo after the Fall re­
presents a significant departure from tho traditional Greek view of nan 
aa naturally preferring the good and naturally Inclined to Ha ruled by 
reason. The Christian concept is derived from tho freak but depart® from 
It for theological causes. Consequently the SJiissabetban satirist® could 
go aloir with their pagan confreres on the power uf reason just so far* 
Final absolution was* of course* dependent upon Divine Grace.
4 m .  mwtarttom £ a U x ,  P« 17.
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and he soon found himself wallowing in tho morses of Is sins with nei­
ther tho power r.er the will to don!at#
The theory o* "humours* was founded on the .'octrin^  that the 
four principal humors—  the sanguine, the nolanoholio, the phlegmatic 
and the choleric— were of equal proportion ideal y ard any prepon­
derance of one over tho eth«r in man Inclined him to be of that par­
ticular "humour*" In a manner of speaking, we could soy that the 
Ideal was a kind of "mein" much like anti complementary to tho Aris­
totelian me?n* Any immoderate passion was harmful. Evm joy, the 
meet salutary of passions, was recounted harmful if it was excessive* 
The gassum bomai to man In hip earthly life was trartqrdLlity of spirit.^ 
That the search for tranqulity continued to ho of importance to th© 
Renaissance is evidenced by the continued Interest In the classical 
and medieval arguments owr the respective values of the contempla­
tive and the active lives. One evidence of this Interest wits tho 
flourishing of the pastoral genre. The ear.© Interest is refleeted 
In the satires* On the whole, the satirists advocated the contempla­
tive life over the active one* The frequent exhortation?! In the 
satires to forsake the harried atmosphere of the court life for the 
neaee of the secluded life are directly and closely connected to th® 
search for tranquility of spirit so important to the mornllnts of 
the period.
In the search for tranquility among the rcralists perhaps no 
phrare is oore ubiquitous than noaoe teluuua. tfhis had boon a favorite
5 Ibid.. p. 19.
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exhortation among th e  classic a n th e rs  and • io r & l la ts ,  and I t  le n t  i t ­
self readily t o  K&nalssano© p s y c h o lo g y *  fltelf-Mastery he^ame th o  
greatest moral problem for th o  Renaissance -san, f o r  2 i s  c h ie f  ensnSes, 
the passions, la y  w i t h in  him* Mo mar- ©an a c h ie v e  fw lf -m & a t» ry ,  how ovorj 
without see kin I t  th ro u g h  v a l r - know lodge#  Tho ftona isaanc©  m n  de­
moted hies elf to t h i s  ta s k  w i th  a #*al unknown s in c e  th e  deyrs o f  th© 
classic philosophers* The late Renaissance period was th o  first really 
self-conscious a « s in c e  classic times* Th© R ena issance  m ind c t  this 
time became Introspective and analytical* It is In such an ago that 
•atire flcurlshas.
Among the "humours" it is tho ‘Melancholy humor that iw ost 
closely involved with Renaissance satire; the cholo ic humor, para­
doxically, practically not at all* In discussing the use made by 
the satirist of t; ® melancholy humor It should be kept in mind that 
there is sore than one type of melancholy men and that Renaissance 
ideas on the melancholy type stem from two distinct traditional From 
the "‘edicvsl or Galenic tradition w© get the impression that malevo­
lence and evil era associated witJh melancholy. The Galenic tradi­
tion stressed the evil side of melancholy; melancholy non rrore evil 
men- Mot only thnt, but they are the coat miserable n G fid's crea­
tures* The evil Kid© of melancholy wsm further strengthened by Its
6 IMd.. pp. 58-59* Other wov,ka on tho melancholy typo, n-cny large­
ly included in and superseded by Wr* Babb's work arc Theodora openoer, 
"The SllMbetlwn IfclconUnt," jlfiattb MBSX MOM £ & & & £  21233*8 
(Bashir,?:ton, 1948), pr* 523-35; and /■'* am Fink, nJacques and t*i© Mal­
content Traveler,** F Q . 1^(1935), 237-52; and S, th Stoll, "Uhakespaare, 
Marston and the Malcontent Type," $>, 3(1906), 2F1-3<13*
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traditional association with the malign planet Saturn, Saturnine 
nan were traditionally melancholy; melancholy eon were almost always 
Saturnine*^
Thera was another side, owewar, to the melancholy man, which 
derived ultlvately free Aristotle and which had, In addition, the con** 
ee&eue of ancient authority behind it* According to this tradition 
melancholy fosters intellectual and imaginative powers* Burton, the 
foremost Renaissance authority on Melancholy, says that the melancholy 
ean la *of a deep roach, excellent apprrhenslon, Judicious, wise and 
witty*"8 Ben of letters are particularly prone to this kind of 
melancholy. It endows then with faculties superior to those of the 
eammen ean* This type of melancholy mind enjoys the contemplation of 
the innermost secrets of nature and the highest truths of heaven*
The Aristotelian tradition came to have far greater importance in 
Renaissance literature than the Galenic tradition* It lent to melan* 
choly a philosophic and artlstlo importance* Many men were more than 
willing to declare them? elves affected hy it* Aristotle has, in fact, 
been called the remote cause of the melancholy man in the English
a
drama, satires and character sketches of the late Renaissance period*
In the satires of the period themselves two distinct types of 
melancholy men can be recognised* One of these is the affected melan­
choliac, the melancholy travelers and their imitators* This type seems
? Babb, Xlifi Elisabeth an jga^ fdy* p* 63*
8 Robert burton, the Anatop gf IteWcholv. eda* Floyd Dell and 
F, Jordan Smith (New York, 194#), I, -451#
9 £;abb, Xh& ftllsshiihan Malady* p. 67*
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to have derived ultimately from Italy**® or at least the Renaissance 
moralists thcufhi that he did* Re Is a man who is noted Tor hi® surli­
ness* preoccupation* taciturnity and general unsociability. He has a 
pronounced sense o* superiority and resents th© world * s neglect of 
kls superior abilities and accompliphnr»nts* Re expresses his chagrin 
vodferousl- by railing indiscriminately at an unappreciative world.
He broadcasts his feelings and gives evidence of his melancholia by 
various poses and mannerisms* Brute* tho returned traveler of Rar- 
ston’s Satires, is an outstandir*;- example of this type of malcontent*
Lock* look* with what a discontented grace 
Brute the traveller doth sadly pace 
•Long Westmlnsteri 0 civil-seeming shade*
Hark M s  sad colours! - hov demurely clad!
Staldness itself* and Hester’s gravity*
Are but the shade of M s  civility*
And now he signal "0 thou corrupted age*
Sbich slight regard1at men of sound carriage!
Virtue* knowledge* fly to heaven again$
Beirn net ’song these ungrateful setts remain!
Hell* some tongues X know* come countries I have seen*
And yet these oily snails respect lea been 
Of ay good parts,* 0 worthless puffy slave!
Didst thou to V nice go ought else to >avs*
But buy a bite and use a courtesan*
And there to live like a Gyllenian?
And nor from thence what hither dost thou bring*
But surphuilnps* new paints* and poisoning*
Aretlne's pictures* some strange luxury*
And new-found use of Venice venery?
What art thru but black clothes' Sad Bruto* say*
Art anything but only sad array'
Shich 1 am sure is all thou brought*at t'r m 
France*
Suva Baples pox and Frenchmen*a dalliance;
10 Fink* * Jacques and the malcontent Traveler*" 23r-245* Go® also 
Lewis Einstein* The ItaljL^ n Renaissance jn Italy (Hew York* 1907), 
pp* 159-175• According to Hr, Einstein th© Antl-Itulian movement was 
festered by the growth of Puritanic®, which locked with suspicion m  
anything hailing fro© a Catholic nation. He Vsts as other contributing 
factors th© fear of atheism and tho Use of nat/ ■ nalipm and competition 
In coweree.
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From haughty Spain what brought*st thou else beside 
But lofty looks and, tholr Luclfrian pride"
From Beligia what but tholr deop besoling,
Tholr boot-carouse and thair beer-buttering'-1 
Soil, then, exclaim not cn our ago, good man,
But hence, polluted ?T0( poll tan* ^
Mars ton la werv elearly attacking the melancholy potter In this satir*
Tho pretense, sham, and hypocrisy of this type wore favor tin targets
for toe barbs of too satirists* Robert Anton, to mention one othor
ease, has directed a satire against Saturnlste of this typo*^
There were other types of melancholy men who are found little or
net at all In the satires* In tho tradition of Gulin, wliich pictured
the selancholie ae evil, we ray find, particularly In tho drama, what
may be called toe melancholy villain, or exemplified by Bosnia, the
Cardinal and Ferdinand in cebator's Thy Duchess pf t-ialfi* We do not
find in to* satires toe genial typo o'’ melancholy man such as Jacques^
in Ae Yo^ Like It, in wich typo the malcontent exhibits a co-slderable
vein of humor which Is heightened by the antics oA an accompanying
fool.1*
II John Msrston, The £orka« ed* A, H. Bullen (London, 1$$7), vnl 
HI, pp. 274-275* (Satire II of f m M U O ! *  iMffl & M  SaiMti mfi&gfig* 
1598)*
^  Robert Anton, Tho rthiloflOPhel,t s Satyr (London, 1616), i^crofllni 
o' Huntington Library Copy*
13 E. B, Stoll con ride re Jacques a humour character ant! rein toe him 
to Menton's Kalevele* See “Shakespeare ftarston and the Malcontent 
Type,® 281*
14 Hira& Haydn, Th# Coanter-Renalaa&nce (New York, 1950), pp. 106** 
107* Mr* Haydn points out that the *’fool0 of plain speech is linked 
with toe cynic or stoic “wise man* of plain speech ond plain living, 
whose "folly* is really wisdom* The satirists of tho renaissance, he 
maintains, claim a privilege of immunity for tholr. "p'ialn~ speaking*1 
which Is derived from classical tradition, more particularly toe tradi­
tion of Cynic and tolc primitivism, with its antagonism to all artifice© 
of civilisation, culture, anf society* The satirists, like tho fools,
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Th® nost prominent malcontent typ® in renaissance satire 1b tha 
melancholy philosopher, who is in moat caces a melancholy cynic as 
vail. This typa may have bean rendered melancholy by misfortune* Be 
has been wronged by seasons, or by society, and his role as the rcal« 
content is excusable and authentic, Aa in th© oase of Duke Alto- 
fronto (Salevole) in The fcalccntent, ho in able to puroua his goal 
under the guise of a harmless eccentric, toward shorn others take a 
patronising air. They ray question him, draw him oat, bait him, use 
hi*, laugh at him, He Is given almost unlimited freedom In his criti­
cisms, He Is the licensed critic of thoue about him*
The role of the Cynic In Kanaissanc® literature did not begin 
with ttarston nor with the satirists of his Ilk, Aa early aa hyly’e 
Gampsspe ab ut 1581 we find the Cynic taking a prominent role la Eng­
lish liters tors. The diatribe of Diogenes, the C;nlo Philosopher, 
directed against tho olty of Athens and its oit Irens ha a many parallels 
la formal verse satires of the laV sixteenth century,
Yee wicked and boswitched Atheneans, whose bodies make 
the earth to gro&ne, and whose breathes infect the alre with 
stench. Come ye to see Diogenes fly? Diogenes commoth to 
see you sinksI Yee call m  do? so I am for I long to gnaw
the beetles In your kins* Tee tears® me a hater of memtet
no, I aa a hater of your manor a. Your lives dissolute, not 
fearing death, will prove your deaths desperate, not hoping for 
life* what do you r*ls In Athens but sloope in th© day, and 
surfeits in the night* back Gods In the morning with pride, 
in the ewering belly Gods with flutter iei You flatter kings,
L call tha® Cods* jpeake trueth o* your ’©Ives, and of:^ fosse
are "Nature's children,n Haydn la supported by OSlvc f, fuuby, Jtadloqi 
IB JfeS t/«valoi»grt sL liffi Fool la SllMhetten Erafflg (Oxford, 1023), 
pp, U9 *f* She does not, however, make any attempt to link tho Eliza­
bethan fool to the Cynie-fttoie "wise-men**1
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yea are divelst • • * lour filthy beote you colour under i 
courtly colour of love9 injuries abroad under th title of 
pollielee et ltei»» end secrete malice ereepeth under the name 
of pabliek • A1 ceeleiteo Is seeled at Athens*
Swearing eenaeth of e hot nstbals lying 0* e quick wit* 
flattery of e floving tongue* undeeent talk of a nary die* 
position* 11 Vdnia ere levful at Athens* Either you thinks 
there are no Gods* or el east think ye ere no eon* You build 
ee though yea should live for ever* and aurfet as though you 
should die to sores* • • • G tieeei 0 menus! 0 oeruption 
in manners! • • > thus have X flowno over your disordered 
lives* and if you wil not eased your Banners, I wil study to 
fly farther ften yen* that X say he nearer to honsety#15>
Gynie philosophy had keen one of the nest Important sources of 
subject natter of early Henan satire* Die Renaissance satirists were 
aware of this tradition and freely adapted the pose of the Gynie philo­
sopher to suit their eon purposes* They aeldon subscribed to tbs 
philosophy itself* hat they wore quick to see the advantages of free- 
den and license of the Cynic peelticn* and nade considerable use of 
the Cynic technique* The Renaissance satirist frequently speaks of 
his "Cynieke satyrs*" Cynle is the Greek word* "dog*"^ In the wind 
of the Renaissance satirist esntae and cynic are significantly linked 
together* A rand on example of the aaeoci&tion can fas found in am 
Malcontent is the reworks which Pietro addresses to Malevole* "Cone 
downs* thou lugged Cur* and snarls here* 1 give thy dogged eullannesse 
free liberty! trot about and be-apurtle whom thou pleasest*"1?
The Cynle philosopher is prominent in the draws of the late
John Iyly* 1g&g» ed« H* v. Send (Oxford* 1902)* vol. n*
p. 3U.
** Vary C* Randolph* "Die Medical Concept in English Renaissance 
Satiric Tbeeryt Its Possible Relationship* and Implications*" SJ, 
3«(19U), 15%
17 John Marsten* J&g Elilfi, ad* n* H* Weed (London* 193C)* 
vol. I* p* U5«
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Renaissance at the same time that lie is prominent In the satires# 
Timen of Athena is frequently named as the embodiment of melancholy 
eymieisB end misanthropy* The cynicism of Shakespeare1® Tlmon is duo 
to H e  mistaken faith in toman nature; such being the ease, hie quar­
rel slth the world is m U < «  The opening diatribe In Act XV le one 
of the bitterest of its kind in literature*
1st as leek beak uses thee* 0 thou mail,
Itoat ftiikei la these selves, dies in the earth,
Ami fence met Athene! Maims, turn Incontinent! 
Obedience M l  la shUdrenf Slaves and fools, 
fleck the grave wrinkled senate from the bench,
Aad minister In their stesdo! To general filths 
Cemvert e?the instant, green virginity!
* • •
Maid, to thy master's bod!
Thy mistress is o'the ^rotnel* don of sixteen, 
flask the lined entdt from thy old limping sire,
With it beet out his brains! Piety and fear,
Religion to the gods, peace, justice, truth,
Domestic see, mlght-rest and neighbourhood,
Instruction, manners, mysteries and trades,
Degrees, observances, customs and lass,
Decline to your confounding contraries,
And let confusion live!
Tlman uUl to the moods, shore he shall find 
The unklndeat beast nose kinder than m a n k i n d # ™
But 11000*0 eynleiee and melancholy are affectations, regardless of
the justice of his oamse# Apenantus, the true Cynic philosopher of
the play, berates M m  for his posturing#
This le in thee a nature but infected;
A poor unmanly melancholy sprung 
from ahange of fortune# • • #
Shame not these moods 
By putting on the cunning of a carper#
• # * Do met assume my likeness#*?
1® William Shakespeare, foe Complete Workn. ed# W. A. Wright 
(Philadelphia, 1936}, p# 1171#
*? Ibid#, pp. 1174-1175#
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And later '& the same scenes
If thou didst put this sour-eold habit on 
To castigate thy pride* Hwere well* but thou 
Dost It enforcedly; thou *ldst courtier be again*
Wert thcu not beggar.^
Apessmtua tells Tlson too that in large p* rt his woes have b ©n of
his own siaking*
The ndLddle of hussanity thou never knewcst, but 
The ertradty of both endst when thou wast in 
Thy gilt and thy perfume, they cocked thee for 
Too Bueh curiosity; in thy rags thou know * st none, 
but art despised for the contrary*
A final type of oelancholy nan who figures prominently 1 the 
satires of the late Renaissance is tho oel&ncholy scholar* Melancholy 
has been called the occupational disease of the scholar*^ Tho asso­
ciate r between scholarship and melancholy becomes ac strong that not 
only do scholars terd to bo melancholy, but melancholics tend to be 
scholarly* In the draraa we find such randy ewjapl *s as Pussy D'Ambois* 
Bo sola and ever Harlot* As u rule the melancholy scholar is less 
bitter and lees caustic th-.n the melancholy Cynic, less evil and 
a»oral than the melancholy villain, lose ludicrous and norm consistent 
than the melancholy traveler* The most elaborate treatment of him is 
in tho Pameesus trilogy, where we rlnd tho echolar^artlst, Philorausus* 
Kacilente in !ten Jenson*e I'.very Man Out of His Humour la an example of
20 » » .. pp. 1179.
21 Babb, KUzabetl.an lialadr. p. 25.
22 Ibid.. p. 100.
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the melancholy savant* Kerston presents a rather fulsome portrait
of the melancholy scholar In the perron of Lawpatho In Jou Will,
He has been rendered melancholy by too much intellectual activity, which
hae left hie confused and frustrated* He nays,
I relish not thie mirth, my spirit is untwist,
My heart is rare Id out in discontents,
I an deepe thoughtfull, and al shooteny aoule 
Through all creation of omnipotence*^
later in the sane scene he laments the scholar's lots
In heavens handiwork ther's naught
Hone more Tile, accursed, reprobate to blisae
Then nan, and motsg men a scholler most*
Things onsly fleshly sanative, an Ora cr Horae,
They live and eate, and sleeps, and drink*, and die 
And are not touched with recollection*
Of things are peat or atcggerd infant doubt©s 
Of things succeedingt hut leave the manly beastes,
And give but pence a peace to hnva a eight 
Of beastly nan now*24
He ends this defected aoliloouy by ruMtting that he knows nothing 
except that he knows nothing*
The fate of the melancholy scholar-philooopher was often a miser­
able existence, as be would be the first to admit, yet it was not one 
of which he was necessarily ashamed* The melancholy mii might retire 
within himself and find compensation for the ills of tho world in eober 
contemplation and introspection* Contemplation in secluded grots did 
net always bring him relief from his despondency* In any case the 
concept of melancholy in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
23 jisrston, The Flays, vol* II, p* 256,
24 Ibid,, p. 257*
centuries gave him a nano for M s  state of mind and a dignified pat­
tern of conduct*^
By way of recapitulation up to this point, it can be said that 
Renaissance formal verse satire cannot be properly understood without 
Boeing it in its relationship to the medieval end RenoIssane© theories 
concerning human motivation. Human motivation was Inextricably In** 
volved in the current ideas revolving around the oged concepts of the 
elements and the "humours** To fail to view the Renaissance satires 
in this light is to make of them nothing more than servile Imitations 
of the classic satirists, full of vapid platitudes and bombast* The 
Renaissance exhortations to virtue were not meaningless* The satirists 
(and othftr literary figures as -roll5 had witnessed a gradual decline 
in the moral fiber of their country (however exaggerated the "decline" 
may have been in the satires)* Their principal aim was to point the 
way back to virtue. The enormity of the task may make them seem naive 
to the twentieth century mind, and their satires ineffectual. If the 
satires are considered In the light of predominant doctrines on the 
three souls of man and the relationship of Reason and Mil to the Senses 
or the Passions, then the satirists no longer aee^ ineffectual and 
naive* In accordance with current religion3, moral and ethical doc­
trines they felt that an erring man could be purged of his "humour" 
or passion* And in aeeorfenc© with the same doctrines, an erring man 
once purged could be shown the error of hlo conduct and Reason and Will 
would once egein prevail in him, causing him to pursue the virtuous path
25 Babb, Sue 6U»tott>»P Malady. p* 18f>
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rather than the evil one*
Closely connected with the theory of "humours’* and on outgrowth 
of it wes the use made by Renaissance authors of the melancholy 
humour* The development of the melancholy tradition in Renaissance 
letters was two-pronged: the medieval* Galenic tradition in which
the associations were predominantly evil; and tho classic* Aristotelian 
tradition in which the associations were beneficent and dignified*
Both in the drama and the satire* where *© find the melancholy type 
moat often portrayed* It was the Aristotelian concept of melancholia 
which predominated*
The sat 3 rlsts of * he late Renaissance In England made use princi­
pally of two rsther specialised aspects of the ©lancholy man* and they 
attacked still another aspect of the melancholy man* They attacked 
with a greet deal of caustic derision the melancholy traveler— the poser 
with the black clothes and the haughty air* At least for the purposes 
of satire* they found It advantageous to adopt the role of tho melan­
choly cynlc-philosopher or the melancholy scholar* The two types tend 
to overlap somewhat: they both are unreservedly outspoken; they both
■ay display a caustic wit aoO rail against the world and mankind; they 
both have just cause for their melancholia* The melancholy scholar* 
however* seems to be of a gentler persuasion and more inclined toward 
isolation (le* the study)* contemplation* and introspection* The 
search for truth and virtu© Is of utmost importance to both*
It is not always easy to determine when a satirist is simply 
adopting the role of the melancholic and when ho Is actually of the 
melancholy type himself* Of tl a satirists with idiom this study deals*
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Donne and liars ton are tho main figures that conform moat nearly In
•Tory respect to the melancholy type* Lawrence Babb places both of
them u&categorleally in the roster of prominent Elizabethan melan­
ge*
eh oil os In his boek9 Elizabethan Malady. The remainder of this 
chapter dll be derated to corroborating Ekbb's findings by a close 
examination of the satires* Donne dll be found to conform most 
nearly to the type of the melanehely-aavant Jn his search for truth* 
Marston conforms to the type of the Cynic*philosopher* Doth of them 
are using the as lancholy role and the satiric genre to foster virtue, 
honesty, justice and truth, to maintain the status q u o, or to load 
erring man back to the " golden age* of their fathers when virtue and 
honor prevailed*
II
Scholars agree that John Donne wrote his Satires between the 
years 1593 and 1598*27 In point of time this makes him tho earliest 
English formal verse satirist, although his work In tills vein did not 
appear in pr nt until 1633 and after*Donne made his satires a ve­
hicle for metaphysical and eplstemological muslngs* let us now 
examine the satires of Dome In order to determine wherein they conform
2^ ^ JjJd*, p* 101* Among the other Renaissance literary figures 
inclined toward melancholy Babb names Sidney, Lodge, Hashe, Bacon, Spenser, 
Chapman, Breton, Ford, and Durton* Greene, he says, Is the only one who 
apologizes for It*
27 ioet scholars accept T?. T. 0. Grierson's dating of tho Sntvraa. 
He places the date of the earliest at 1593# He places tho date of Satvre 
J, the last that can be positively identified as Donne'a, in 1598* For
a discuss! on of tho canon and the dating of the 5a tyres, see Donne 'a 
Poetical fforka* ed* K.J*G. Grierson (Oxford, 1912), vol«lI, pp* 100*105*
28 The so-called sixth and seventh Satvres were added in 1635 
and 1669 respectively* See Grierson, vol* II, p* 105*
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to predominant cultural, intellectual and philosophical currents of 
tho late sixteenth century* Doans le one of tho most protean figure a 
In English letters, and this In a period noted for its inconsistencies•
Zt would not be aniss at this point to emphasise a warning of Law** 
ronoe Babb on this point of inconsistency. He says,
It la astonishing to a twentieth-oantury reader to dia- 
cower hoe nuch at hone the Elizabethan could be with dis­
crepancies and illogicalities* Their Indifference* * * does 
not naan * • • that they were naive. On the contrary one 
often gets an inpression * * . of a civilised urbanity. . . .  
yet the Elizabethans lacked the remorseless passion for 
exactitude, completeness, and logical perfection which 
(properly) distinguishes the nodem scientific mind.29
The John Donns of the 3atv>es is a fairly consistent man. He is 
not the J*ck Donne of the Sengs and Sonets. nor Dean Donne of the 
Sermons » nor the Donns of the Holv Sonneta. The satires were written 
during a transitional period in his earner* He had been briefly to 
the two universities, and he was connected vith the In a o Court* Be 
no doubt saw that no young man of Catholic persuasion could attain 
an advanced position politically or otherwise In Elizabethan Eng­
land. it the time of writing the satires Donne remained essentially 
a Catholic in his viewpoint, not that he was an adherent of the Rosen 
Catholic Church, but he was a believer in the Arlstotellan-Thoslatlc 
philosophy of the schools* The Satvrsa reflect the doctrines of 
universal correspondence, the chain of spheres, the grades of elements 
and foras, and most important f'or the purposes of satire, the Aristotelian 
tri-partite soul*30
29 Babb, XV]g Elizabethan Kaladv. p. 68.
30 i*eyrlck H. Carre, ESyuEB &  Thought la England (Oxford, 1 W ) ,
p .  218.
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Xt Is not surprising that Donns had retaied tho remnants of 
Catholic doctrine In his thinking at this early date* Ho was a re* 
lative of the strong Catholic families of Heywood, Rastell, and BSore* 
Ho had, himself, had Jesuitical training* I!is younger brother had 
lost his life as an indirect result of his having sheltered a Catholic 
p r i e s t * H e  had soon the effoots of the harsh ontl-CathoIio policies 
of the government, not the least of which was the spectacular death 
of the Catholic poet, Southwell*
Xt is not that Donns argues for Catholicism in his Satvrsa, He
does not* But neither does he argue against it* Hie true religious
attitude at this time was one of tolerance* What distresses him 
seat at this ties Is the divided state of Christ's Church*^2 Nowhere 
is this Trore thoroughly brought out than In **1. After re­
viewing the Catholic, the Lutheran, the Anglican, the aethelstlc pool* 
tiona, he concludes,
* * * but unmoved thou 
Of fores aust cue, and forc*d but one allow;
And the right; asks thy father which is shoe,
Let him asks his; though truth and falshood bee
Hears twins, yet truth a little elder la;
Be busts to seeks her, beleeve me this,
Bee’s not of none, nor worst, that seekss the beat.
To adore, or scorns an image, or protest,
Hay all be bad; doubt wisely; in strange way 
To stand inquiring right, is not to stray;
To sleeps, or runne wrong, is. On a huge hill,
Cragged, and steep, Truth stands, and hee that will 
Beach her, ahout must, and about must goe;
And what the hills suddennes resists, winne so;
31 Kralyn K. Siapaon, £ Study sL J&g V.T9S9 12E2» fl£ J-Phn Uomo 
(Oxford, 1946), p. U.
32 Ibid.. p .  31.
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Yet strive so, that before age, deaths twilight,
Thy Soule rest, for none can work© In that n i g h t . 33
Hie ealn concern Is not that nan should follow one religion or sect*
What distresses him is that *our Mistress© fairs Religion” no longer
seems worthy of nan's devotion and energies* Even the virtuous An*
dents will sooner gain heaven than contemporary man, who has  ^v
forsaken the faith of hie fathers*
Is not our Kiatresse fairs Religion,
As worthy of all our Soules devotion,
As vertue was to the first blinded ageV 
Are not heavens joyes as valiant to aaswage 
Lusts, as earths honour was to then? Alas,
As we do then in meanss, shall they surposas 
Us in the end, and shall thy fathers spirit 
Seete blind Philosophers in heaven, whose merit 
Of strict life may be imputed faith, and hears 
Thee, whom bee taurht so easle ways© and neare 
To follow, damn'd?&
Logan Pearsall Smith statos that Eonne deals primarily In the
sermons with three great themea**Sin, Death, and God.35 In Satvre J &
Loath hovers over those who forsake the peth of religion and virtue*
In their battle against Sin it Is Important that they recognise their
true enemies! the world, the flesh, and the devil*
0 desperate coward, wilt thou seene bold, and 
To thy foes and his (who made thee to stand 
Sentinell in hie worlds garrison) thus ye©Id,
And for forbidden warres, leave th' appointed field?
Snow thy foeas the foul© Devlll (whom thou 
Strlvest to please,) for hate, not love, would allow
33 Jchn Donne, Poetical fforko. ed« H. J. C. Grl raon (Oxford, 
1902), vol. I, p* 157. All future references to Dormc'o pootry will bo 
from this volume*
34 PP* 1-4-55.
35 hovan Pear Ball Saith, Dome*a Sermona (Oxford, 1932), In-
troduction, pp. xxvl ff*
%Thee faine, hie whole Realms to be quit) and as 
The worlds all parts wither away an passe,
So the worlds self*, thy other low’d foe, is 
In her deersptt wayne, and thou lovinr this,
Dost love a withered and worne strumpet; last,
Flesh (it selfes death) and joyes which flesh can 
taste,
Thep lowest| and thy fairs goodly eoule, which doth 
Give this flesh power to taste joy, thou dost loath*
Seeks true r e l i g i o n .36
Donne ends the Satyrs with a guarded discussion of power and the a our cos
of power* The religious persecutions nuat have occasioned these llnest
Keeps the truth which thou has found; nan do 
not stand
In so ill ease here, tint God hath with his hand 
Sign’d Kings blanch*charters to kill when they hate, 
lor ar they Tleers, but hangmen to f a  t o .  37
Both these lines and the ones that follow snack suspiciously of sedi­
tion and seen to argue for tradition in religion*
Fools and wretch, will thou lot thy Soule be tyed 
To one lawes, by which she shall not bo tryed 
it the last day? Oh, will It then boot, thee 
To say a Philip, or e Gregory,
A Harry, or a Martin taught thee this?
Is not this excuse for were contraries,
Squally strong? cannot both sides say so?
That thou mayeet rightly obey power, her bounds ’'now;
Those past, her nature, and name Is chang’d) to be 
Then hunble to her la idolatrie.
As stresses are, Power is; those blest flowers that 
dwell
At the rough streams ealme head, thrive and do well,
But bavin? left their roots, and themselves given 
To tho stresses tyrannous rage, alas, are driven 
Through sill a, and rcclces, and wood a, and nt last 
almost
Consum’d in going, in the sea ar^ lost*
36 Donne, Poetical Sorkg. pp. 15-56.
37 Ibid.. p. 157.
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So perish Soules. which mere abuse mens unjuai 
Fewer free God elaps'd, them God hlneelfb to 
trust*!®
We meed mot restsiet ourselves to %|ryfi 111 for eeheee of Bonne1®
Catholic heritage* He tehee e sly dig et Lather in Satyrs £Jt
• » • as in those first dsyes 
When Lather wee prefect, He did desire 
Short Fetor mentors. saying as e Fryer 
Ewh ity W s  heads, tut haring left those le«esf 
iddee to Christs prayer, the Poser end glory 
slews* Jr
dud later la the earns satire in upholding the "golden mean” he leaeate
the less ef the Catholic deetrlne of works* This same passage Intel*
dentally introduces the these of the Golden Age versus the Iren Age,
lesg a favorite with satirists**0
Where asm these speed weeds which clsth'd heretofore 
These beqght lands? set built, nor burnt within 
8099#
Where*e tl^eld landlords troops, and alsee? In great 
hale
Carthusian feats, and fulsome Bashanalls 
Squally I hate; wanes blesse; in rich sens hemes 
I bid kill ease beasts, but no Hecatombs,
Wow stares, none surfet so; But (oh) we allow,
deed worker as good, hot out of fashion now,
Like eld rich eardrops; but my words none
drawee .
Within the vast reaeh of th’kuge statute lawes*4*
* m A ;  *• m .
»  Jk(U*» *. 153.
4® JnvatHkl playa upon this thme and hii lnflunnos probably 
sensed Its widespread use In the English Renaissance. See his Satire 6 
and Satire 11* Joseph Wall, like Donne, continues the tradition* See 
Satire 1, Book III and Satire 3, Book V of Vlrgldealanap.
** Derma, ffoetlca} S&tfUb PP* 15>5d.
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evidence is ittffifltui to shew that Donna bad not altogether 
forsaken the faith of bia fathers at the time of the writing of tho 
Sttyrti. Donna*a philosophical position at this time, if we Judg# 
frem tho Satytvs alone* aaona a fairly secure one* it was not until 
a later period that the nov philosophy sailed all into doubt* Sbren than 
it ana not tho nov visa of the heavens and the positions of the planets 
that disheartened Dome, but rath r the Implications carried by the 
nov aoianoa of the falsity of the whole Scholastic synthesis**2 Ha 
van to return to fldelsa in his later years* the years of the Sermons 
end tho HoIt
In the 1190*0* during the period of the Satyres. Berme saw the 
medieval synthesis of flesh raid spirit seriously challenged* &* F* 
Heloeey pease a logitdnato gnaotion whoa ho asks,
Za it ton fanoiful to suppose that Donne * . . had had a 
vision of tho death of a culture and the annihilation of a 
civilisation? Hot the aero shattering of the Ptolemaic con* 
caption of the universe* but the final rejection by tho 
Penal same* spirit of a nctaphysieal system* and with that 
on ethical and aesthetic system* which for a thousand years 
of medieval advance had omplalned away the doubts and minis- 
tosnd to the misgivings from which the spirit of nan Is never
Vhan the full impact of the now philosophy hit Donne it was reflected 
in the great pessimistic and skeptical works of the middle period—  
yfaa frogrsaeo af J|g Sa^s (1601), Btathsnatas (1608) and Ignatius* 
his (1611)« The Satrrsa contain nothing so despairing as those
42 Haydn* Jftfc Comtey-Hfflnl fflllfflf ft f P* 16i»
43 ilohael F. Heloney* John ftanma* His flight from 
(Urbane, 1914), P. K».
nUses free *A« Anetenle ef the World*"
•tie all in peases, nil coherence gout)
All Just supply, end nil Relatiom
* * *
M b M |  Subject, Father, So&t*, ar« things forgot,
Far tfwy mm a i m  thinkes ha hath got 
7s ha a jAoadXi and that then can baa 
Vans of that kinds, af which ha ia» but hea*4A
Panne's naln eoasem in the Satvrea is to accompli ah a reeen*
ailiaticn af tha body and saal and to aid iitliig man in settling the
rival sialat of flesh and flptiitJ Tha nay of settleifitat was a
medieval ana and was thoroughly groundad in the doctrine of tha
"three eoule*" Mary Fatten ftaoeay says
Cette thiavfta da lhadoik das trois ones indiquent an 
reelite naa conception aor laquelle noos no saurlone trap 
lBslstar shes Sennas aalla da la dependence reclproque 
das danx parties qui fament l’hoane* Wile apt A la 
bass da tontas sas reflexions our I'heme at sur la via 
po6seate*4*
Tha doctrine of tha three seals of nan, with its concomitant belief 
la the peeer of Beasen and Will over the Senses, lends itself to the 
theory of satire as a aorreatlve agent* It nukes the satire of the
44 beans, Ifisfct* PP* 237-36*
4$ landless to say the reconciliation of then was not affected* 
lot losg aftaraarda Cartesian dualisn succeeded in separating thorn per* 
aaaeatly for nauy seventeenth and eighteenth century thinkers* Sea
pougiaa gash, fittllib Mtpxitftiw i§ 3 M  Mttsf SamfmaXb
(Oxford, 1945), pp* % T ff* See alsoBasil Willey, Seventeenth Century 
Background (Lordoa, 1942), py* 76 ff* See also A* B. Gibson, T^y Fhllo- 
eopby o f &sssartea (London, 1932), especially chapters #, %  and 10*
44 Kary Faton Aenaay* Lap' Deatidnea iladievalea fhfa Donna. 
feete Metaahysldan dft LlAngletarre (Oxford.Bad).p. 2(U*
•sfitotitUy eptiaiatie because It taplles that oorieeblofi 
Is wet only possible bat prteeble if th© person involved m u  be per* 
rated to accept tbs ears* Beak of the melancholy satirists, including 
Deane, there ie st least ippllcd the belief that correction can be 
carried out* Ibis seat be tree of all good satire, otherwise it be* 
coses purposeless*
Is bis role ss social orltle Dame adepts the attitude of the 
•alanoholj-eavant, Ve knee that Deane, himself, was an ardent echo* 
l*r#^ Xa his letters he writes ef his "hydreptic, inmterate desire 
ef bran learning and languages telle In his youth* the Insgery 
in bis Satyres le full ef learned sllualon to tho classics and to 
tbs r a u m t a l  literature of tbs churches, eld and b w * ^  Be knew, 
tee9 that Denne was naturally of a eelanehely frame ef wind* his 
biographer fallen says, *fhe melancholy and pleasant humor wore in bln 
so oontempered, that each gees advantage to the other, and made his 
csnpaap soe ef the delights ef Hankind."^ Moot sodom critics main­
tain either that be suffers ffon melancholy^  or that he is of a 
"nelsnteely east ef thought."In the Sennet. "La Corona,11
47 u# n# fabeud, Poetry and Humanism (Sew Haven, 1950), p« 102,
ffrtnsnd iesse, Jbft 14£ft aqd fjltcrm pf Johp Donna (London, 
1899), vol. 1, P. 191*
49 Sahoud, Poetry sad PP* 10>-1G4.
5& Xsase falten, Tha lAfp pt Dr. John Ijjeima (London, 1928),
p. 83*
^  Imeld Stein, "Denne and the Satiric Spirit," 2 H. 11 
(1944), 271.
52 Smith, Dcnnsip fiemenf. Introduction, jcjcv*
Damns writes ^
D©igne at ay hands this crtmn of prayer and praise,
Weav'd In my las devout melancholia***
And attain in «To Mr* T. we find
So, though I languish, greet with Melancholy,
My verse, th© strict &ap of my misery,
Shall live to eea that, for whose want 1 dye,34
In the framework of practically all of Donne's Satyres we find
that he chose to play the role of the nelancholy recluse who eschews
the life of the city and the Court for the quiet and contemplation
ef the country and the study. In addressing the “fawning gallant” in
Satyrs 1 he says,
Away thou fondling motley humorist,
leave see, and in this standing woodden chest,
Consorted with th^se ffev beokes, let me lye
In prison, and here be coffin'd, wh©n I dye;
Here are Cods conduits, grave Divine©; and here 
Tsturee Secretary, the Philosopher;
And Jolly Statesmen, which teach how to tie
Tho si names of a cities mistique bod is;
Here gathering chroniclers, and by them s^and 
fiddle fhrt^stique Poets of each land*
Shall 1 leave all this constant company,
*rd follow headlong, wild unoertaine thee'
He tells us, too, in th same satire that ho chooser "course attire,
which I now wears,* in which he confers with Cod anci with the siUuqb*
The coarse attire and ringed, unaouth appearance is in keeping with
the plain attire affected by th© Cynics and Ctoics and a!::o with the
mistaken etymology of the word "satire” fr n gatvr, which was a widely
^3 i onre, Fa#tlsal £orkji« v» 31S.
54 Ibid.. p. 206,
55 Ibil.. p# 145*
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held belief in the early Rsnaiaaanco period*^
Continuing the melancholy vein Uonn© begin s Satvro H  with
Sir) though (1 thank© God for it} I do hate 
Perfectly all this towne, yet there1a one state 
In all 111 things so excel® ntly boot,
That hat'', toward them, breeds pity towards the rest# ”
He continues then to scourge the corrupt lawyer-poet, Coecus,
In the beginning of Satos i n  th© tone of the malcontent gets
more bitter#
Kinds pitty chokes my spleene; brave scorn forbids 
These tears to issue which swell ey eye-lidej 
I trust not laugh, nor weepe sinners, and be wise,
Can railing then cure these worse naladiee?^
Satvre V begins in the aaae vein#
Thou ehalt not laugh in this leafe, Muse, nor they 
She® any pitty warmesj59
for none can jest, he goes on to say, who views the rage and Injustice
of Officers and tie wretchedness of tho suiter*
In Satyrs IV when the Courtier tells tho r»oet that he jf*the poet J7
would leave his "lonenesae* if he only knew th© good of court life, the
latter answers,
I said, not alone 
By loneness is, but Spartanes fashion,
To teach by p a in t in g  drunkard®, doth not last 
Wow| A retinas picture® h; ve made few ohastf 
Do aom can Princes courts, though there be few 
Better pictures of vice, teach m  vlrtue«60
5' Mery Claire Randolph, "Thonaet Drant’e Definition of Satire, 
1566,* Dotes and Queries;. June 14, 1941, 416-418#
57 Donne, Eoetlciil Worka. p« 149*
58 1^ . ,  p, 154.
59 fold., p# 1£8#
*° Ibid#, p. 161#
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later in the seme satire he repeats.
At hem* in wholesome solitariness®
My precious soule began, the wretchedness#
Of suiters at court to mourns, ami a trance 
Like his, who dreamt he saw he!;, did advance 
It selfe on race, Such men as he saw there,
I saw at court, and worse, and more*61
Attacks on court life are not new In Eeimlectanoe satire* At least 
as early as Sir Thomas fyatt and Skeltcn we h^ve serious denunciations 
of court life* These satiric attacks on the court are exclusively an 
Snglish tradition* The theme does not appear in Homan satire* In 
the late Elizabethan period the attacks on the Court Increased In 
number and virulence* Almost every satirist has criticism to voice 
of what Donne calla "th* huffing braggart, puft Mobility** The satirists 
saw the Court as a breeding place for vice, wickedness and affectation* 
They lamented the passing of tie old nobility, which recognised a duty 
and responsibility in connection with their privilege* They unmorci- 
fully ridiculed the "upstart courtier*"
Something should be said before leaving Donne’s Satvres about 
his inordinate dislike for the law profession* He devotes practically 
the whole of two satires, the second and the fifth, to a devastating 
attack on lawyers, justices, and their associates* It Is, of course, 
a tradiUrn to lament the passing of justice in tho entires Jus­
tice is kno^n tc have thrived in the "Golden Age" and to have left 
the earth in the "Iron Age" never to reappear* Donne acknowledges
61 ibid.. P. l&l.
Sea Juvenal, Satire 6; Hell, Vlrtrldonlaruu. Satire 5|
Verston, Pygmalion’s Imege* Satire 5*
the tradition in them lineal
0 Age of rasty ironl Some better wit
Call it acme worse name, If ought equal! It;
The Iron Age that was* when justice wa© sold; 
now
Injustice Is sold dearer f«rre*®3 
Donne had several reasons for foe Xing as he does about the law 
and lawyers* His brief association with the Inns of Court does not 
seen to have softened his attlude* We have seen that he bad perso­
nal reasons for disliking the laws and courts which condemned his 
brother to prison and the poet Southwell to death* In addition* In 
the late 15001s the cannon lawyers in Knglaad* who were jealous of 
the jurisdiction of the church courts and alarmed by the growth of 
prerogative courts, which did not use the traditional English law 
and were therefore a peril to their livelihood* be^an to oroperate 
with the Puritan clergy by contributing technical assistance and by 
going into action against the ore eking machinery of the courts of the 
bishops*^ There resulted consequently a mom sealous enforcement 
of the laws designed to restrict the Catholics* Finally* Donne had 
smple opportunity to witness t\ e injustice of the magistrates and 
lawyers who enriched themselves at the expense of their helpless 
Catholic neighbors*
Would it net anger 
A Stoloke, a coward* yea a Martyr*
To see a Purslvant oam© in* and call
A H  his clo&theg* Copaa; Bo, kes* Primers; and all
Hie Plate* Challices; end mistake them away,
•
63 p* 1*9.
64 1 . Knappen, gurlfa.nlsm (Chicago, 1939), p. 270.
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And aske a foe for coaming?^
Tha injustice and hopelessness of the situation lo brought cut fur­
ther!
But if the Injury 
Steele thee to dare complain©, Alas, thou go*at 
Against the stream, when upwardet when thou art 
most
Heavy and most faint) and in these labours they,
'Gainst whoa thou should1 at complains, will in the 
say
Become great seas, o'r which, when thou ehalt has 
Forc'd to make golden bridges, thou ahaIt see 
That all thy gold was drown'd in them before;
All things follow their like, only who have may have
s e w**
Two of Dorans's satires, the first and the fourth, are concerned 
for the rsost part with an attack on gulls, gallants and c o u r t ie r s *  It 
■a: seem strange that the satirists, both Roman and English, should 
devote so much space and energy to tho trifles and reumariams of this
type. The reason is precisely that it is t eae types who may be re­
formed. The truly wicked may not be reformed b y  satire,^ Murder, 
rape, and other major crimes are the subjects of tragedy, not satire. 
Donne is not posing a purely academic question when he asks the gull 
in faigra i,
Why should'st thou (that dost not onely approve,
But In ranks ItcMe lust, desire, and love 
The nakednssse and bareness© to enjoy,
Of thy plumps muddy whore, or prostitute hoy)
Hate vertue, though shoe be naked, and bare?
bonne, Poetical V^ orkn. p. 270#
66 I b i d . .  p. 1 7 0 .
Sm  S a t w  The "wrechod or wic'ad" sr" fra* frnra tha
8t in g  o f  j e s t s .  He calls f o r  c h a r i t y  and l i b e r t y  in bis t re a tm e n t o f  
them, p»id.. p. 168.
tSJL.OD
At 'birth, and death, our bo lea naked are;
And till our Soules be unap.arrelled 
Cf bodies, they from bllsse are banished*
Hans first blest state wee naked, when by sinne 
Hoe lost that*
* • ♦
But sinoe thou like a contrite penitent,
Charitably warn'd of thy sinne8, dost repent 
These vanities, and giddinesses, lee 
1 shut ay chamber doors, and come, lets goe*®*
There is another reason that Donne and the other satirists emphasise
so strongly that man should avoid the court, the city, and other areas
prone to profligate living* It involves what we night call "guilt by
association*" Vhan Donne aecoapenieB tha gull in Satyrs 2 he asks,
But how shall I be pardon'd ay offence 
That thus have slnn'd against ray conscience?®^
And in Satyrs ,£[*
By minds, neither with prides itch, nor yet hath been 
Poyson'd with love to see, or to be scene,
I had no suit there, nor new suite to shew, 
let went to Court*™
♦ • •
I core aaas'd then Circes prisoners, when
They felt themselves turns beasts, felt my solfs then
Becoamisg Trayter, and mse thought I saw
One of our Slant Statutes ope his law
To suck* me in; for hearing him / the courtier^/,
I found
That as burnt venom© teachers do grow sound 
By giving others their soareo, X might grows 
Guilty, and he free,*71
68 Ibid.. pp. 146-47.
69 Ibid.. p. 147.
70 p. 159.
71 Ibid.. p. 163.
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The John Donne of the Satvrea oan be described as a young man, 
brought up in the medleva1- sch olastic system and reared ns a Catholic, 
who saw the deterioration of that system going on about him, and m &  
dismayed* tihile it le not possible to call the Donns of the 1 90'a 
a Roman Catholic, he retained at this time much of his Catholic philo­
sophical, moral and ethical training, and this training ir reflected 
in the satiric poems* Kiss Ramsay has said, "La philosophic sobolas- 
tique apres tout est moins un systems special qu*une method* de pen- 
eer**^ This is what we find In the S^tvrest not a philosophical
system, but a way of thinking, a way of viewing the cosmos, which was
theoeentrlo* for Donne at the time of th© writing of th© Datvres 
there were no values which could replace those of tho deteriorated 
medieval synthesis* All about him he saw the inroads of Injustice 
and materialism* He saw, or thought he saw, that the ror© gracious and 
humane elements of man's existence were continually exposed to the 
attacks of rising Puritanism*^ His Satvrea a m  a protest against the 
sixteenth century revolution in manner©, morals, taste and religion*
For his role of the protectant he chose the guise of the melancholy 
recluse whose ventures into th* world only sent him scurrying for the
safety, seculuslon and contentment of his books artf his lamp* In all
modesty he does not expect to be very effective In his protests*
Preachers which are 
Seas of Hit and Arts, you can, then dare,
72 l££ imtatoa Esnas, p. 261
Moloney, Johq Donnar P* 157.
m
Drowne the sinnoe of this placa, for, for mee 
Which am hat e scarce brook® 9 It enough shall 
be
To wash the staines awayf Although I yet 
3lth Vasehabees modes tie, the knowno merit 
Of my work® lessens yet some wise wen shall,
I hop®| esteem© my writs Canonical!# U
III
John Marsten fits even mote obviously into the role of the malcon­
tent than John Donne* It has become commonplace to placo hie In the 
list of pronlnent Sllsabethan malcontents, largely because some of hie 
plays such as The Malcontent and What you %111* It 1® the purpose of 
this study to relate Marston's satires to the malecnter t tradition and 
to examine the philesophloal and ontological speculations and as?or- 
tlons prominent In then#
Probably no Renaissance satirist has been more misunderstood than 
John Sarwtoa* Twentieth century critics have toe often carried on the 
nineteenth oontury revulsion for Wareton's indecency**^ The nineteenth 
century critic Hsnnay has this to says nHe preferred to scold at his 
eon temporaries In verre whioh is as pleasant to read as charcoal would
be to eat, and to lecture an imaginary world mad© up of vices which
he took at second hand from Latin books*1 ^
74 Do**, Poetical ,orka. pp. 167-68.
•5 It 1» true thot Bono of h.1» contemporary critics had muoh 
the same co*plaint, (e*g* the ^amaasue trilogy*)*
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Janes Hannay, Ihs Later Renaissance. (Hew York, 1355), p. 222*
Another offended or 1 tie heo this to say*
Bio «imgr m  not BUI but bio own inoonpetenof | ho 
oould never manage either tho herolo couplet or his 
temper, So sought to eteno with violence for what ho 
looked in strength* • * * The soul of satire non not in 
him* * * * Kio tnkgnitr eon often feigned end was not the 
fruit of anger but of spite*77
B* R« Wood xeperte the widely held, hut erroneous, belief that
Narstsn1* iadoeerwe wee the result of eowe hind of Freudian complex.
Be says,"the oxtww vigen os ef hie eardonio rage led to the belief that
hie eynieiaa one affected end hie moral indignation merely a eleek
for a prurient and perverted internet in the vices be chastised.*78
A leeeat eritio ef the satires oottoludes, "Marstim wee net really
moved tqr what be was writing* * * » fhe internet is intellectual, set
emotional* one bee the feeling at a literary emereiss#”77
Tbeae eritiee of Bnraton9# aatirea either do net read the eatlree
carefully, or they aiereed then* They do not, certainly, uaderatand
the tradition la which he write** Be have aeen that Hpritont himself,
woe of a melancholy turn ef mind.®8 Ae a satirist he eheoe the role
ef the melancholy cynio-philosopher. In hie address to the "worthy
reader" prefacing The Scourge <g£ Villfimr- he maintain* that he expect*
to be misread and to zuise laughter*
77 Humbert Volfe, Botes pn Bpgllah Terse ftftlrs (London, 1929),
p. 53.
78 John Marsten, jjjd Piers. ed» H* H. Wood (Edinburgh, 1934)*
77 Morse 8* Allen, JQg Satire $£ £gbB Mansion (Coluahus, 1920), 
p* 117. Douglas Bush, usually a very careful scholar and discerning eritio, 
seems to hvw fallen into the sane error of judgment* "Xt may be said that 
Marston's indecency is hardly that of a reforming satirist* But, as his 
satires shew, Mars ton, like many another censor of society, derived a 
vicarious gratification from detailed account* of the vices he attacked," 
Mythology Mid fifnififfffitt Tradition (Minneapolis, 1932), p. 179*
80 Lawrence Babb lists him a* one of the prime examples of tha 
melancholy type among English writers of the Renaissance, The Elisabathan 
Maladr. p, 1B2*
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Vim* X but i t K N  in hdn«at seriousness 
To scourge arcane soul**polluting beastlinesee.
80 you will v*&lfc and find huge errors lurk 
In every earner of mar eynie work,®3*
la tho "Preen* to tho firot hock of Tho Soourgp ho colls act upon tho
h m s ,  hat upon Melancholy to inspire hia.
Thou nursing mother of fair Wisdom’store,
Zafemeus Melancholy, Z implore
Thy grave aoolotonoot toko thy gloomy seat,
Enthrone tbee in ay bloodf lot mo entreat,
Stay bio quick Joound skips, and foroa him run 
A outpaced source, until my whip* bo dome*
Daphne, umolip Tblno cams from up and browj 
Block cypress croon me, whilst 1 up do plow 
Tho hidden antral la of Mid villaiay.
Toorlag tbo wail from damn'd iapiety.®2
Ho frequently addressee "grim Reproof* 00 in Satire 111 of Pygmalion
and tho "Troon* of Book throo in JQg ISBUDtiU® Or bo colls upon tho
grim Judges of tho ua&ttworld to bo bio guide and stay.
Vow doth Rhsmimia Adraatlait,
Daughter of Wight, and of the Ocean, 
h w r o b  ay pea* That oold daturniflsi 
Can hold, and hoar euefa vile detraction?
What, wa aay ask, la tho cause ef liar stem's satiric outbursts,
that they are ec savage, 00 vitriolic? We do mot have to look far.
Bo potato it %  la one aay or another, in almost every as tire t it
was that the eoaaootiea between God and man had bsen interrupted, tho
®  John Version, Tha parks* od, A. H. Bullen (Condon, 1087), 
vol* in, p, 303, All further quotations from Versionfg satires will be 
taken frs this voluae,
82 Ititi.. P. 307.
93 iMd.. p. M |  p, 3$2,
88 J3a4ft.» P. 333.
nw i «  between body And ami broken and the body baft to beastlality.
In what hi calls hie ih j&£ SflQU&flg* *b®n tha intericcu-
tor potato oat what ho supposes to be a model of propriety and good**
behavior, the Cynic always eeea through the feoede to tsneover the
eta and folly* The degradation, for oa»pl«y of the military man la
the result of hie deadened spirit*
Weak meagre Ixiet hath non consumed quite,
And maated clean arnay hie martial sprite* 
enfeebling rlotf all vicee1 confluent,
Bath eaten eat that sacred influence 
Which made him mam*
That divine part ie sea)etd away in sin,
In sensual lust, and mid night beselling,
Hank inundation of luxurlogetiess 
Have tainted him with such gross beastliness, 
that see the seat of that celestial eesenee 
Ie all poseese’d with Naples* pestilence.
Man's eor ’itioo hae became bo had that the Cynic east no longer give
credence to the vice that the soul emulates from Cod*
Bure X ne’er think those aadome to he true,
That souls of men from that great soul eneiss.
And of hie eseance do participate 
As ,teere by pipes) when go degenerate,
So adverse Is our nature’s motion 
Te his Immaculate condition,
That each foul filth from such fair parity,
Such sensual sets from such a Deity,
Can nfer proceed* -ut if that dream were se,
Then sure the slime, that from our eoule do 
flee,
Bave stepp’d those pipes by which it was convey’d,
And now no human creatures, once dlsrcy’d 
Of that fair gem*
Beasts’ sense, plants growth, like be ins as a stone)
But oat, clast our cognisance Is gone.*®
*5 Ibid.. p. 349.
*  Ibid.. pp. 391*93.
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Repeated si- and indulgence dulls nan's sill to resist* His reason 
and will are then mo*** easily overoowe by passion* With his * nt llec- 
tual soul powerless* he is little better than a beast* How* he asks 
in Satire VIII of The Scourge* can the passions gain such mastery over 
the soul?
0 frantic* fond* pathetic passion!
Is't possible such sensual action
Should dip the wings of contemplation? £ reasopj?
0 can it be the spirit's function,
The soul* not subject to dimension*
Should be mads slave to reprehension 
Of ersfty nature's paint? FieJ sen our soul 
Be underling to such vile control?®?
The role of the intellect Is dearly delineated later In the same satire*
Reason* by prudence in her function,
Had wont to tutor all our action*
Aiding* with precepts of philosophy*
Our feebled natures* imbecility$
But now affection, will* concupiscence*
Have got o'er reason chief pre-eminence*®®
Rare ton continues, then, in the sane satire to explain how man arrives
at this degenerate state* It will be noted that the explanation he
offers continues to expound t o doctrine of the cpcdievo* and Renaissance
* three souls” of son and the doctrines of the elements and the "humours*”
Our adverse body, being earthly* cold*
Heavy* dull, mortal, would not long enfold 
A stranger inmate, that was backward still 
To all his dungy* brutish, sensual wllli 
How hereupon cur intellectual,
Compact of fire all celestial,
Invisible, immortal* and divine*
Grew straight U> scorn his landlord's muddy slime;
And therefore now is closely slunk away 
(Leaving his smoky house of mortal clay),
87 Ibid.. p. 358.
m  !&£•> PP* 360-61.
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Adorn’d with all his beauty*s lineaments 
And brightest gems of shining ornaments,
His parts divine, sacred, spiritual,
Attending on hie) leaving the sensual 
Base hangers-on lusking at home .n slime*
• * *
Nee doth the body, led with senseless will 
(The whieh, in reason's absence, ruleth still),
Rave, talk idly, as 'twore soar? deity,
• • •
Employing all his wits In vain expense,
Abusing all hie organon** of sense*^
There is a similar lengthy passage in Satire XX of The Scourge in which 
the speaker addressee the "gallants* directly accusing them of making 
themselves slaves to their "humours,11 causing the noul to atrophy,^ 
Although Marston makes use of Cynio-Stolo convention in the warp 
and woof of his satires, he does not subscribe to their doctrines con­
cerning Nature and natural religion* Man's Reason oan take him Just so
89 Ibid.. pp. 361-62.
90 M i - t  p. 379* Karston is concerned mainly with What he 
feels to be the major vices, or subjeets of satire* When he Intends 
to deal with follies or errors in conduct of a lighter kind, he affects 
a rather inappropriate (to him) merriment and jesting. In Satire XI
of The Scourge he attacks "Humours® and calls upon "sporting Merriment®
and "cheek-dimpling Laughter* to inspire him. He cannot maintain the
pose for long, however, and is soon his old railing, melancholy self*
Fie I Whither*a fled my sprite's alacrity?
How dull I vent this humorous poesyl 
In faith 1 am sad, I am possess'd with ruth,
To see the vainness ol" fair Albion's youth)
To see their richest time even wholly spent 
In that which is but gentry's omarcontj 
Which, belvg meanly don©, become thorn well)
But when with dear time's lor.© they do excell,
How ill they do thin .a well.
ufar; the final absolution of sin ie accorded by divine grace* He 
utterly rejects all dependence on natural r ligion in Satire IV of 
The Scourge and berates tv oae who salve thoir conscience® with it*
It is a sacred cure 
To aalve the soul1 a dread wounds; omnipotent 
That Mature ie, that cures the Impotent, 
y*n In a moment* Sure, grace is infused 
By Divine favour, not by actions used,91 
Which is as permanent as heaven's biles,
To them that hnve it; then no habit Is*
To-morrow, may to-day, it may be got,
So please that gracious poser cleanse thy spot*
Vice, from privation of that sacred grace 
Which God withdraws, but puts not vice in place*
Ye curious sots, vainly by Hatura led,
Where la your vice or virtuous habit now?92
He answers his would-be opponents with a text from Porphyry.
Then vice nor virtue have from habit place;
The one from want, the other sacred grace;
Infused, displaced) net in our will or force,
But as it please Jehovah have remorse
Marston will have none of the Stole doctrine, out of Z©no, of the re­
lativity of virtue and vice, nor will he rely in their dependence on 
■will." Zeno, St neea and the neo-Stolcs in general are upbraided for 
their belief that man can live happily, apart from God* He maintains
91 Aristotle, fieonachaean Ethics. ed* J. B. 0. Welldon (lendon, 
1934), particularly Chapter VII of Book III, p* 75* Marston argues here 
against the "voluntariness" of virtue nnd vice* Aristotle says, "If then, 
as is generally allowed, the virtues are voluntary (for we are ourselves, 
in a sense, partly responsible for our moral stater, anti It in because
we possess a certain character that the erd which we before ourselves 
is of a certain kind), it follows that our vloee too mist be voluntary, 
as what ia true of one is equally true of the other#
92 Hsraton, Ifitibli PP* 329-30.
93 ibid.. p. 330,
9?
that they contradict th ease Ives when they .«ay that destiny, fate, and
necessity rule the spiritual parte of ©an as wall as the mortal parte#
What happens then, he asks, to their vaunted "will#" Can "will" and
"fate11 havs? equal sway? 94
On more mundane matters War© ton almost always takes the conserve*
tlve attitude. Re laments the decay of England's yeomanry and her
fighting men in Satire VIII.
0, now me ti ink I hear evert Martina cry,
Swooping along in ware* feign#d waekoryj 
By Lais* starry front he’ll forthwith dye 
In clutter'd blood, M e  mistress* livery)
Her fancy's colours wave© upon his head#
0, wall^feneed AIM on, mainly manly sped,
Then those that a r  soldadoes In thy state 
Bo bear the badge of base, effeminate,
Even on their plumy crests»9t>
Harstcn again betrays his intensely nationalistic attitude in hla at*
tack on Jose h Hall In Satire IV of Pygmalion. He felt that Hall had
alighted the honor of England's national heroes#
But eee his spirit of detract'on 
Rust nibv le at a glorious action#
Ettgel some gallant spirit, some resolved blood,
Will haserd all to work his country's good,
And to enrich his soul and raise his name,
Will boldly sail into the rich Guianet 
What then? Must straight some shame1 sk satirist 
With odioua and opprobrious terms Insist 
To blaet so high resolv'd Intention 
With malignant vile dotract!on,96
As sight b expected, Version is auspicious of all foreign Influence#
Hie satires are filled with sharp attacks on the "I tali art*, to Kn^ llahaan,*'
94 Ibid.. p# 331, passim#
95 iSii*. PP. 356-57.
96 Ibid.. p. 284.
of which the orm in So tiro IX of The Sqcmrge la typical*
But let a youth that hath abused hi© time 
In wronged travel, In that hotter clime,
Swoop by old Jack, in cloth©© Itallannie,
And I'll he h-ug'd if he will imitate 
His strasr® fantastic suit-shapes8 
Or let him bring e'er boaetily luxuries,
Some hell-devised lustful vilXanles,
2van apes and beasts would blush with native shame,
And think it foul dishonour to their name,
Their beastly name, to imitate such sin 
As our lewd youths do boast and glory in.97
In matters of religion and theology War stem cleaves to the Angli­
can middle way* He has little sympathy for the Puritan or the Catho-
\
lie* It is rather surprising to find, in view of his anti-foreign
attitude, that his attacks on the Catholics are comparatively mild*
The most pronounced attack occurs In Satire XI of The Scourge. His
attacks on the Turitaas are unmerciful. Tie accuses then of hypocrisy
and usury in Satire II of Pygmalion. ^  They are accused of careless,
sloppy religious observance In Satire II of The Scour ire- 99 His
sharpest attack occurs in Satire IX of The Scourge.
Why looks neat Curua all so aiap'ringly?
Ihy bsbblest thou of deep divinity,
And of that sacred testimonial,
Living voluptuous like a bacchanal"
Good hath thy tonguej but thou, rank Puritan,
I'll moke an ape a© good a Christianj 
I'll force him chatter, turning up hie eye,
Look sad, go gravej demure civility
Shall seem to say, "Good brother, ©later dear!'1
As for the rest, to snort In belly-eheer,
To bite, to gnaw, and boldly intnrwol 
With snored things
9 7 rbld.. p. 966.
98 l&.i', PP. 271-72.
99 l£ig.* p. 315.
100 Ibid.. PP* 366-67.
oir*
gnstsit battle* *r* with shan, hypocrisy, and thills 
which are not uhat they ***« t* he* He attack* people, or rather 
types, who ate 1 shades* ©f shot they should b**-the "apee* eases,” and 
feel* of eoeiety at*** Intelleetual eoule are «o atrophied from Imk 
of oae that they hate baaon* only empty shell* given over to beastly 
ptimltfl, Marston, ehe signs hieeelf Therleaastrix (beaeWblpper) 
la Jhf Saeaifp g£ adopt* the role of the out-spoken, oaustlo
Cynie~philosopher to anatoadte the vices and follies of the ago*
nr
la 1599 there appeared a eerie* of alx oatiree Under the heading,
t &MBTfln&SflU JLtaft fiBMAlttt Satyff** by one T« H^Cent,101 The title
Indlaatee that these oatiree are la the railing, inveotive tradition
of the Cynie preachers, bat the aooneoilon 1* very to mums* In the
"lathers Prologue" ?, B. attempts to plaoo hlaeelf la the Cynio traditions
Elsaouated fren the hie aapirlng bile, 
ffhieh the all eaptle alrlo Klngdea* file, ^  
leaving the eeetohed aoutalne threatnlng heve^
Prd aheooe fbl fieri* rage ny eoule hath drives 
Passing the doene atoepe valliee all In heat,
Have trlpt it through the woedet h nee at last 
in valid with a steel* eanctuarle,
To eeve ay Ire etuft soul* least It eieeariei"®
There la little else about these oatiree that la&leate that the 
author eaa aeon* of the tradition of the aaleentent in satire* Certainly
1G1 A* H. Ballon attribute* the work to Themes Middleton and give* 
it a plaoo In hi* edition of Middleton* Other* attribute It to T* W* 
Moffett* See R. *• Aldea, The Rise of Poreal Veppe Satire Jjj flaglgfifl 
(Philadelphia, 1099), P« 156T
m  Mimt'sagAm* Sim SmzUm  M m m  <L ondon, 1599),
Slg. A 7 v. Microfll! b of the Huntington Library copy*
9*
hs 4 m »i the philosophical, reflective strain of both Donne
and Minkft, Hob satire Is devoted to one particular vice psreoni- 
fled under such senfr'ellegerleal names ee Cronus, the usurerf Zodon, 
the spendthrifts Bmperhia, the InseUnt, proud womens Dveene, the cheats 
ryoaderf the easterns end Innocent, the wiae*eit**
Time oatiree are iapertant only in that they reflect in one group 
of oatiree efear&et^rletiee tlut are applicable to many types of en­
tire* They retain the franewerk, the groupings into books end the 
apologias, prologues, and epilogues common to fowal verse satire, 
hat at the oeae tine we find eertein characteristic* that are to be 
proalnent la the bourgeois ferwnl satire of Use early seventeenth cen­
tury* la Satire 3§ for emample, on Pride there is the sermon-like 
ending that to to besoms standard la trdwdnti middle-class entire*
Bat' former peaoeek pride, grand insolence,
Even In the highest thought hath residence*
Bat It ea tiptoe steads, vellt ehat of that?
It is more preapt to fall end ruinate i 
And fall It sill who deaths shrill elsnorous bell 
Shall summon you unto to depth of hellt 
Repent preude Princecks, eease for to aspire*
Or dye to live, vith ?rlde in burning fire*^3
The tendency for these satires to achieve a popularity with a
lower class audience is even nere apparent in Satire U concerning
Droeae, the cheat* The picture here of tbs eony-cather and his gulls
is in the best tradition of Greene and Dekksr in Its expose of the
occupations of low-life. The poor country gull is taken in tow by
Droeae, who wines, dines and entertains him, and as we wight expect,
109 Ifcld-. Slg, Civ.
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vhleh reflected aany of the intellectual and philosophical currente of 
the lete S U s a M m  period# le ftonna'a eetiree can he found remnanta 
of hie Cathoiielea although hie plee ie for Christ* • church core then 
for any m  sect# Seratea'e eetiree reflect the orthodox Anglican 
daeae te theology end eplateitelegy* Whatever their final position ee 
to belief, it ie deer that both Ow m  and Xunton were awaxe of the 
philosophical M i t h a  in fcreel wertse eatire and succeeded in adept* 
lag the genre and adapting it to fit the. sadee of thought current in 
late Bliaebethan Saglaad*
CHAPTER 3V 
THE GHRISTUH-STOIO MORALISTS
Satire as the vehicle for the dissemination of neo-Stoio 
doctrine forme the basis for this chapter* Two major Elizabethan 
formal verse satirists* Joseph Hall and Thomas Lodge, reflect 
seo-Stolc thought In their satires* although in both these satirists 
It was a neo-Stoicien which was subordinated to sound Christian pre­
cept* This chapter is first of all an investigation Into the devel­
opment of neo-Stoicisa generally in Klisabethan England and second 
an examination of specific satires of Hall and Lodge to determine 
wherein they reflect neo-Stolc doctrine as modified by Christlfmity*
It has been said that the English have always had a taste for 
moral perfection*^ Paradox!calljr* this taste for moral perfection 
was not destroyed or such altered by the introduction during the 
Renaissance of pagan ideas* Ideals* and experiences* Rather* the 
renaissance of learning acted as a stimulus to the practical aspects 
of aorals* ethics* and how to get on in life* Colet did not theorize 
about education) he established a school for boy®. Mors did not deal 
in generalities; he told in detail hew ’Jtopia could be realised* 
Aschaa* like Elyot before him* was not concerned with remote unat­
tainable goals* but gave concrete advice on how to teach the humanist 
program* It should be reiterated that the humanist program in England
 ^Mary Clare Randolph* 11 Th© Structural Liosiftn of the Formal 
Verse Satire*** £ £* 21(1942)* 376*
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regained within the Chrletian framework* There wee no attempt in
England to establish a Platonic religion In the warmer of the
Florentine Academy* The English human lota did not intend that the
pagan moralists whoa they so much admired should supersede Christ and
hie Church* Instead they enlisted the pagan moralist® on the side
of the church in its fight against the world, the Fieeh, and the Devil*
In literature the humanist program found itself buttressed from
two aides* The htsnanist writers Inherited on the one hand a strong
moral tradition from their medieval forebear®* On the oilier hand
they were supported by a strong moralistic tradition from certain
of the writers of antiquity* Cicero* for example* was immensely
popular and highly influential In both the medieval period and in
the Renaissance* Plutarch and Seneca rivaled him in influence during 
o
the Renaissance* The Koratlan principle of the utile and the fifllqe 
gave free reign to the imaginative development of literature without 
saorlficing the utilitarian* moralistic aspects of literature* Sidney 
did noh to prcmulgate these Horatian ideals in the late sixteenth 
oentury* Ben Jonson fostered and promoted them during the early 
seventeenth century* The poets and poetasters put those Ideas into 
practice with varying degrees of success* Obviously in a writer like 
Shakespeare the artist outweighs the preacher* but in the wealth of 
dldaotlc literature* includi^; courtesy books* meditations* senaons* 
and so on* the didacticism was only thinly disguised* if it was dis­
guised at all*
2 Joseph Ball* Jieavep Upon forth, eel* Rudolph Kirk (Now Bruns­
wick* 194B), Introduction, p* 19*
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In consequence of this enthusiasm for the moral and practical 
aspects of life and ooaduot, many writers of the late Renaissance In 
England fait drawn to the satiric genre because of its professed 
moral pur owe* Especially in Porcius and Juvenal* to whom the 
Renaissance English satirists wore moat a tt ran tad, thor® wars wady 
at hand among the pagan authors the models for highly moralistic 
satires* In Juvenal especially there la constant emphasis on the 
moral mission of satire# the moralist tradition In satire more or 
less forces the satirist into the sooietiisee awkward position of posing 
as a superior being who has not only perceived the current wide­
spread vices and fellies of his age* but who has been sufficiently 
moved by conscience and morel sense to take an active responsibility 
for eliminating them*3
It has become somewhat commonplaoe for critics of Renaissance 
satire to disparage the product of the satirists of the period on 
growl that they are too dependent on their Roman models, that the 
vices and fellies which they portray are eacngge rated, and are more 
in keeping with degenerate Heme than upright ftngland*^  This judgment 
may be held partially correct If we consider only the jaundiced 
vision of a malcontent such as Mare ton* or even Define at times* but 
as for the majority of Hngdlsh satirists of the late Renaissance* 
and for Joseph Ball* Lodge and the others of the Christian-moral1st
3 tonSolph, £2» 21(1942), 67.
4 Oscar •!. Gaopbsll, feffljfiali &&££ £B!l "XMlHS 
££& Cro aside" (h*n Merino, 193®}, p* AO,
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school of satire, to hold that their satires are slavish imitations 
and the vlees and foibles they attack are $xq*b exaggerations is to 
seriously misrepresent the min emphasis of English formal verse 
satire* Although se find In the English satirists many attacks on 
the ubiquitous, and to us* hackneyed; vices of avarice* pride* 
gluttonny and so on* it would be a mistake to maintain that this 
la merely stereotyped criticism based on the Homan rcorld picture*
It is true that these vices have a universality in any attack on them 
in any age* That makes them* however, no less real to the age immed­
iately concerned with then* the threat which the eoonomlc revolution 
during the late Sllsabethan age raised over the established order was 
clearly seen by the moralists and satirists^, and they turned the full 
brunt ef their attack on avarice* greed* usury* corrupt-lawyers, 
magistrates and bailiffs* against rack-renting* enclosures, nepotism 
sad various sharp trade practices^ which seemed in their eyes to have
5 J2£g** p* 42* the moralists were fighting a loosing battle 
from the beginning* R. H* Tawney says, flIf a philosophy of society is 
to be effective, It must be asjsobile and realistic as the forces which 
it would control. The weakness of an attitude which net the onset of 
Insurgent economic interests with a generalised appeal to traditional 
morality and an idealisation of tho post was only too obvious* Shocked, 
confused, thrown on to a helpless* if courageous and eloquent* defen­
sive by changes even in the slowly moving world of agriculture, Tjadleval 
soel&l theory* to which tha moat representative minds of tho English church 
still elimg, found itself swept off its feet aftor the middle of 11 ie 
century by the swift rise of & oomsereial civilisation, In which all 
traditional landmarks seemed on® by on® to be submerged*" Se<? heIf?T.lop 
mni the Else of Capitalism(Hew York, 1926), p* 150*
6
Books IV and V of Hall •© V r^gideadaruai ere particularly rich 
in allusion to contemporary eeoRflulc ills*
come to absorb tha major interests and energies of the "upstarts* 
and tha naavaaox rlchsa.
The satiric moralist* of the late Klisabethan period wore pri­
marily concerned, m  wore all the rroraliete of the period, with com- 
bating and offerin^ a solution to whit they felt to be the degeneration 
of the morals and nora© ex' the time and vere interested too in offer* 
lng an antidote to tho wave of pessdisism and disillusionment that
begrn to engulf many rainds at the end of the sixteenth century and
n
the beginning of the seventeenth* The man of the Renaissance ^as a 
doubter primarily to whoa the Glassies had given new values of the 
world* Unliko the medieval man, when Renaissance man considered the 
discomforts of this life he was prone to question "why?* He was 
zealous to find the answer to the question "That shall man do""®
In hie searchings for the answers to these questions he so n reasoned
that with reference to all action and policy there existed, if man
9could but discover it, an adequate and appropriate doctrine*
Many penetrating and influential thinkers, writers, and states* 
men of the age found answers moat acceptable to their heritage and 
religion in a new Stoicism which be^an to crow up In Bngland during 
the last year® of the sixteenth century# In the Stoic philosophy
? Don Cameron Allen, "The Degeneration of Man end Renaissance 
Pessimism, £, 35(1933), 203.
8 Ibid.. 205.
9 Hardin Craig, jjaehwitad G-flas (Hew Torn, 1936), p. 9.
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the hopelessness of man's position la no longer stvwseed. The com­
prehension of man*e estate does not overwhelm a true Stole* Prominent 
among the Kngllsh Stole» wee a mill group of satirists who promul­
gated In their satires a Ohrlstlan-Stoio attitude* The oentral 
theme of their work* as of all tke Stolo writera in the period* la 
hem to keep one's equilibrium in a world of upheaval.1°
The reason for the appeal that Stoicism had for many thinkers 
in the late Renalesanee Is not hard to determine* Gilbert hurray has 
earned up the appeal of Stoicism In any ages he nays* "Stoicism 
fulfilled two ealn demands that m n  makes upon his religions It 
gave him armour when the world wee predominantly evil} it encouraged 
him forward when the world was predominantly good. It afforded 
guidance both for the saint and the public s e r v a n t . I n  other 
words* In their search for the "good life* the Stoles were propelled 
by two predominant urges— -that of outward striving and that of inward 
peace.
Stole doctrine was not hard to eons by in the Renaissance. Nor 
were the tenets of Stole philosophy unfamiliar to Renaissance scho­
lars and thinkers. Stole thought had really entered England during 
the medieval period. Boethius was an Important source of Stole 
philosophy. cieero* although professedly eclectic in his philosophy*
10 Allen* £ I* 35(193®)* 224.
u  Gilbert Hurray, Stole. Christian atf flmUMflflJi (London, 1%6),
P. 113.
*2 Rail* peaven Upon forth* a<l. Kirk* Introduction* p. 19*
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Is essentially Stoic, He was perhaps the most widely re*d of Latin 
authors, known and respected by both the Schoolmen and Renaissance 
scholars,^ Seneca, a representative Stoic, was known also to the 
Schools*n. In the Renaissance his moral teachings became widely 
disseminated. Among the ngliah satirists? Joseph Hall was bio pro-* 
fussed disciple, 4^ By 1590 much of Senses, os well as Epictetus and 
Plutarch, was is translation! in fact, all the principal ethical 
translations of the period are mainly Stoic
It should always be kept in Bind that Stoic doctrine in nglish 
thought was Interfused with Christian doctrine and transmuted in Chris- 
tlan terns. The correspondence between Stoic doctrine and Christian 
doctrine la at tines quite striking. Remarkable parallela have been 
noted between Seneca and St, Paul, for example, and there are a number 
of coincidences In thought and expression in Epictetus and the Gos­
pels,*^ Up to the time of the dissemination of pagan ethical and 
•oral doctrine into western culture, ethics and morals had been 
largely the domain of the Church, The body of Stoic works did some­
thing to lay the foundation for the secularisation of ethics once 
•ore, and later, of course, for the rationalisation of religion.
The Deists, according to one commentator, were later to find the 
foundation of their doctrine ? aid in Stoicism,*^
13 H. B. Uthrop. TranaUtlMiB XESB J&ft SlflflBlflg ifiiS iSnellah. 
u z t i m  (HadIson, 1933), p* 202,
see the dedicatory lett r to the Earl of Huntingdon pre­
faced to Heaven Uaon Karth*
15 Uthrop, TranalatioriB £E2B Glwaidoe. p. 302.
16 R. V. Benloy, fiMfflffl fiBd ll£ Influgnce <»«* York, 1927),
p, 114#
17 utvrop, inngtaUana ciaaaiou. P. 206.
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In Renaissance England, however, Stoicism remained aesentially 
within the Christian orbit* The Christian Stoics borrowed what 
they felt inclined toward In the pagan moralists but retained their 
ultimate dependence !n Christian faith.*®
If Renaissance satire in the Ghristlan*Stoio tradition is to 
be fully understood * the peculiar doctrines of Stoic philosophy which 
had widest appeal and which recur with varying degrees of frequency 
la the literature of the period and In formal satire In particular 
should be emphasised. The Roman Stoics had greatly altered the 
pantheism of the older Stoles, and with them Stoicism tended steadily 
toward theism. The Universe is constantly personalised, and the 
Deity Is spoken of as Creator, Father, Guardian, and men are viewed 
as his sons.*? In addition, sin is set forth as disloyalty to an 
unseen Hester, whose eye is ever upon us, who knows our every thought, 
and to whom we are responsible*20 It was noted that Seneca had said 
that a man ought to choose some good nan £  Chris tj?, and always have
bin before his eyes, in order that man nay live aa if he watched us,
21and do everything as if he saw.
Rail, for instance, speaks of having followed Sonaoa and of 
having *gone beyond him." Ho says of the pagan philosophers in general,
• I have trod in their paths, but with an higher and wider step.1 See 
the dedicatory letter to Heaven Upon Sarth and the "Premonition* pre­
facing Characters of Vertuee and Vices.
*? William L. Davidson, The Stoio Creed (Edinburgh, 1907), p. 59.
20 IMd.» p. 60.
21 Henley, atfilfflM AJg H i  Influence, p. 102.
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The missionary seal of the ancient Stoics was another character­
istic of the philosophy which had a strong appeal for Renaissance 
neosteica* xhe corruption of the times often eent the Stoics forth 
ae alesionarlee and moral preachers dedicated to a goal of reclaiming 
and reforming the world * ^
Another very Important doctrine of Stoicism which lent itself 
readily to Christian belief, and in particular to the theory of sa­
tire, Is that which maintains that the mind is capable of reform*
The mind, according to the stoics, is no Inert thing which does not 
respond to impressions. It Is Instead active and responsible and 
capable of giving free assent to the material and impressions supplied 
it*22 proa this idea the importance of example in teaching took firm 
root. The idea of the ''good man" to be emulated and the "bad man11 to 
be cor damned and avoided became commonplace* The Renaissance moralists 
adopted this Idea wholeheartedly* There grew up, consequently, a whole 
literature based on the principle of precept illustrated by profuse 
and detailed example, with the satire and the "character11 both employ­
ing tils method*
The wtoic philosophers bo^in with the optimistic belief that life 
is worth living, that Good is desirable and is to be followed In all 
circumstances*^ Goodness Is acting In harmony with the will of God* 
God is in all except the actions of the "bad," who are bad of their
Bavidsoni -Stole Crwd. pp. 60-68, pnaalm.
*3 Ibid.. p. 1/6.
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ewn choosing and not because of external, mechanistic circumstance, 
to the questioni "What Is virtue?* the Stoic answered, "Wisdom," 
or moral insight* Wisdom was the clear and consistent perception of 
what is good and what is evil and the deliberate accepting of one and 
rejecting of the other.25 virtue Is of absolute worth* There can bo 
degrees only in things that have relative value* Virtue is the same 
under all olreuastances and is to be sought for its own aake*^ This 
became an important doctrine to Benaissanoe satirists of the moralis­
tic, Stole persuasion* It is well to clear up a misconception about 
their satire* The neostoie satirists axe often criticised and were 
criticised even in their own d&y,^? for their carping against seemingly 
trivial things* The answer to this criticism is that nothing repre­
hensible was trivial to the neostole moralist* Xf there are mot de­
grees in virtue, there are not, correspondingly, degrees in vice*
A H  sins became of equal importance* The omission of the most 
trivial duty and the commission of the most noxious crime stood 
on the same level* As one critic has said, what now seems ex­
aggerated concern with negligible folly was to the satirist 
a menace of social revolution*^ It is noteworthy in this res­
pect that the correction of abuses can only come about through
24 Knmj, Stoic. Christian. BaStolaJw p. 10$.
2$ Davidson, Tha Stola Craad. p. 152,
26 Ibid.. p. 154.
27 Karston's main objection to Hall's satires seems to have 
been that they ignored what he considered the major vices of the age 
and were devoted on the other hand to what Marston, not understanding 
Stoic relativity, considered insignificant follies. See Satire X in 
Sh& Sew«ge SL X lU etiZ . U . 9-38.
28 c&mpbell, Coal cell Satyre. p. 43.
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the ethical reform of Individuals,
It la easy to see that so rigid a concept of virtue and vice 
Leeds inevitably to a fallacious narrowness* Nevertheless the doc­
trine see cede use of considerably in classic and Renaissance litera­
ture, but it Led to some stereotyped, two-dimensional figures even in 
the d r a m a , azM] &aBo result is conspicuous in such minor genres 
as the satire and the "character," where the good were very, very 
good and the bed were horrid* W* I*# Davidson explains the inevitable 
dlleaaa succinctly)
As a stick most be either straight or crooked, as a man 
must be either just or unjust and cannot be more just than 
Just or mors unjust than unjust. This carries with it the 
paradox that there are two, and only two, classes of wan— the 
good and the bad, or, as the Stoics called them—  1 the wise* 
and •the foolish*1^
Almost inevitably, also, this doctrine was extended eventually to the
point that the vast majority of men belonged to the class of the foolish*
Ac part of their ideas concerning "goodness" and how to achieve
it, the Stoics conceived what might be termed a "doctrine of work**
A good man must do his work well or he ceaadV to (*e cjatdl* In Qt-Jty-
29 in the drama the morality plays, by their very nature, 
lent themselves to this kind of two-dimensional characterisation* Cer­
tain of the villains in the domestic tragedy of tho period are prone to 
be blacker then reality would allow, as for Instance the murderer 
Browne In £ S&J3lOfi tSS, ffofnen. for other examples see H* Tf, Adams, 
English CoB»«tlB SX Bonllstlc Traawfa (H«w York, 1943), eapoelslly 
chapters IV, VI, VII, am) VIII* The penchant for fiendish, uncompromis­
ing villains is found, too, among the better dramatists— Lorenzo in 
Kyd*s The Spanish TrWredv and Ferdinand and the Cardinal in Webster1 © 
lh£ Pucheaa si 1£}£L, for Inatanoe,
30 Davldnen, Stole Creed. p. 155.
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to bo good he must perform hie function.31 What was realty meant by 
performing one1 a function wall was simply to perform it in accordance 
with "nature." The necessity of living in accordance with nature 
was an Important doctrine to both the Cynic philosophers and to the 
Stoicb, who borrowed it from the Cyhio© and modified it* It became 
an important doctrine in the Renaissance also and la especially 
prominent in pastoral and satiric writing* To the Cynic philosophers, 
living in accordance with nature involved what we now call primiti­
vism, and they made a conscious effort to live a careful, frugal, 
even austere life, affecting co res food and coarse dress, and es­
chewing all l u x u r y .32 The Stoics ameliorated the harshness of the 
system to tbe point that living according to nature meant living In 
conformity to the course of the universe, for the universe is under 
the governance of reason, and man has tho privilege of knowing or 
Weaning acquainted with tbe world course and of conforming to it.
This was true freedom of the will*33
Closely connected to the concept of "nature" In both Cynic and 
Stoic thought wee the belief that man, as nature made him, must have 
been perfect* There was then implicit in their philosophy the as­
sumption of a fall of mankind from its pristine and natural excellence.34.
31 Kurrmy, Stoic. Chrlatlan. P. 108,
32 Arthur 0. Lore joy and Georg* Boas, Prlmltlvlam jug Related 
Ideas In ftntloulty (Baltimore, 1935), p *  260*
33 I avid son, Ik£ Stole Creed, p. H2.
34 Love joy and Boas, Prlaltlvlen ajj} M . i l M  !&&&» P. 261.
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We find consequently many references in pagan literature to the so- 
called "Golden Age" and subsequent "Iron AgeH which replaced It*
There was a concentrated effort, on the part of aome individuals at 
least, to return to the former ago of primeval excellence when good­
ness and justice ruled undisturbed, and there was constant exhorta­
tion by tbe moralists for mankind to return to this earlier age when 
all was right with the world* The convention of ihe "Golden Age," 
and it did become a literary convention, made a strong appeal to the 
Renaissance satirists* Some of them were quite sincere in their be­
lief thst somewhere years ago there was a better age from which there 
had been an increasingly precipitous decline* This does not mean that 
they necessarily believed In a sort of Greek pastoral Idyl, but they 
often felt, so we shall see Joseph Ball did, that there was a time 
within the memory of man when justice reigned, when honor and duty were 
•ore than names, and when men played the masculine role with dimity* 
According to Stoic philosophy there were four c&rdiiml virtues,
> either mentioned in their tought by nnme, or implied through various 
traits. They were Prudence, Fortitude, Justice, and Temperance* Their 
opposite members were Fear, Discontent, Greed and Tl«tion,35 and it is 
these that satire is most concerned with in view of the fact thfit In 
satire tha negative picture far outweighs the positive* It is these 
opposite & of the virtues which are, for the Stoic 11 any rate, the 
main cause of lean’s unquietness and unhappiness. It is perhaps
35 Hall, HgftTfflfl U BS Ltl. ■th. od. Kirk, Introduction, p* 26*
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noteworthy that tho Femal seance 3toic~satirists or® far less concerned 
with the eins of lust end passion than aro tho melancholy satirists 
such as Doime or Kars ton* This can probbly he attributed to tho 
fact th t for most Stoics the sine of desire are nor* hslaour. than 
the eins of passion* For passion, according to them, Is an estrange- 
went froa reason and is often accompanied by a sense of pain and Inward 
contrition* The sins of desire, on the other hand, are moat often not 
separated from reason* They Imply a feminine incontinence* Winning, 
in other words, Is more blameworthy whnn accompanied by pleasure.3$
In Stole philosophy the main reason for man's unhappiness ind 
dissatisfaction lies within him* Yet the most unhappy man often be­
haves as if he thought the state he is in is best to him*^ The main 
difficulty with most men is that they pat their faith not In Internals 
which matter most, but in externals such as wealth, ambition, honor, 
pleasure, all of which car. only bring unhappiness in the ‘orm of fear, 
discontent, or one of the other principal hindrances to man's peace* 
Nothing external can really affect tho Stoic* He do*s not develop an 
imaginary and false idea of the importance of such things an wealth 
and honor*
It has beer, noted that Stoic doctrine entered English thought 
throughout the medieval period* Cicero and Seneca were well known to 
the Echeolacr.*^ It ia true, nonetheless, that there was a greatly
36 Davidson, 2 &  Stoic Cyeod, p. 177*
37 Hell, Heaven Upon forth, ed* Kirk, Introduction, p* £0* 
3s Ibid.. p* 19*
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stimulator! Interest In Stoic thought during tho K©naiusance. In Eng­
land there were translations of Plutarch and Seneca In the 
of Hplctntu* in 1567.^ Before Stoicism was naturallaed into English 
thought it had to become transformed into Christian doctrine. In 
France, Montaigne and Philipoe de Horoay proceeded to write as Chris­
tian Sides. Justus Iipsiua in gg (jpnatantla pointed cut the slmi- 
Isri ties between Stoicism and Christianity.^ Hear the end of tho 
sixteenth century in England Stoic philosophy began to h v© a promi­
nent place in English philosophical thought and moral teacdng. Bacon 
and Sen Jenson were affected by it#^ Sir John Davies exhibits much 
Stoic thourht In Hosoe Telpgum but goes beyond it finally Into complete 
fi'eiwa.42 Certain aspects of the creed had a strong appeal for Fulk* 
Crevillai the Insistence on self-knowledge awl self-control, the 
insistence on virtue as an end In itself and as a means to happlnoss.43
39 Ibid.. p. 20.
4 °H 2 J & ., 20 .
a  So® Bacon,s essays "Of Goodness and Goodness of Nature,"
"Of riches," "Of Nature in Ken," "Of Vain Glory." Ben Jonson’a Stoicism 
Is wore subtly disguised. He ' new and admired many of the Sfoic pagan 
writers— Cleero, Horace, Juvenal, Seneca. He was familiar with promi­
nent Tecatoics, etrh as Li7 elus„ (See t7nlena ■. Baum, The Satiric ami 
the Jlda.ct.lc ifi Ben Jooso *s Comedy, pp. 30 ff.). The Stoic doctrine 
that ?mwi Jenson pro ehed nost consistently wac that on y a good ?.aan 
could be a good poet. Thin idea m s  inherent in all Jenson*a critical 
diet? a rd 1.e especially apparent in tho section a of Tlteber dealing with 
poets and poetry.
42 Cospare "The Passions of Sense," "Reason, Understanding* In 
Sosce telosus to "An Acclamation" in the* same poem.
43 fo lk s  Git.*villa, Foetr.a anfl ©d. O noffroy  Bullough
(Edinburgh, 1°42), Introduction, p. 9* BuHough Hwintnln© that Cre- 
ville,s Stoicism subserved hie Calvinism,
U6
Sir William Cornwallis lei himself be persuaded reluctantly to an 
admiration for the traditional Stoic fathers and to an acceptance of 
some of their precepts* He says,
I have beene oontent thus fsrre to talk© Stoically, a 
profession, I oonfeeae, contrary to ay nature, who am maslllm 
bent and wrested* * • • Some part of their doctrine stray®th 
from Christianltle* But where it may be tolerated, a nature 
able to maintains the civil warns of his owns resistance and 
that findes a posslbtlltie of beeing at last victorious shall 
do well to persever; for there can he no life safe, which if 
net wholy the enemle of hope and fears, yet that borrowed 
siot sane rules from their precepts*^
The dramatist feorge Chapman was strongly tinged with Stoic thought* 
It is particularly evident in the concept he maintain# of the tragic 
bero*45 in both his poems end plays Chapman glorified truth and wis­
dom* He admires and attempts to portray the "Sonecall man" who rules 
over his fears and passions and who has contempt for tho buffetlrtga and 
calamities of the world*4^ His heroes, like all Stoic heroes, can 
successfully sap their own course of action, for they know what must 
be done, and they endeavor to maintain control over any situation which 
confronts them*
Some of the ?ore prominent of the Oiristl&n-Stolc moralists are 
to be found among the formal verse satirists* Thomas Lodge, for in­
stance, was influenced by Seneca and in 1614. published an edition of
44 Sir William Cornwallis, Issavss* ed# Don C. Allen (Baltimore, 
1946), p* 209.
45 & full treatment of Stoicism in Chapman is contained in 
John «. Wisler* s, Qeorge Chapman. The Sffaet <£ tclQlaffi ffpon Hla 
Tragedies (??ew York, 19497*
lb Couglae 3u»h, Snc.llB/'i Literature la Hjg M 2 i S X  fi<nrantwnth
Century (Oxford, 1945), p* 12S*
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hie worked Perhaps the cost thormigbgoing and systematic Stole 
anong English Kenaissanoe thinkers was the "English Seneca,*4$ Joseph 
Hall. The remainder of this chapter will deal In aomn detail with 
lodge and Hall as Stole satirists*
n
In 1606 Joseph Pell published Heaven Upon Earth, a neostoic 
treatise in which he gave the aost systematic expression up to that 
tine to the philosophical precepts of the Stoics* but the document 
resaloed centered In Christianity* Is the dedication to the Earl of 
Huntingdon he says* "I have undertaken a great tasks* to teach sen how 
to be happy in this llfei I hare undertaken and performed It* wherein 
I have followed Seneca* and gone beyond him; followed his as a Philo­
sopher* gone beyond him as a Christian* aa a D i v i n e , *49 ^he treatise 
consists of some twenty-seven essays In the 3enecan manner forming a 
single whole around a single theels* In 1608 Hall published Charac­
ters pf Virtues and Vices, a aeries o f  characters modeled on Theo­
phrastus, which showed the philosophical ideas of the previous work 
in practical application* He acknowledges Sanecm as hie master a g a in *  
hut even at this late date he feels compelled to defend his heavy re­
liance on thi pagan authors*
47 H, Burton Paradise* Thomas Lodge (Hew Haven* 1931)* p* 169* 
There was a second edition in 1620*
4® Bell was first called the "English Seneca" b y  Thomas Fuller 
In 1662* See Hall* Beyriyp Upon Earth, ed* Kirk* Introduction* p« 64*
49 IMc.. p. 84*
It is no shame for us to learns nit of Heathens, neither 
is it iiateriall, In whoso Schools w© take out a good lessont 
yea. It la mors shame not to follow their good, than not to 
load than bettor* As cue therefore that In worthy examples 
hold imitation bettor then invention, X have trod in their 
paths, but with an higher & wider etap,9*
In the "Prema&ltiom" to the Characters Hall give** evidence of hie con­
cept of what the function of the moral philosopher consists* It will 
be noted the function of the satirist is closely allied to these 
precepts*
the Divines of the old Heathens wore their Iforall 
Philosophers! these received the Acts of an inbred law, 
in the Sinai of Nature, and delivered them with many ex* 
positions to the aultitudei these were the Overseers of 
■saners, Correctors of vices, Directors of lives, Doctors 
of vertae, which yet taught their people thf> body of their 
naturall Divinity.*1
Rail admired and sought in the Charaotera to emulate the morel philo­
sophers who imparted their knowledge through *speaking pictures." He 
says, "Their papers were sc many tables, their writings so many 
speaking pictures, or living images, whereby the ruder multitude 
might even by their sense learae to know vertu®, and discern what to 
d.to.t.'52
50 Ibid.. pp. 10-44.
51 Ibid.. p .  U 3 .
52 Ibid.. p. 143. The whole qusatloo of Rail'a Stolo-Chrla- 
tlanlty has been discussed fully by Philip A* Smith, "Bishop Hall,
•Our Rnt'llsh Seneca,* • P V, L A 63(194*5), 1191-1204 and In Rudolph 
Kirk's recent edition of Hall's Heaven Ifoan Eaith apd Characters 
virtues ynd Vices, pp. el ft* They demonstrate that Hall adopted Sonncan 
ideas to Christian use* Audrey Chew in a aone recent article, "Joseph 
Hall and Neo-Stoicism," P..14 L A 65(1950), 1130-1145, maintains that Hall 
oannot be called a Neo-Stoic in the later eighteenth century sense*
mAlthough the companion pieces, fteaven Upon applfa and pharactera £& 
Yirtuas Vices# give Kall’e moat syafcewatioally worked out presen­
tation of Stole prwoept and example, they are not his earliest works 
which show considerable neostoie influence* One year before flgfflSM 
Upon Earth. In 1605, he published Meditations and Vows which exhibit 
much of tie naturalised thought and style of Seneca* Something over 
fiTB jrwura MtfUcr In 1597, 1998, and 159953 Bull had written and 
published his satires In six hooks entitled Vlrgldaaiarum. which show 
that even at that early date Hall was thoroughly familiar with 
Christian-Stoic doctrine and fitted the concepts of that philosophical 
viewpoint the purposes of satire*
Satire I of Book III of the "Toothless Satyres* is the most con­
centrated presentation of Stole doctrine in yirpldemi^run and bears 
quoting at se re length* The satire begins by giving an over-idea Used 
picture of life in the "Golden Age*" His portrait is derived largely 
from Seneca and, it will he noticed, gives the traditional Stole view
that this pristine soelety was hard, physically harsh, and morally pure*
Time was, and that was term’d the time of Gold,
then world 6 time were yong, that now are old*
(Then quiet Saturne swald the mace of lead.
And pride was yet unborne, and yet unbred*)
Time was, that whiles the Autumns fall did last,
Our hungry sires gap’t for the falling mast 
of the Dodonlan okes*
53 The first edition of *Tooth-lense $atyres" oawa out in 
1597 and was re-edited in 1596 and In 1602, The first edition of 
•Byting Satyres" ease out in 1596 and was re-edited in 1599# See the 
bibliographical notes to Arnold Davenport’s edition of Joseph Hell’s 
Poems (Liverpool, 1949)* All future references to Hall’s poems will 
indicate this edition*
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Could no unhuaked Akorne leave the tree,
But then* was challenge mad© whose Si might boo*
And if sos» nice end licorous appetite*
Desir'd more daintie dish of rare dellte*
They scal'd the stored crab with clasped knee*
Till they had sated their delicious oyoc 
Or search#d tho hopeful! thick's of hedgy^rowes*
For bryer-berryos, or hawos* or sowror sloeei 5^
In this happy tins tho natural order of things was observed by all
vith scrupulous nicety* JSven tho king end nob3.es paid strict regard
to order, duty and boner*
Bo Squire durst touch* tho lav would not afford*
Kept for tho Court* and for tho Kings owne bord.
Their royell Plata was day* or wood* or stones 
The vulgar* save his hand* else had he non©*54
During this tine* too* there was no greed j there were no unscrupulous
trade preetleesf there was no concern for the material things*
Vas then no playalng of the Brewers scape,
Nor greedie Vintner mixt the strained grape.
The kings pavilion* was the grassy groans*
Under safe shelter of the shadle treerte*
Under each bank© men laid® their liras along*
Mot wishing any ease* not fearing w r o n g s $4
Great change cans about at the entry into the world of riches* pride*
and greed* The whole natural order of the world and of society vas
upset* Mas even began to think of hiaself as a god*
But when by ceres huawifrie and paine*
Ken learn1d to bury the reviving grains*
And father Janus taught the new found vine*
Kiss on the Sloe* with many a friendly twinei 
And base desire bad sen to delvan lew*
For needle©se oettals* then gan mischief© grow*
t # •
Then crept In Pride and peevish Covetiaet 
And eon grew greedy* dieordou© and nice*
94 Hall, £saw> PP» 33-35, awtf*.
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Now men* that carat i'aile-fellow was withbeast*
Woxe on to weene himself© a God at least.*4
Hall professes to regret tho passing of the* day when our forefather*» 
words *soYord of thriftie Leekes" and "manly Garlieke." He says fur­
ther*
Than won ware rant, but row tho grantor part 
Beaten are la life* and women are in heart.
Good Saturn© self#* that homely Emperour*
In proudest pomps was not so clad of yore.
As is the undergroeme of the Ostlerle*
Husbanding it in work-day yoemanrle*
Lo the Ions* date of t- os« expired dales* 
then the Inspired Herlius word foresaless 
then dunghill Feaants shall be dight as Irinas*
Then one confusion another brings*
Then farewell fairest age* the worlds tost dales 
Thriving In ill* as it in age dee&yes*^
Kany other satires In Yliyid— fa|f*fyff play upon the theme of the
primeval "golden age" and tho subsequent deeay of th« present age*
Vest proadLnent among these are Satire 6 of Book IV of the "Byting
Sa tyres* which begins
1 vote not how the world’s degenerate*
T h a t  men or know* or like not their estate*55
The young men affeet feminine fashion#! the young women affect mas­
culine ones. Tho sturdy Plou^h-man envies the opportunity of the ad­
venturous soldier of fortune*
The sturdle Plough-met* doth the soldier see*
All scarfed with pide colors to the knee*
Whom Indian pillage hath made fortunate*
And new he gins to loath hi® former state*
How doth he wily scorns M s  Icsndall-greene*
And his patch9t Cookers now dlapised beone.
Nor list he now go whistling to the Carre*
But eels his teame and fotleth to the warre.
55 flfcld.. pp. 69-70.
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Oh happy Ploughman were thy weals wall knownj 
Oh happy all estates excapt his ownet*9
In Satire 3 In Book V of tho "Byting 3atyros* tho ocejplalnt against
tho pro se t Iron Ago continues, but the satirist gats more specific,
attacking such current ills as enclosures and rack-renting*
And sc our Crandsires were In ages past 
That lot their lands lye all so widely east,
That nothing was in pale or hedge yp*nt 
Within some province or whole shires extent!
As Mature node tho earth, so did It lie,
Save for the furrows of their husbandries
• • •
Oh happy dales of olds Deucalion,
When one was Landlord of the world alone I
But now whoso choler would ot rise to yeeld !
A pesaat halfe* states* of his new-aowne field 
Whiles yet he nay not for the treble glee 
Buy out the remnant of his royalties?9®
Proa these acre general satire* on the decay of the age as oo«~
pared to the age of their forefathers, Rail turns often to more specific
satires designed to illustrate the effects of the sins of desire
£ % &  distinguished fro* peseiopj? on mankind* He ia most severe op any
Inordinate striving after wealth of various kinds, on various form? off
ambition and pride, both clerical and secular, on the "pleasures" V
• *
gluttony, wlne-bLbbJLng a too meticulous attention to dress and etlW 
quette* then man places his faith in these externals above everything
t *
else, it leads inevitably to greed, fear, uneasiness, and unhappiness
i
in general* In addition, meterlal things are ephemeral* The harder! 
one works for them, t)ie ore they elude the grasp. They cannot be pjlanned 
for* There is no permanence In them* Satire 2, Book III, speaks out
jy^*i p*
magainst pride of accomplishment and the futility of trying to preserve
one's fane in anything other than virtuous deeds*
Small honour oan be got with gamdte grave*
Nor it thy rotting name fro® death can save*
The fhyrer tombe, ti o fowler is the naaei 
The greater pompe procuring greater shame*
Thy monument mke thou thy living deeds*
Ho other tombe then that, true vertue needs*
Religious pride and ostentation is attacked in Satire 3, Book III,
and in Satire 3, Book XT, pride of ancestry cooes under attack* the
implication In the motto being, *we were Trojans, but are no longer
worthy of our ancestors**Real worth and virtue cannot be inherited
but must be striven for by each generation*
And were thy fathom gentle? That's their praise,
Ho thanks to thee by whom their name decays;
By vertue got they it, and valeurous deed,
Do thou so Fontloe, and be honouredi
Dot else looke how their vertue was their own#,
Hot capable of propagation*^
Hall seeaa, sore than any other Renaissance satirist, sensitive 
to the spectacle of greed and pursuit of s'&terlal gain* His own re­
action toward wealth and Its associated evils was no doubt strengthened 
by his readings in Stoic philosophy, which taught that riches were not 
conducive to happiness, In fact, were the chief means to unhappiness 
and discontent* In M s  almost numberless attacks on wealth, usury, 
and ill-got gains he emphasises that is the constant companion 
ef Pecunia* In Satire 5, Bock XT, Tecullio, the usurer, through fear 
tri*>s to buy his fame and salvation*
57 Ibid.. p. 36.
58 IMti.. p. 60.
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Tocullio was & weltht® ueurer,
Such «tor® of incomes had h« every year®,
By Bushels was h® wont to wet hi® coym 
A® did th® old® wif® of Trim lei on.
Gould be do® more that find a an Idl® roow,
For may hundreth thousands on a tooabo?
Or who rwarss up four® free-scho®lee in hi.*; ago,
Of hi® old pillage, and damn'd surplusage? 59
He la especially bitter toward the upstart nonveauac riches. but warns
£  In Satire 6, Book VIJ  that they cannot be content with their ill*
got gains*
Kch Huc<-wonae will be rich with lawless® gain®,
Altho h® mother up novas of seven ywares grain®,
And hang'd himaelf when com grows cheap ag&lnj 
Altho he boy whole harvests in the spring 
And foyst in false strikes to the measuring!
Altho his shop be amffled from th® light 
Like a day-dungoon, or Clmrerlan night?
Bor full nor fasting can th® Carl® take rest,
Whiles his Georgo-Kobles ruaten in his Chest,
Re sleeps but ones and dreams of burglnri®,
And wakes and castes about his frighted eye,
And gropes for theeves in every darker shad®.
And if a Rous® but stirr® he calls for aid.®®
In connection with Hall1® condemnation of crooked monetary proc-
ticee, It is interesting to not® several devastating attacks on the
law profession In th® person of the crooked lawyer, Matho*^ Accord*
ing to Stole belief, Justice left the world forever when the Iron
Age began* In Satire 3, Book II he says,
Who doubts? The lawss fel down from heavens height 
Ilk® to son® gliding atarr® in winters night.
Theads the Scribe of Cod did long agon®,
59 ibid.. pp. 66-67.
40 IMl.. p. 70,
61 These attacks are parallel to Bonn©1 p attacks on lawyers 
ami justices in Satires 2 and 5#
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Engrave them deeps in during S£arble*stons 
And east them downs on thin unruly olay,
That non wight know to rule and to obey.
But now thoir charactere doproved bin,
By the* that would wake gain® of others aln»
♦ * *
Woo to tho m l e  where mania Lawi*rs boo.
For them la sum mush store of m a l a d i e .®2
Lawyers a m  accused of taking advantage of eamlea* and ignorant clients,
of aeeepting bribes, of perjury, of nuletlng wards and minors lift to
their earo9 of forgery, of umerupuloue landlord practices, even of
writing bsd poetry for the asks of f l a t t e r y * * ^
Ball shoos considerable Stoic regard for loaning* The second
satire of Book II is devoted to a lament for tho state of learning in
general and the present hard let of the scholar* Its might be expected
of Hall, the classic scholar, he finds himself In complete sympathy
with the frugal but rewarding life of tho scholar* In Satire 2, Book
III, the satirist cays,
fond fools, six feats shall servo for all thy storei 
And he th&t cares for most, shall finds no morn*
Vs scorns that wealth should tie the final! end,
Hhemto the heavenly Iftuse her course doth bondi 
And rather bad be pale with learned cams 
Then paunched with thy choyce of changed fame*
Or doth thy glory stand in outward glee,
A lavveer’d Asse with gold may trapped bee*
Or if In pleasures live we as wo mays
Let swinish Grill delight in dunghill clay.®*
62 Ball, foams. pp« 25*26,
*3 The bulk of three satires is devoted to an attack on law­
yers: Satire 3, Book II5 Satire 5, Book IVj Satire 1, Book V,
6* jfbid*. p, 25,
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Ilk# th© Stoic philosopher©, though perhaps for different rea­
sons, Roll woo against divination, prognostlouti on and what ho 
•alia "thou damned mock-ert, eurid thou brainsick tale/of 0H 0 Astrology*1^ ® 
Rot only Is it presumptuous for man to try to rood God’s will la 
fellaeicme rituals, but oueh aetivitioo load only to foor and uneaai~ 
b b m  rather than to tranquility*
So that the Vulgar* count, for fair© or fouls,
For living or for dead, for eleke or whole t 
Bin foaro or hope* for plentle or for lacks,
Hange all upon hia Kev-y#oree Almanack*,**
la Satire 5 of Book IT Hall shows that he conforms to th# Stole
belief that th# now virtuous man is physically repulsive,^ the vir­
tuous man shines with an inward beauty. Everyone’s character may be 
reed in bis faee and his physiognomy. In speaking of Bathe, the 
unscrupulous lawyer, he nays,
Soon# la his arrand red in his pale faee,
W h i c h  beams dumb c h a r a c t e r ©  of every case.
So Cyned’s dusky eheeke and fiery eye,
And hayre-lee brow, tola wham he last did ly*f 
So Ho tho doth bewray M s  guilty thought,
While his pale faee doth say, his oauae is nought.^®
And Gell la, the eeurtesan of Satire 1, Book VI, reveals her true
self through her paint.
^  pm 39m
^  4$SU*> p* 30,
&  According to Stoic belief only the wise, however Ill- 
favored, are beautiful, for the lineaments of tho soul nr# m re beau­
tiful than those of the body. Conversely, a wicked man will appear 
physically unattractive. See Wenley, JtolcliaB and itu Influencef p. 97.
pall, Pqg»sf p. 67.
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Or Gellla wore a velvet Masticlc-patoh 
Upon her temples when no tooth did 
When Beauty was her Reume I soon© eapide,
If or could her plaister cure her of her pride*
The whole of Book 1 end part of Book XI of Hall' s Vlrgldemlarua 
ere made up of set!res directed against the literature of the period. 
Following Kars ton's lead,7® perhaps, many critics are prone to dismiss 
these pieces of literary criticism as ill-humored and unjustifiable 
criticism of the glories of Kllsabethan literature*7^ Head in their 
proper light, they turn out to be one of the most thorough and sen­
sible bodies of literary criticism to oome out of the English 
Renaissance. They deal more concretely and specifically with the actual 
practice of writing in the Elizabethan period than many better-known 
pieces of Renaissance criticism.72 There is implicit in all of Hall's 
literary satires a plea for restraint and an appeal to common sense 
and reason. It is the excesses of the current literature which Hell 
attacks most insistently. His attacks on such writers as Marlowe,
Beebe, and freene7^ indicate that he was in full accord with the Stole
^  Aid** P* 90.
70 Wars ton, for Instance, was mistaken in thinking that Hall 
attacks Spenser or attacks religious poetry as such. See Hurston's 
Satire 4 of Pygmalion and Hall's Satire 4, Book I and Satire ft, Book I.
^  George Seintabury, 4 Hlatory Klisabethan Literature 
(London, 1904), p. 1$2. "The worst thing about them," Sa.intsbury writes, 
"is the stale and commonplace impertinence with Which their author, un­
like the best breed of young poets and men of letters, -tterapts to 
satirise hie literary betters.'1 See also Humbert Wolfe, tyotea ftp Eng­
lish Verse Satire (London, 1929), p. 52*
72 Sidney, for instance, by comparison has very little to aay 
concerning contemporary literature.
7^ Hall, ftoenaf Satire 3, p. 14| Satiro 9, pp. 19»20,
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doctrine, later adopted and fostered by Jcmson, that only a good 
m s  could write good literature* The poot should be the teacher of 
mankind In itorals and manners* Hall ^elt, as tho p»gan Stoics had 
earlier, that the license apparent in the literature wee a reflection 
of the license of th© age in general* The writers of th© day appeared 
to be acre Interested in disturbing the tranquility of m n  and lead­
ing his further into excesses of one kind or another than they were 
is refolding hla and teaching him the values of virtue and right- 
living* The infallible guide of the poet, in the last analysis, 
should be the reason* Re urges then in Satire 4, Book X,
Painters and peete hold your ancient sight*
Write what you wil, and write not what you nights 
Their Units be their List, their reason will.74
These selected passages fro* Hallfs satires and concents on the 
satires in general indicate that even at this early date in M o  career 
Hall eas steeped in neostoic doctrine and had In fact node It a guiding 
principle in his conduct of life and In his attitudes toward the cur­
rent Ills of the age* If the principal raison dtetre of Roll's 
satires was a Leslie to emulate tho classical satirists, certainly 
an lsportant one, although perhaps secondary, was a desire on his part 
to check the aoral and social decline of his age* He offered what was 
a positive and practical program for improving* Banners and morals based 
on a nicely balanced amalgao of Stoic and Christian procept liberally 
limned in concrete example* Hall's p r teonal readings in the Stoic 
philosophers, particularly Seneca, who seems to h vo Influenced him
74 Hall, ~corns. p. 16.
most, *f?pe augmented by his ac uaintance with the Roman satirists, 
the most Stole of which, Juvenal and Peraluo, served him as models 
ef literary form*
Hall's satires are full of such well-known Stole doctrines as 
the belief In a Golden Age and a subsequent decadent Iron Age, when 
Justice had fled the world and the natural order of the universe 
had become disturbed} the belief that happiness and tranquility 
ere the result of living a virtuous life based on tho proper rela­
tionship between reason m  the will on one hand and the desires and 
passions an the other; the belief that putting one's trust in material 
end transient things is oreatig a set of false values which lead 
only to fear and discontent*
After the publication cf his avowed Chrlstian-3tole works—
The Meditations and Vows- fiasven Ifocn Sarthr and the Characters g£ 
Virtues and Vless— Hall became known as "The English Seneoa," the 
foremost exponent of Stoic moral doctrine of his age, Ho passage 
in these works, however, Is more professedly Stoic than this passage 
from Satire 6, Book IV, in which the satirist speaks In his own voices
lfong'st all these sturs of discontented strife,
Oh let me lead an Aeademioke life,
To know aoch, end to thinks we nothing know;
Mo thing to have, yet thinks we have enough,
In skill to want, and wanting seeks for more,
In feale nor want, nor wish for greater store;
Snvye ye Konarobs with your proud excesses 
At our lew Sayle, and our hye Happlnesse*7^
75 ibid*, pp. 71-72.
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Lodge's satires do not reveal him as so ays tens tic a thinker 
as Hall, nor is his aso^Stoloism so obvious as Hall's* It Is latent 
and Implicit rethar than exposed and explicit. The examination of 
X«dge'e satires In this section reveals elements of neo-Stolo thought 
as mil as orthodox Christian doctrine, and the satires indicate 
that Lodge is essentially a Christian moralist whose philosophy and 
theology was colored by necKStololsa long before Lodge's edition of 
Seneca in 1614., which placed him firmly in the front rank of early 
seventeenth century Stoic-moralists*
It is not easy to think of Thomas Lodge as either a moralist or 
a satirist* He lacked the dedication and high seriousness of the 
see and the wit and aeesfelty of the other* He did, however, write 
a series of satires which are among the earliest Sllzabeth&n formal 
verse satires, and his work shows, the nearer he approached his con­
version to Catholicism, a decided moralistic bent* He published £
76fig for gflsas. which contains four satires, in 1595, and promised 
that If they were well received, "the whole Canton of them, elreadle 
in WJ hands shall sodalnly bee published. They were not well 
received* The volume saw only one edition, and the world was spared
U M s n m r e s w m M e n m a M e
76 The satires &re actually adsnuiabored sc as to Indicate 
five satires| there is no second satire, however, and the numbers 
ran in the Hunterian Club edition of Lodge's worke 1, 3, 4, and 5*
77 Theras Lodge, The fforka. The Hunterian Club edition, (fllaa- 
gow, 1883), *A Fig for Momus*” 5 m  nTo the Gontlnmen Headers,* p. 6*
All further citation of Ledge's ^©ens will refer to this edition*
i n
more satires Hl» the original ones, which are on th© whole dull, 
imitatie, and unimaginative Lodge professes to understand th©
* conventions of satire* He ©ay© n hi© address to the readers wXn 
them (under the name© of certain© Remain©a) where I repre> end via©*
I purposely wrong no men, hut oboerv© the law©© of that kind of 
poomi If any repine thereat, I am sure he Is guiltle, because he 
bewrayeth himself©*"7®
©hntever else Lodge*a satire© leek9 they demonstrate that he 
understood the moral purpose of satire and followed hi© classic model© 
in expounding in them a promiiient philosophical approach to life, In 
Lodge's case a Christian-Stoic appronch. The satires themselves, a© 
ee shall see, oontaln considerable Stole doe trine. One year after 
the satire©, in 1596, Lodge published Wits Mlftpilo. which was modeled 
en Theophrastus9© Charaotarar among other things,79 and which depend 
largely on the Stoic fathers, especially Seneca, for many of the 
moral and ethical views presented In them. After retiring from the 
writing profession in 1596 to become a doctor, Lodge made only two 
major excursions into print* He published In 1614. the first complete 
English edition of the works of Seneca**5® He brought out a second 
edition of his donees in 1620* As the satires Indicate Lodge had been 
©trolly interested In Seneca and Stoic philosophy In general long 
before he published his edition. Three years before It appeared, he
78 Ibid.. p. 6*
79 k # a . Tenney, Thomas Lodge (Ithaca, 1935), p. 149*
Paradise, Thomas Lodge, p* 169#
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wrote to Sir Thomas $d»Q«deo, *Wben Seneca ssp*aketh good Wngllsh, 
a* I ho< <? he shortly shall, I will send him over into Fratmoo to 
attsnd your Renner.*®1 His biographers bailor* that his work cm 
Seaeoa was a labor of lova which occupied hia for warty y e a r s * In 
the prefixed eristic "To the Courteous Reader" Lodgo explains why 
be was prompted to translate these moral works of a pagan author Into 
English*
But seeing the worlds lithargi® so farra grewne, that 
It is bexsummsd whol y with false appearance, 1 wade choice 
of this anther, whose life was a pattern of continence, 
whose doctrine a detection and correction of vanities, and 
whose death a certain instance of constancy* Would God 
Christians would enderour to practise his good precepts, to 
ref ore their owns in seeing his errourc, and perceiving so 
great light of learning from a Pagans pen, ayioe a t  the true 
light of devotion and pie tie, which becomes th Christians* 
lea m e  in him these good lessons, and commit then to memory, 
that to be traly virtuous is to he happy, to subdue paoslon 
is to be timely a wan, to contemns fortune is to conquer her, 
to foresee and unmake miseries in their greatest terrors la 
to lessen them, to live well is to be virtuous, and to die 
well is the way to eternite*"®^
Satire 5 in 4 Fig for Moms is the mm t Stoic In attitude of 
Lodge's satires* It has to do with the futility of false sins and 
false values, and the fear and unrest which unavoidably accompany am* 
bitlcn and an ever~acalous concern with materiel things In life*
Like east Stoles, and a good number of Christians, Ledge was attracted 
te the simple, rude but happy life, free from the vain pursuits of 
worlAliness*
Tenney, X h f it t f i XdBddfi* P* I&C *
82 2*14., p» lei.
O  !eprlnt*i In Paradis*, Thomae l.odga. p . 170.
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An humble cots ervtapissed with moose,
A lowli© life that fearns no eodaino leasat 
A mind that d rends no fal, nor craves no crowns,
But makes hia true-content, hlft bast renowns*
These are the eholoe contents, the goods, the gains 
Which rightly can bo ourai the rest are vaine-.#d
Too few people, be claims, can discern what is boot for them, but are
wrecked by ambitions of one kind or another*
In every fore Gadee to Ganges flood 
Too few they be that thinke upon their goody 
Too few thr t by discretion can diaoeme 
What profit rightly doth themselves concerns*
Bahould ambitions true begotten amine.
Spent in deal re before his hope be worms,
Striving for kingdoms wvlch are sooner lost,
Then kept, desir'd, then had, with mightie coat*
Briefly, the greatest gifts whereof we boast 
Are those which doe attempt and tire us moat*®*
Although Lodge Is no Skeptic, he does conform to the Stoic belief that
the ambitious pursuit of knowledge for its own sake la evil and uneat*
defying* He says,
Beheuid a mind pressing beyond hia night,
Catching at stars censur’d by oversight* 
like hie that eger scales a mountains steeps,
And headlong fals Into the valley deeps*®*
Ranking: with ambition as something to bo avoided in the search
for happiness and tranquility is covetousness* Satire A of i m
Isa. Sasu is addressed *to a deem friend lately given over to covetous**
aesse," Greed, he tells his friend, Is unbecoming in any age but
Lodge, forks, p* 51.
*3 I6id*, PP* AS-A9.
86 Ibid.. p. 49,
1%
particularly so in old age, At th© timo of Ufa whsn on© should be
thinking of his good name and th® grave, hia friend has given him­
self over to niggardly, sharp nraotioas, so th t his friends are 
dismayed and the public whispers 'bout him*
Briefly, they say that for the world thou art 
Toe wretched, and for Oed too false 'n hart* '
Not only is his niggardliness a prejudice to his fame, but It does not 
succeed in bringing him the hoped-for peace and happiness# The sa­
tirist warn? his of whet his state say be:
H&rke me a miserable®® mysing wretch,
Th*t lives by others loss®, and subtle fetch,
He is not only plagu'd with heavines,
For that which other happle men posse ess,
But takes no teste of that himself® partakes,
And sooner life, then Bdserle forsakest 
And whet in most aboundance, he retalnes 
In seeming little, doth augment his pnlness 
His travails®, are euspltiona baekt by fears,
His thoughts distraught Incessant troubles Icare,
He doubts the rain©, for fear® it raise a floud 
And bear® away his houses, ard his good,
Re dreads his neighbours cattle as they passe,
For fears they stay and feed upon his grass®,
Ho hides bis treasures under locks and key,
Lest theeves breaks in, and bears his bags away:
Onely unto himself®, for whom he spares,
He gathers nothing but cont-nuall cares* ^
hedge's third satire supports the htoie doctrine that virtue 
can be taught and that custom or usage gradually inclines one toward 
the right* Conversely, vices may be taught and waag® gradually
87 IMd»» p. 49.
^  T/jdf'a’s pl»7 upon the word "udaep" 1® worth noting hero. 
The Latin SBiser - wretched, unfortunate - is the etymological parent 
of "miser* and * miser-able" *
89 1M£.» PP. 45-46.
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I m r e s  one In a prison of hie own building* In th® teaching of either 
virtue or rice example is of prime importance* Tho youm* are particu­
larly impress4 onable and should be oarefully reared so thsi gosd 
example Inclines then toward the virtuous life rather than had example 
toward the unrirtuous life*
It Is as common as unkind a fault
In youth, (too subject to this worlds assault)
To imitate, adult, and dayli© chuse,
Those errors, which their lawles parents use*
For whst by vaire example youth ermceaves,
Thu same for lawfull, dally he r«>ooav»s*90
Human nature alone Is not sufficient to resist the impulse toward
evil, especially ir evil example has bean set* Custom helps, and
sometimes special gr ce, yet example plays the largest role in the
formation of character*
For nature, Joynd with customs, never fallen 
But by ve^ self, and in her helpes prevalleat
• « •
Th1 examples are more forcible and strict*
And though some nature©, by eepecioll grace 
Correct themselves, and give not f cilia place,
Tot leave the most part, to example so,
Thst what they like, they hardly ©an forgoe*
» • •
And what impressions we In youth retains 
In S(-;e, our reason hard y will restrains*”*
On thre positive side, th© satirist offers a concrete program for the
Inculcating of virtue end ethics in the young*
90 Ildd*. p. K.
jjjia., pp. 35-37, uaeolM.
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So In thy sonne demesne thy self© likewise*
If thou perceive a ainne, th*.t doth dioguiae 
And choake tho beauties of his toward mind,
If In this tango of thy oolfo thou find,
Corruptloat chonking vertue, error, grace,
And will, usurping reasons rlgbtfull place*
Disswede by fatherly admonishment*
Schools, and cotroot, advertiws, and prevent*
Make hia by government, and perfect seals,
A happle member of hie common wale *92
Satire 1 concerns Itself principally with two Stoic themeat 
things are not what they eeea9 and no nan immured in ain or folly 
will eon cede that hia la not the happiest of estates*^
Lodge's satires are too fee to show to what extent he was under 
the influence of Stole thought at the time of the publication of 4 
Fl^ for Memos. Perhaps if he had published hia "Centen* he, rather 
thee Hall, would here earned the name "our English Seneca*" Lodge*e 
satires do indleete9 however, that he understood the classic function 
of satire as a wehlele for the disaemlnatlo& of philosophical thought* 
His 4 Fir fog Mama shows also that be had eons under the influence 
of neo-Stolc doetrine years before he culminated hie stole appren­
ticeship with the publication in 1614 of his edition of Seneca* It 
shows furthermore that Lodge was imeraed in Christlan-3toio thought 
at least as early as Hall* 4 ££g £o£ jj&Blifif however, was destined
92 jfel4*f P. *•
99 Th. Ealogue. and Eplstloa In ^  Fig for Bobu, contain son* 
alder&ble Stoic doctrine* Aa might be expected the Eclogues extol 
the primitive and rustic virtues* Stoic forethought i« displayed in 
the speech by J^iidoue in Eclogue 4*
X travails in my eoule, when thou doest sleeps
I for my countrio combats by fore-caet,
And how by day, tho danger shall be past 
By night I studies thus by car© I keeps 
$het hed-strong youth might loose, dt loosing 
weepe*
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to he still-born. Th© satires' perhaps fortunately' had no in- 
fluenos on tho future development of the satiric genre* Their neo* 
stoicism went unnoticed in th© stream of Stole thought which was be­
ginning to swell on the Continent and in England in the late sixteenth 
century*
* * *
The evidenoe in this chapter further strengthens the contention 
that among the Klisabethen formal verse satirist*' os well as among the 
classical satirists, formal verse satire was considered' along with 
ether literary genres such as the epistle and the "character'* to he a 
proper medium for the promulgation of current' popular philosophical 
and metaphysical doctrine. When neo-Stoio doctrine was adapted in the 
sixteenth century to ecnfcrm to the principles of Christianity' one of 
the earliest nanlfestations of it in Elisabethan England was in the 
satires of Joseph Ball and Thomas Lodge*
It Is customary to refer to Joseph Hall as "Th© English Seneca'11 
largely because of his avowedly Stole works. The Meditations and Vowp. 
Heaven Upon Earth, and the Charaatora &  flCSi Ufitfi- Ioor»
earlier than these works, however. Hall reflected in hie satires a 
considerable amount of less systematic Stoic precept* Hall found in 
the combination of Stole and Christian principles the surest check to the 
morel and odal decline of his age* In his satires he offers a 
positive and practical program for the Improvement of morals and 
manners.
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While Ledgers satires are too few to enable vm to roach any con­
crete conclusions about his neo-Stoiciaa, they do enable us to con­
clude that Lodge used his satires for the dissemination of none 
neo-Stoic ideas in the gestation period of his Stoic development* It 
may he concluded in the case ef Lodge, as cell as In the ease ©f Hall, 
that formal Terse satire served him in the early days of his nee- 
Steio development as a popular vehicle for the diffusion of Christian* 
Stole principles* Hall ©as later to abandon it for the meditation 
and the "character*" Lodge was to culminate hie neo-Stoio development 
la a translation cf Seneca*
CHAPTER V
BOURGEOIS AND HOBIUJTIC SATIRE
Early seventeenth oentury formal verse satire in England shoes 
s decided change of tone frm the philosophical and reflective ex­
cursion* In satire of the prominent re roe satirists of the late 
sixteenth century* The tone became instead mors religious, moire di­
dactic, more hortatory, more homiletic# This change of tone was due 
In large part to the fact that formal verse satire was recognised 
for Its value as an agent for instruction by a group of bourgeois 
satirists who confiscated the genre to use as the vehicle for the 
promulgation of conservative, nlddle-olass ideals as to religion, 
polities, end conduct# Their satires maintain a semblance of the 
rigid enter framework characteristic of formal verse satire, but 
they revert in theme and technique to many of the practices char­
acteristic of native English medieval satire* They are aimed 
dearly at an audience lower on the social scale and lower in educa­
tion, if not into licet, than were the formal satires of earlier 
Sllsabethan satirists such as Dcnne, Hall, and Stars ton. In the hands 
of bourgeois writers, satire becomes eminently mor^ practical and 
down-to-earth rather than abstruse end speculative# Thors was 
really nothin? to ve speculative about# These conservative moralists 
know exactly what position to uphold— that of sound, conservative 
Christianity# Th© Bible replaced the classloa as a source book for
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anecdote, allusion, and mraanli.
The conclusions in this chapter are bosod on a comprehensive 
study of the formal versa satiiee of the early seventeenth century, 
there was by actual scant a greater body of kernel versa satire pro* 
toss* la the early seventeenth oentury than at any previous tine in 
fengllch literature,^ although it must be admitted that much of it is 
of doubtful literary value. This comparatively large body of satire 
reveals a deaided ehsngs in tone and feeus from the reflective, 
philosophical satires of earlier Sllsabethan formal verse satirists 
such as Dense, lodge end Bell* Bvidenoes of this change can be found 
in entire as early as 1600, but it dees not become pronounced until 
the seeood decade of the seventeenth century, vhen satire was given
* The satireg and epigrams examined for the purpose of this 
chapter include the following* Edward Quilpin, flklalath^la. 1596} 
HehoUa Braton, tM fflllll gadflrf* 1600| KMwittfl TaelaoKD. I600j 
fw ira ll’ ft Mlatatmt ttooi PmmU’ b to m , isoot Stoat piEEinL .a£ JM
Batyre. 1601| Samuel Rowlands. The frsttlng pf Humours Blood, l60Qi
IdOlS 3& ii* lS£ lit Stoatt* 2&*"w04t Hiaora JagfciHi filaiU**,160*!
4  Tooles Belt is Scons Shott, 16M) the Agggg series, 1609-1613} Hi- 
ehard Middleton, Epigrams and Satyrea. 1608$.John Davies of Hereford,
The Spouree of Fellr, 1610$ George Tither, Aboaflc Strict an^ W^ipt^ 1613$ 
• U U u  0«dd»rd, , e. 1615) , firtyrtwJj 21U8SUB. «. 1615*
Bory Parrot, lit BoiwTrop. I6o6i R. C., th, T*— », Whistle. o. 1614 J 
Kobert Anton, Aft S S k - s h T * .  flfctoa, 1 « W  fcCtelP
Klsgies, 1617$ Henry Hatton, Faille1a Anahowls. 1619$ Richard Brathnalte, 
6 fftreppsdQ Xsx Jfcg Dive 11, l&15tBatuara» a Saasie. 1621$ TiacVs Cur- 
tains, 1621. This list lnclu es almost all the fomttl verse satires 
mentioned In The Mss of Formal Veras Satire in England (Philadelphia, 
1699), by R. «. Alffi. Fer^let r t i S l i ^ p h i o a l  information, see 
the Selected Bibliography,
2 The list produced In note 1 includes some twenty or nore 
groups of satires. Previous to 1600 there were only four major group 
of satires*-those of Donne, lodge, Hall and Mars ton*
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over almost exclusively to bourgeois, didactic, hortatory and 
utilitarian purposes* George With©rfB satires are most repreaen- 
tative of the new trend In formal versa natlre in the early seven- 
toonth century, and the sain focus of this chapter Is on his series 
of satires, Abuses £lrint and Whlnt* 1613, as typical of this trend,
A boat of poetasters contemporary with Wither also Illustrate the 
new tone in their satires, aene in mors, sons in loss degree* These 
nimer satires are sited in varying degrees of frequency to support 
the major thesis of this chapter*
The tendency for literature as a whole to cater wore and nova 
In the early seventeenth century to a new middle class audienoe is 
apparent In other genres as well as satire. This is especially true 
of the didactic genres closely associated with satire in aim and 
eethod, that Is, the essay, "Character,* conduct book, sermon and 
allied fane* Louis B. Wright has pointed out that in the seven­
teenth century, as bourgeois and Puritan influence grew, saph&als on 
the morel virtues grew stronger in the conduct books, and their ap­
peal to the nlddle class increased* Their aim was to produce a godly 
■an whose Christian character would be an example to others, one 
who should be Intent on doing good to his fellow nan*^ Another stu­
dent of Elisabettum folkways, John E. Mason, demonstrates that accord­
ing to the conduct books of the period virtue could be achieved, not 
only by praising good and condemning evil, but also by satirising
3 Louis B# Wright, Middle-Claag Culture in 1511 sabs than England 
(Chapel Hill, 1935), pp* iae-127* fiSmrd Brathwaite, whose satires 
are examined later In this chapter, wrote two conduct books with this 
aim In elnd, The Baglialy Qentle^a^ . 1630, and Tha English Gentlewoman, 
1631*
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the frailties of human nature* Ho points out further that tho cour­
tesy writers ora often oloaely in touch with tho satirists; in fact, 
he maintains that satire and character writing became a powerful In* 
flueaee on courtesy hooka* It la not, he says, always easy to draw 
the line which separates the courtesy book from the social essay, the 
satire, the character sketch, or even the screen*^
Hiss Mary Claire Randolph has noted the analogy between seven­
teenth century satire and the semen* It la her belief that seven­
teenth century satire reveals its generic alliance with the underlying 
principles of the nedleval semen nore strongly than the satire of any 
ether period* She cites George Hither as the most significant of a 
cluster of satirists whose work is not ao auoh a throw-back to the 
literary forms of the Middle Ages as it is a coning to light under 
favorable conditions of the strong nedleval current in English satire* 
She states further that Italian £ she sight add classical^ influence 
is almost negligible| while on the other hand the native or medieval, 
as well aa the Celtic, tradition is considerable and lively* 3
That the average Elizabethan had an infinite eapaolty for moral 
literature is undeniable in the face of the mass of it which he seems 
to have absorbed. Is sometimes find this didactic moralising in areas 
where it is least to be expected* Henry H# ideas 1ms done a thorough
4 John E. Mason, Gentlefolk in the Making (Philadelphia* 1935), 
pp. 13-14; 291* For a more restricted study of the English conduct 
book and English manners see Ruth Koloo, "The Doctrine of the English 
Gentleman in the Sixteenth Century,11 University g£ Illinois Studies Ip 
language pnd Literature, 14(1929), 11-2*8,
5 Bery Claire Randolph, The Heo-Classie Theory of Formal Veras 
Satire in to'land (University of Worth Carolina, unpublished disserta­
tion, 1939), pp* 89-91*
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study of didactic, bourgeois tendencies In tragedy from 1575 to 1642* 
Hi* xenarks on *th® new tragedy of the common people* sight apply 
Just a* o » X l  to tho ‘’n e w  satire," Ho **ys,
The now tragedy of tho cannon people * , , alao dealt 
with tho problem of evil# Questions of right and wrong in 
cveiyday life learned largo to tho shopkeepers, artisan* and 
•thor respectable altlaoiso who nado up a groat part of tho 
audience* . • » fhoao people had an infinite capacity to 
stenaeh largo dose* of sosal instruction* • • .They ex­
pected * discussion of the problems of life and death* As 
earnest Christians, they viewed death as a passage to the 
next world, either to rewards for virtue or to punishment* 
for sla* They had absorbed Aren their preachers idea* 
about the asthods of attaining salvation and avoiding daana~ 
tion* • • • These dramas appealed to the sane type of 
audience and to the same interests and prejudice* a* did 
the worallty plays* • « • Their tales * * • served the sane 
purpose as the exsnpla of the semens proaohod every Sunday 
In every pariah church*®
It la an error to think that the seal for religion and the iu« 
satiable taste for aoral literature in Clisabethan England was 
Halted to one segnont of society or to one soot of religion* Certainly 
the petty satirists worn not restricted to any one viewpoint* They in­
clude such diverse sen as tho author of fflas^ thistle. a staunch 
Church of Enr land raanj Ceorge Wither, the moderate Purltanj Hicburd 
Bratheaite, the c cun try squlro, One thing at least, they had In qob~ 
■on— a conservative viewpoint, ethicely, politically and theeloglc&lly» 
The doctrinaire quality of satire, it should be emphasized, was net 
unique. The tendency to be positive and doctrinaire was ubiquitous 
in sincet all varieties of literature in tho late Elizabethan periods 
and It was not United entirely to one level of society or to one sect
6 Henry H, Aden*, Baalish Domestic gg Kopiletiq Tragedy* 2525
&  ¥>12 (Hew Tori , 1943), p. 6.
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of religion* Letii* E. Wright suns up the situation in the following 
paragraph)
Wo phase of Eliaabethan literary Interest seems stranger 
today than the Inordinate appetite of that age for ’good 
books*9 The seat for oolleotlona of pious aphorism a, books 
of prayers and religious guidance, printed seroons, adapta­
tions of the Psalas, and Moralised allegories was United 
only lay tie ability of the printers to pour out such works*
Bor was the seal for godly reading confined merely to a few 
Puritan fanatics) in every rank of society from the dissolute 
eourtler to the ribald apprentice, pious books found their 
plaee* Whatever the personal conduct of the individual Slight 
be, he recognised that books teaching good norality were second 
only to the keys of salvation— that salvation toward which the 
whole creation sowed* * * * An Elisabeth&n Who would not buy 
one of the countless pathways to piety offered by the book­
sellers of St* Paul's was indeed but little better than one 
of the wicked*?
Douglas Bush points out that more than two-fifths of the books 
painted in England froe 1480 te 1&40 were religious, and that the 
percentage was still higher for the years 1600 to 1640*8 Be maintains 
further that the appetite for counsels of piety and warnings against 
sis grew with the middle-class and Fuji tan nubile* It was, he says, 
in k i  in which there was a sincere and insatiable demand for devo­
tional and hortatory works, an age in which there was an endless re* 
petition and applies tion of the central truths of faith and practice, 
which corresponded to and ran simultaneously with a re-expression of 
the eoenoDplaees of anciet ethics*?
The formal verse satire of the early seventeenth centuiy was a 
part of this great body of heudletlc and hortatory material which h m
7 Bright, Uddl^-Clagfi Culture - p* 228*
8 Douglas task, English Literature Earlier Seventeenth
Cfetttarv (Oxford, 1945), p* 294*
? JQUAm  P. 295,
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been noted by most historians of English literature. In devoting 
theaselves exclusively to tho couse of religion, tho seventeenth £«n~ 
tury formal verse satirists deviated considerably fro» the practice 
of the earlier Elisabethan formal satirist* such as lodge, Marsten, 
Bell, and Deone* The setlrea became less philosophical and less re­
flective. Yet, there eould be no eore conclusive example than that 
which we find in this satire ©f the early seventeenth century that 
formal verse satire in any age is the vehicle for the dlsaaulnatlon 
of popular philosophical, metsphysioel and eplotomolo^losl currents 
of thought. In other words, formal verse satire In any age remains 
tbs vehicle for popular philosophical Ideas, but the ideas themselves 
may change. The remainder of this chapter Is devoted to an exanina- 
tleo of the principal religious and theological ideas found In repre­
sentative satires of the early seventeenth century.
H
George dither'e satire*, Abuses fftyiPt £Q& IhlPt. which appeared 
in 1613, fore the basis for the study of seventeenth century satire, 
not only because he is perhaps the root competent of the satirists 
writing at that time, but because his satires a m  sost representative 
ef the type of forasl verse satire then being written and because they 
usher in & period in which satire flourished anew after languishing 
for a period of acme ten or twelve years.^
10 Oscar J. Caapbcll, M S U &  £Qd giMiBHmiVa " I K U M
jflfrd preaslda.* (San Marino, 193*0, p. 3*
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Ablins Strlqt ghlpt is divided Into two Books, tho first
containing sixteen satires, each of which Is a castigation of one of
tho "passions8 or "humours" of man which overpower man’s ro&son and
load him into vies and wickedness* Tho whole Book is pre faced by a
•stirs on nan and his nature* Bosk H  oontains four iiuoh longer
satires cm views particularly rapcrehonsibl® to the Christian— vanity,
inconstancy, weakness, and presumption* Thin Bosk ends with an opi~
#
legue on wan* The whole group of satires thus begin and end with
rather lengthy discourses on man and his nature* Biss Mary Claire
Bandolph has said, with sows troth, that Wither sets his satires in a
Morality play framework**1 In a maimer of speaking, the series does
represent the ageless struggle of the Devil to possess man's soul*
In the Introduction Wither Bakes a gesture toward conforming to
the formal call upon the muses to eons to his aid in anatomising man
and his misdeeds. Put Wither is not really Interested In any clesai-
eal muse* It soon beeonee apparent that his real muse is Cod, or the
Divine Spirit of inspiration* In the Pracatlc to the second Book
we find this prayers
Thou that Createdst all thin a in a Weeks,
Great God (whose favour I dc onely seeks,)
E'en thou fcy whose desired inspirations 
1 undertook* to make these Observations5 
Oh grant I pray, sith thou hast deign'd to show 
Tfay servant that which thousands do not know,
That this wy noting of nmns hum'rous Passion 
May works within me soma good Alteration,^
11 Randolph, Jfcg JMeo-Claaslc Theory o£ 3atire* p. 09*
The view la held by some that the cathartic) effects of satire 
work on the satirist as well as on the reader* Gee iJavid Worcester,
Ihs & £ ££ &&Ua (Cambridge, 1940), pp. 138 ff.
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And make me bo for mine owne follies sorry, 
That I may lead a life unto thy glory*
Moreover, now inspire my soul© with Art,
And grant me thy assistance to impart 
The rest of mens 111 customes yet remaining,
And their vain© humours; that by my explaining,
They may perceive hew odious I can make them,
Blush© at the reading, and at last forsake thera, 
lea, let me muse in this, and things to come,
Sing to thy glory. Lord, or else be dumbo.13
In the Conclusion to Book I Wither shows that he is aware that his
obvious and unadorned didacticism is a departure from what io commonly
expected in satire, but he feels, at least in his own mind, that he
is justified in this intensification of the didactic.
If any thinke I from my purpose swerve,
Cause ay Intent was chiefly to Observe,
And not to Teach* let them not blame he tho;
For who can see his friends lie slcke, and know 
Which way to cure them? But you*l say my skill 
Cannot instruct you: yet may my good will
Be worth accepting t and that howsoever 
Is not to be rejected altogether*
For, 1 have seene when in a knowne disease,
Doctors with all their Art could ?:ive no ease 
To their vfeake Patient; a poor© Countrey Dam 
Hath with a home-made medicine cur’d the same*
And why not I, in thi3?^
One of the most striking characteristics of Wither*s satires Is 
the almost complete lack of classical or mythological allusion. Bible 
anecdote is the sain source of the characters and examples used in
13 George Wither, Juvenilia. Poems contained in the collection 
which appeared in 1626 and 1633. Reprinted for the Spenser Society, 
(Manchester, 1871), vol. 9, pp. 187-188. All further citation from 
Wither*s poems will be from this edition.
u  IM£*» P. 183.
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these satires, The example® of this are tsany, Evan tho Idiom io
Biblical, it will bo noted.
Tea, like to JorobcaKo Priest© no see
They of the lowest of the people be
And though no kno* the Israelites allow'd
God the first borne, for hi«» we are so proud,
Poe thinke Gods service worthy tho bestowing 
7* eir Cbllde upon it,15
Another example saecka of tl« home-made pmblei
'Witnesee a certain® rich nan; who of into 
'Much pittying a neighbours wefull state,
Put to His helping hand, and set him elaare 
•From all his former mlrery and feare,
'But when he saw thfct through his thrift and heed, 
•He bad well cur'd again his former need,
All his study's hew 
'To ruinate the poor® Pawn’s state again®,
'Anri make (through Knvy) his owns labour waine*^®
The satires often serve for the r©~telling in more popular, down 
tc-earth form of Blblloal atory, often amounting to a versification 
ef some familiar test. The satire *0f Man* hao several instances of 
this type of writing,
Hee £ naiu? was a Creature,
First made lay God; juat and upright by nature.
That in his liken®see fram'd he was compounded
Of Soule and bod/s that, this last, was founded 
Of eartht the first, infus'd by inspiration,
Anc that, tlie finall cause of his creation,
Was tc set forth the glory of his Maker}
Anc with him, to be wide * joynt-partaker
^  P* 310,
16 I'M:  P. £1.
17 Ibid.. p. 50.
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Of endlesse happlnesae.^?
Whatever aan baa been, says Withar, he le no*
A Reasonable living Creaturei who.
Consiststh of a Soule and Body too*
Ria Body flash and blood, to alms subjected,
And free hie very birth therewith infooted 
Growes riper In uneleasmesee. then his Soule,
A pure and lasting substance, la m^de fouls 
Through th*others filthiness® * and nuch suppreat 
By divers hurtfull passions, which molest 
And hinder her prooeedingc.ld
It Is with these * hurt full passions" that Wither Is moat oortoemedi
The nlnds, Is nothing but a mint of larrea,
Or little world of mad dosestlque warrest 
Vertue's depos*d thenee, and Vice rule obtalnesj 
Tea Vies free Vies there by succession ralgnest
fond Love, and Luat, Ambition, Snsdtle,
Foolish ooepasslon, Joy and Jealousle,
Fears, Heps, Despairs, and Badnssse, with the vice 
Call'd Hatei Revenge, and greedy Avarice,
Choler and Cruel tyt
These losing Reason, their true Prlnoe, began 
To breed disturbance In the heart of Kan.lv
Beeh satire is devoted to a separate "passion." In each case the 
passion is presented in an abstraet, senl*allegorloal character sketch. 
These are liberally provided with all the aooouteieents dear to the 
heart of the preaeher and the moralist— exsmpla, esntentlas. and 
above all; admonitions. These exhortations to the reader may break
17 Ibid.. p. 50.
18 Ibid.. pp. 51*52.
19 fbld.. pp. 53-54.
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into the narrative at any tine, bat they are moat cor,Hpiouous at 
the and of each satire. Each entire is, In fact, formally closed 
with an impassioned plea to the reader to mend his ways or suffer 
not only the pangs of oonsolanoO| but the danger of everlasting 
damnation. Satire 4 of Boole X, "Of Envy,* end* in the following *x- 
hortatiom
But think*, oh thinks; to know and shunne this evill. 
thia aatchlesae inaplration of the devill.
Ranembor 9 tie a knowne apparent foe 
To Charities} and friendships overthrow;
A vicious humour, that with Hell acquaints,
And hinders the Communion of Saints,
Consider, that, and how it makes unable 
To be partaker of the holy Table.
Doe so; Survey your selves; and if you find*
Such guests within you, root them from your minds; 
Banish that gnawing Fury from your hart;
And as One wisely counsels, Lay apart 
Dissembling, Envy, Slander, Malles, Guile.
With Evill-speaking, as most bad and vile;
In those men shlafely, whose religion salth,
Her manifest pillar. Is true-love, next Faith.20
In Satire A, Book II we awe the role that conscience plays In dis­
couraging vice.
Silly man take heed,
Doe mot before thy selfe an evill deed;
For when Qod doth forgive, and m n  forget,
Thine owns ill conscience will oppose and set 
Her selfe against teee, tell thee thine off ending,
And keepe thee ba ke from ever apprehending 
Grace or forgiveness*; neither will afford 
The smallest comfort of the sacred 'Tord;
But rather to t;y sad remembr&noe call 
Each saying that may serve to prove thy fall;
And though that fler wondrous tortures brings 
Hnto the body, yet when Conscience 8ting©,
20 UM-* p* *3.
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Kor fir©, nor ©word, nor hell It self© can ymld 
A woreer torment#21
Hall, it appears a little later, can indeed yield "a worser torment**
Death takes m n  who do not forego 11 rash Presumption,*
And bearas thee (ere they oan repent then) hence,
To such a place where nothing shall appears,
But all the ghaatly objects of grittme fears*
Where every Sense shall severally sustains 
The miserable smart of endless© palnei 
The tender feeling, shall in every part,
Be subject to th* intollerable smart 
Of hellish flaves, eomnixt with chilling colds 
Tortures beyond conceit; not to bo told *22
However, Wither cannot realat the telling, and he launches into the
depiction of a chamber of horrors gruesome enough to dissuade the
blackest sinner* Following the description he addressee the reader
with almost sadistic pleasure*
Reader, if this doe no impression leave,
So that thou const not any feare conceive 
Through this description; t inke upon't at night,
Soome in thy bed, when earth's depriv'd of lights 
I say at add-night, when thou wak'st from sleeps,
And lonely darkness©, doth in silence keeps 
The grim fac't nlght*23
This note of gloom and pessimism is comparatively rare in Wither's
as tires* They are on the whole opti mistic and full of practical and
sound advice to the common man on how to get on In life* Man should
not, for Instance, be too mush concerned with his neighbors' affaire
to the neglect of his own* He says in Satire 1, Book 2,
22 Ibid.. p. 322.
23 ifeid., p. 323.
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Some free~borne nen I have observed tee 
Who are thought vise, yet very vainly doe*
These aa if they laekt troubles of their owns.
For ether van are eleven and drudges growne.
I tea not aueh as honestly have stood 
In the maintaining a poors neighbours good;
But rethT* th^ee who are so out of measure 
Boards to be for ether man at lea sure,
That they ©an find almost no tine to be 
Enpleyed about their own aomaoditle*^*
The hunanitarianiea displayed by Wither and ether seventeenth
eentury satirists has nothing to do with sentimental idealise * There
mas nothing, they fe lt, so misguided as misplaced compassion, whloh
they felt often went contrary to Oed9s wishes* In speaking of the overly-
eeasltive man, Wither says,
But he I fear whose judgement is so slender,
Or hath a yeeldlng heart so fondly tender 
To steep unto this Passion; neither spares 
The lame* of God nor man; but oft times dares 
Pervert them both; supposing his Intent 
Shall free him from deserved punishment*
And though that God himself sales Kill, reply 
With mo a last tis pltty he should diet
• • •
Oertalne it is (and cannot be withstood,)
That Pltty sometimes hurts the common good*
• • «
For seasw how •twill, all pltty Is unfit,
Unless Gods lawes and Mans doe warrant it*2*
Although Wither*e sympathies aim on the whole with the common
man, he is not blind to the fault® of the commoner. Xn Satire 2 of
24 IhM*, p« 232* Cf • Piers Plowr&ru Passu® VI and FIX*
25 Itad.. pp. 159-60.
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Book II, "Of Inconstancis," ho laoh©8 out at their fickleness,
*.. the vulgar are &e rude,
A strange-inconstant^hare-braind aultltude:
Bonn to and fro with evexy idle Paasionf 
And by Opinion led beside all fashion*
For novelty they hunt, and to a Song,
Or idle tale they'l listen all day long.
Good things aoone tyre then and they ever try 
To all reports how they may add alle| 
tike that of Scoggins Croweaj and with then still 
Customs hath borne nost oway, and ever will,26
Xn quoting passages of eondennatlon, *c are apt to leave the
lapsession that Hither's program is one of resignation and negation*
nothing could be wore false* Wither, of all the Fllaabethan satirists,
has the west lucid, practical, positive approach to offer his readers*
Furthermore, ho is always careful to leave the final emphasis on
hope* In the conclusion to Book X he asks the question, "By what
aeanes aay men these Passions kHl?" then proceed8 to answer it*
Sure, not by the procuring of their will,
As some imagine* For, first it nay be
A thing that's not in posslbilltie
For them to reach unto* But say, It were,
fill the Aabltloua~alnded-man forbears
To be Ambitious, if ho once fulfill
His longing thoughts? No, he will rather still
Increase the Passion which at first he v,ad,
Or fall into some other that's as bad.
For, altering the Condition, or Estate,
The aoulee vexation doth no nore abate,
Than changing rooms or beds doth ease his palnes 
That hath a fever* with, the Cause remaines 
Still in himselfe# But how and which way then 
May these diseases be reour'd in men?
Why, by Philosophy, Counsel!, and Beesons
Ibid.. p. 254.
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These b»ln^ noil apply*d in their due season,
Hay do aneh g o o d  *27
Ha doaa not give the final answer to these questions until ho reaches
the lipiloruse of Book II* Tho an awe r hint:©* on how we west tho
snares plaoad in our way by tho World, tho Flesh, and tho Devil*
firsts aaa if'd ha thy flesh that moves thoa to 
Thoaa t in,; s thou art so oft about to doa*
Mext, to consider wall it doth behoove thee,
What kinds of man they are that doe approve thaws
• * *
And eith to thruat the© forward unto evill,
Thou heat an 111 Heart, proud Flesh, and the Dlvell,
With bad exaaplef leame (oh nan) to season
Thy heart with stored thoughts, with truth and reasons
Thy flash and labour, mad with fasting, tana,
And 'twill not be so subject unto blame*
Prevent the Divels baits and his temptations 
With earnest Prayers, and ftood Hedltatlonss
lea, elth thou art so subject unto sin,
Shun all oeoaalons that nay draw thee in.28
Staunch Christian that he is, Wither places the final responsibility
in the hands of Cod, who will surely accord nan absolution by his Divine
Grace If He sees that man In truly repentant and makes an earnest
effort tc correct his sinful condition* This at* moo-like warning and
exhortation closes the S pi logos to Book II*
So, when thy Ood shal see thou hast a will,
And troely dost desliw to wend whet's ill)
Hee will accept it (for his omx* s deare sake)
And thee more willing, and tcor© able make*
27 p. 181.
2« p. m .
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lM| should thy stews acre rod than Scarlet crow,
1st, ho would make them whiter than tho Snows
Thy now blacks Soule (wore It bhrie® mors defil*a)
la innocant so is the new-born© chi Mi
And thy most miserable hodyf fans
Mora glorious, than is the brightest Starre.29
The evidence pro son tod from the satires of George Either is 
sufficient to'demonstrate the change th»t appeared in the tone and 
philosophical content of moot formal verse satire in the early years 
of the seventeenth century* Satire in the hands of Wither was mads 
to ssrwo the purpose of Christian propaganda, and it reflects the 
religious and theological tenets of the bourgeois Christian In those 
years of increasing Interest in things pertaining to religion and 
conduct* Wither* s was no Isolated case* Othvtr formal verse satir* 
lets of the early seventeenth century reflect the same attitudes in 
varying degrees* The last section of this chapter examines briefly 
some of then*
in
A group of seven satires entitled Jfog Times* Whlatls by ; . C.jGent. 
appealed sometime be'tween 1614 and 1616*^ These satires are nothing 
•ore than a series of sermons each taking for examination enn of the 
major vices against which Christians preach* They do not correspond 
exactly to the Seven Deadly Sins, but tho influence of the medieval
^  P» 332*
30 |Y;r speculation as to th^ dating and authorship of this 
poem, see the Introduction by J, fci* Copper to his edition of The yines* 
7,'hlstle» £3TS, WS(1871), no* 4B, lx-xxvli*
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parade of th« Seven Deadly Siste Is unque»tl onable» The satires are 
directed against Atheism, hypocrisy, pride, avarice, gluttony, lust, 
and the passions of the nlnri, these last being the asme humours or 
11 passions* which occupied Cither’s attention#
The satirist tells us that he intends to direct M s  attack 
first against the Atheists,
• • • to inveigh 'gainst those that doe eonnltt
The greatest offenses) whoa 1 tooke to be 
Oar Atheists, which strive to rooia up the tree
of true religion! • • «
first, that this sinne sight be from us remov'd)
Without the which, it were in value to t&3»
Other offenses*31
The satirist addresses his nose as Jove thrwtgbout th i satires,
but it le obvious th&t he scans God#
All that we are is his, from whoa alone 
We do all good derive, when every one 
Vovas by his power, lives by his permission#
And can do nothing of the prohibition 
Of the Almighty doe oppugns) it lies 
Only In him to end each enterprise#
These things concurring, I ay selfe did sitt
To use the lnobo&tlon of my witte
First In hie cauee, by whose direction _
I hope to bring the rest unto perfection#^
Satire 1 directed against atheists and Sabbath-breakers Is the 
most elaborately worked out session and can serve to Illustrate the 
general method In all these satires# He begins by addressing t m 
personified abstraction Atbeot:, accusing him of having been sent hers
31 K. C., The Times' Whistle, ed« J# M. Cowpor, OTS, KS(1S71), 
no# AB, V'* 3*
32 la£4*t P* 3*
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by the devil to cause a schism I** tho church* He next allows 
Atheoa to oreeent hie arguments for a natural religion, then pro- 
eeeds to answer each jxdjit. The carefully constructed an ! ayetoroa- 
tic nature of til* arguments la wall repies nted in the transition 
passages free point to point* ifter settling, to hie own satisfac­
tion, the question as to the? existence of God, he shifts to the next*
Being oi.ee granted (this our true position)
Thar Is a Godj let1 a new nake Inquisition 
What this God is| which must be by relation 
Onto his works a, or else by near negation 
Of whet he is not, we may make collection 
Of what he is*33
He then begins a long disqulsiti n on the nature of God, the crea­
tion, the coning of Christ, the Bible and so on* This leads bin 
Into an attack on the multiplication of sects end schisms, In which 
he attacks first the fori tans, than the Catholics, and last the corrupt 
Anglicans* Finally cones a lon& digression on BLbbath-brsakars, in 
which he relates in realistic fashion the many abuses of church­
goers such a? sleeping in church and repairing to tho ale-house after 
the service* He ends the satire with the usual exhortation and w ruing*
Thus is aar blown®, by every puff© of vanity,
Pros tie true scope of Christianity,
His scales salvation• Wretched, wicked men,
Returns, repcnti Thy life is but a spanne,
A breath, a bubiej think thfct thou aunt di©
To live in Joyas or endless© ndseiie*
And if the comfort of oelnsti&ll biiase,
Whose joy beyond imagination is,
Have not ouffident power to molllfie 
Thy heart, heart hardened in iniquity»
33 ftild.. p. 7.
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let 1st the horrour of damnation,
Of whoso strange pains® no tongue can nake relation, 
Enforce repentance with « true contrition.
And that produce a forward cdn position 
To a nsw course of life; refuse not grace 
While It is of ered; while ther*s tim and space 
Dally not with repentance, least lust Jove 
Convert to furls his ooniamued love;
And in that ire, justly conceived ire,
Confine thy souls to hells tormenting fire*34
In 1821 a prolific English country squire, Eiehard BratJiwalte, 
pobllehed a series of satires entitled Tinges Curtains prawns* gy 
The Anatomic of Yftnltle.35 It is divided Into two Books, the first 
containing sir satires on riches, poverty, justice, Injustice, fate, 
sod death, the second containing four satires on preparation, secur­
ity, courtship, arid hospitality* These satires are little better 
than sermons on there subjects, the most notable feature of which is 
tbs increasing amount of sentiment and human!tarianlsm to be found
in them* 11 Satire 1 n0f Kichea'-' in exposing the follies of rich
men he says.
These will not do as we in Scripture read,
That bids us on the.waters throw our bread*
■For then be rare, how ere wee seems to others,
"W© would regard our poore distressed brothers 
And make hie tears which he poors soule sends forth 
As Ke*jistare whence we produc’d orn* birth.
For flas vh n we shall frcsa this house of Olay,
?e clocne dissolved, «c nu«t one day?
34 Ihjd*, pp, 20-21,
35 He had published earlier satirical writings, & Strappado for 
the p^yell* 1615, a miscellaneous collection of epigrams, eclogues, 
emblems, odes, and a few satires, and Matures Eabaaay. &£
Heesures, 1621, a series of some thirty satires each representing one of 
ths vices in the person of a mythological or historical character, each 
preceded by a prose explanation*
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How he&vle will our doom* at that tiweA>e,
*t56That pitied not our Brothers penuriet-
Brathwalto is full of comfort for those who suffer on this earth*
Their rewards he maintains will come in Heaven. They should meanwhile
bear up under their burdens wit* resignation* Virtue is the only
thing that really counts in this li^e* This argument la hi a principal
comfort for the peer. He says in Satire 2, "Of Poverty,11
It* a true Indeed that Vertue only gives 
Life to our Nano, by which it on® ly live at 
For outward States horn glorious so ere,
Hake us but honour*d enely while we*r here,
For when the hour-glass® of our life Is runne,
That admiration whioh we had is done,
And all that pompe and beeutle of our day
By Slth of Fate la taken cleans away* 3?
In discussing subjects which he feels nay be beyond the intelli­
gence of Vie reader Brathwalto has a habit of putting the argument 
into very hoaely idiom* In Satire 5, "Of Fate," Instead of asking 
use of the usual abstruse and complex arguments about fate, ho re** 
duces his argonauts to a series of homely analogies* Each ease is a 
raductlo ad abamrdua. but very effective for eliciting the proper 
response in his reader*3®
In an earlier group of satires by Brsthwalte, £ Strappado for 
the DlveH* 1615, there are few formal verse satires* In fact, the
work Is a strange miscellany of satires, epigrams, eclogues nnd
36 Wohsrd Uwjthwalto, £1*88 Swrtalflt S O O S i  2Z Uifi
pf V uni tie (London, 1621), Eir, B4v* From a microfilm of the Hunting­
ton Library copy*
3 7  f o l d *. Slg* C3v*
38 fiig* DA, 5.
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emblems, in some of which it la difficult to see tho moral Intent.^ 
Them Is a group of formal v « m  satires st tho and of this volume, 
however, remarkable in that they are addressed directly to various 
classes of bourgeois society, giving then advice on hoe to conduct 
themselves, and praising the various trades and professions much In 
the manner of Dekker and Deloney* The first of these is addressed 
•To the truly worthy, the Alderman of Kendall, and his brethren." 
fear the beginning he eites the occasion for his addressing this am- 
tire to hie*
X ansi be bold (affection nakea me bold,)
To tell you of acne errors unoontrol’d,
Which to your best discretion lie reform 
Having fail poser to punish such as errs *4°
He then continues to enonerate a ouster of vices rampant In Kendal,
the chief of which is idleness, which spawns toe aany Idlers and
knaves. He points out to the aldersan
What poalshsente inflicted used to be 
On such as could not give aceonpt what they 
Did sake profession of fra day to day;
Tea such as eo;dd not (upon their demaund 
Bspreses how they did live upon their hand;
I asks no question (but by Pagan# cam,)
7ou that both Magistrates and Christians are,
Would see your towns . . .
By selfe-sems censures to be scone rcdrest.41
9rathwalteve condemnation is not mally so harsh as It sounds hem.
In the satire addressed "To the Cettoneers* he tells how the troubles
See, for instance, "Frank*s Anatomic," "Tho Wooer," and 
"A Satyrs called the coni-borrowe •"
40 Rlcharg Brathmlte, A Strappado £fflC Jiffi £ file'll (London, 
1615), P* 176. /  Mleimfflber^ d 174 in this edition,/ Proa a microfilm 
of the Huntington library copy.
41 Ibid.. p. 176.
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of the poor affect him*
• * * yea Inw tied too.
In countries love to do© that whioh 7 does
For ©van their t©ar© t», m onos, and distressed © ta t© ,
Karo ©ad© me for the® so compassionate,
That ay soul© yearn'd w ith in  no, but to  hears,
Their nones despis'd, that wore esteem'd so eke re,
To their Creator, see their Image then)
And male© recourse to hin that gave it them,
Whose nans!cm Is above the Highest sphere,
And bottles up the ona 11©®t trickling tsars,
Shed toy the poorest *oul©»42
In the satire *fo Lands-lords" £ aioj? Brathwalto remind b then
that they have a duty to their tenants and should refrain from the
various sharp practices for which landlords hare besoiae infamous*
In taking of advantage, thinke on this,
If Ged advantage take for each aalsse,
In what a case wert thou, hew woe-begoa,
That of a thousand cannot answer one?
If thou to grieve Gods little ones begin,
Thinke therewlthall, that thou art grieving hin*
Who in his nercy hares £  ale./ the widdemea erie,
And in his pitty wipes the Orphan©s «ye*43
The satire addressed *?o the Tennant” reminds th a t  th e y  ave duties
to the landlord as sn occupant of his property, but th e  satire is
designed chiefly to comfort the poor and make them satisfied with
their let«44 He opens the satire in the following manner*
What state soever thou art ©eased on,
Or In whet tenure thou dost hold upon,
Xl's now address© my speech in brief© to thee,
In part to recti fie what may seem© 111,
In thy perverse and un-conformed will5
«  Ibid.. p. 199.
O  Ibid.. p. 223.
4* BlligMM and th« avoldano* of idleness by application to 
one* a appointed task were the surest comforts, and were, in fact, of ton 
mads moral issues upon which the soul's salvation depended* See Wright, 
aiddle-Cl&ss Culture, especially Chapter 6*
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That in them both for th’love which I do© ewe,
To Mai thou represents, X may so show,
That doors affection which we’re bound to bears.
To one another while we eojoume heere,
• • *
Xt la better to bo good, then to be great, 
tor then, as well it m y  be understood,
They onely shall be great that are found good.
But thou wilt soke, Is there no comfort else?
Tee that tier© is, thy daily labour telle,
There’s a reward of glory that’s reserv’d, 
for such as haws their Keister duoly serv’d,
In their vocation,^
1 nuober of the entires In the late Klisabeth&n period make nee 
of the prevailing nedleval and Renaissance theories concerning the 
"hsoKKirs* and the influence of the various heavenly bodies on thee, 
Obe of the earliest of these was Tfta Lattlpg of Humours Blood in 
Kead-Yalna. published in 1600 by Samuel Rowlands*^ The first see* 
tloo of this volume Is made up exclusively of ©pipmas# The second 
section contains seven satires, although for the most part they are 
ealy extended epigrams. These satires are predominantly medieval In 
outlook. The *Toav©n grand D©villa" who appear in Satire 7 are the 
seas Seven Deadly Sins presented in Flora Flofwman,^? The satire® are 
also directed to a hour j,©ois audience and reflect the huaanltarlanlsn 
that was becoming apparent In the late gllsabethatt period.
&  Brathwalto, £ Strappado for the ftlyell. pp. 227-28.
46 Rowlands wrote many other typos of satlrss, but these are 
the only on©3 that can be called formal satires. All of his satirical 
works, however, refleet the reversion to medieval themes, The ifnave 
series, 1609-1613 and A Poole a Bolt is Boone Shott. 1614, belong in the 
tradition of •’fool*1 literature, f^loko Xg £fct XI® Stabbe X&» 1604, 
an^ Humors looking Glassyf 1608, contain epirrama in the "humourous®* 
vein*
47 Samuel Rowlands, The works. The Hunterian Club edition 
(Glasgow, 1690), "The betting of Humours Blood,*1 pp. 83-85,
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An ingenious and rigid framework baaed on th© connection be­
tween the days of the week and the corresponding astrological planets 
and the humours was employed by William Rankins In 1598 to enclose a 
group of lackluster satires setting forth in very abstract fashion 
a series of portraits depicting the characteristic a appropriate to 
a particular planet and a particular humour* Their only importance 
lies in tho faet that they undoubtedly influenced a later group of 
much more forceful and competent satires employing the same scheme—  
Xh& Satan*. 1616, by Rotort Anton* The first satire
deals with Heaven itself and gives all the learned opinion on the 
nature of the heavens , quoting at length from Ptolemy, Pythogoras, 
Pliny, Seallger, Aristotle, Aquinas, Anaxogoras, Theophrastus, and the 
Bible on the formation of the world* Each satire then is devoted to 
eoe of the planets and eaeh is prefaced by an elaborate dedication to 
an appropriate member of royalty or the nobility* The Sunne, for 
lnstanoe, is dedicated to James, Jupiter to Prince Chables, Mars to 
Essex and so on* This soheme of dedication places the satires In 
the tradition of the conduct book and the various "mirrors" for 
princes and magistrates* In the satire "Of the Sunne" the satirist 
attempts to set forth the king's power, prerogatives and duties*
Princes and Oracles, from whom no cause,
Can be demanded, onely wllles are lawest
Yet were they Gods, and infinite to sense,
Untide to circles; or circumference 
Of mortall limitations being d5.vine,
Yet there are some 'Usings that even them confine 
From absolute freedomsi as not to have a will, 
To covet contradictions, or do© ill;
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Both which, ao stint the universal! grace 
To porfoot actions: that it leaves no place
To uapropcriionM freedom©: which in King**,
Infinite in power, finite conditions brirwg*4$
Satire 3 "Of Jupiter" givoo sound advice to Prince Charles along with
unstinted praise*
Thinke what it ‘ a, great Prince, that makes you live 
Greater, then you were home* when worth shall give 
Unto your notions such a long-live! fcune,
As to all egos shall enrcwl* your namei 
And such Is vertue, that can ne'er exspire,
But like a Salamander lives in fire,
And flerie of the tines, • • «
For ‘tie not that great great title, that you weave 
Of prinoely greatnee, and a future fcares 
That can sake you controler of the starves,
Or write your name in endlease characters 
To all posterities: nor is it applause,
Or popular!tie, that can give cause,
To make you live forever: but in fine
♦Tis vertue gives a Godhead, makes divine;
• • *
Actions crown® vertues, and like Pulsee proove,
Whether the soul® of greatness* sweetly moose 
With Matures harmony: • • •
All this (sweet Prince) is to instruct your youth 
Without equivocation to the truth*49
A few of the ad nor satirists of the late Bllsahethan period show
the bourgeois and homiletic tendencies to a less degree* Henry Fits**
geffrey, for instance, published in 1617 a collection of epigrams and
satires entitled Satrrea and Sstvrlc&ll Ss4£J0BME» *h&Y asw largely
classical In form and tfuhjeot^matter, but contain in the third book an
obvious bid for popularity in a theater-piece in the manner of Dekker,
4^ Robert Anton, The Philosophers Satyrs (London, 1616), Sig# 
D 3 v. Hicrcfilm of the Huntington library copy.
49 liii*, Si;5. G 3r*
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"Notes fro® Black-Fryars*8 ^
These seventeenth century formal verra attire® by men with decided 
bourgeois tast s such a® Wither, Brathwalto, and Howlands are of quee- 
tlonable literary ^erit, but they serve* to illustrate the feet that 
satire in every age refleets the predominant current© of thought In 
that age* Satire in the first and second decade® of the seventeenth 
oeatury tended to fall Into the r&ao pattern as the volumes of didaotio 
literature which had as their purpose the instruction of society in the 
right ways of religion and conduct*
50 H«»i? Pitzg»rfrey, Sataraa sasl Satyrleall M a a B B  (toadon, 
1617), SLgm Vr-Sv, Microfilm of tho copy in the British Museum*
CHAPTER VI 
ccmcuJsxoN
In the late Elizabethan period In England, beginning approxi­
mately with the last decade of the sixteenth century* there began 
to flourish a literary genre which had been nore or less neglected 
la England up to that tine. This genre was formal worse satire*
Ellsabethan foraal werae satire was an admitted "imitation" of Honan 
foraal a tire* It imitated Homan satire net only in form* structure, 
style and technique * but in oontent as well* The Elizabethan sa­
tirists recognised the ethical and moral value of satire and recog- 
niscd also its value as an effective instrument for the inculcation 
of Ideas and ideals* It was to them* as to the Romans, a utilitarian 
instrument*
Hear the end of the sixteenth century there was in England a 
change In the intellectual climate. This change was brought about 
by a oultlforned attack on the verities and the states ,<pfl and shows 
Itself most readily in the areas of experience which Include the 
scientific* the political* the economic and the religious and meta­
physical. Tbs resulting uncertainty was accompanied by a sharp 
increase in the output of didactic and moral literature of one kind 
or another. Various solutions were offered by those writers to 
counteract th* Tew forces* The s&tirlEts were an important group 
la the ranks of didactic writers* The satirists with whom thia study
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la concerned were for the moat part moral lists yho found it expedient 
to sake use of a olasole genre which In times past had lent Itself 
to criticise of the contemporary scene, and which at the same time 
offered the populace la palatable form the ideas and preapts of the 
predominant philosophy of the age. The ?m®abethan ago wen the first 
age In English letters that was sophisticated and introspective 
enough to support formal verse sotire. Formal wree satire was not 
the cause but simply another manifestation of the change in the in­
tellectual milieu.
John Donne and John Karston are the only two major Kllsabethan 
satirists who adopt the role of the malcontent in their satires, fol­
lowing the tradition of the outspoken Cynic street-preacher in order 
to be able to freely criticise the manners and morals of their 
fellow men. They found that the Cynlc-Stole tradition of malcontent- 
edness socorded with the prevailing beliefs on the humours, ami they 
Joined the many writers In the late years of the sixteenth century 
and the early years of the seventeenth who reflect the humours 
Theory In their writing. Within the framework of the melancholy 
hwour Donne and Kars ton wrote satires which reflect many of the 
intellectual and philosophical currents of the late Elizabethan period. 
In Donnefs satires can be found remnants of Catholicism, although 
his plea ie for Christ's church more than for any on® sect. B r ­
eton's satires reflect the orthodox Anglican views on theology and 
episteaology. Whatever their final position **s to belief, it is 
clear that voth Donne and Mara ton were aware of the philosophical 
tradition in formal varus satire and succeeded in adopting the genre
mand adapting it to fit the nodes of thought our rent in late Elisa* 
bethan England*
then neo-Stoic doctrine was adapted in the sixteenth century 
to conform to the principles of Christianity* one of the earliest 
manifestations of it in Elizabethan England mas In th® satires of 
Jossph Hall and Thomas Lodge* It is customary to refer to Joseph 
Hall as "The English Seneca," largely because of his avowedly Stoic 
works, 2tft Meditations and Vqfaf Ifoaven Uffop Earth, and the Chareo- 
tars of virtue a and Vlecfu tears earlier than the&e works, however, 
Hall reflected in his satires a considerable amount of less syste­
es tic stoic precept* Hall found in the combination of Stole and 
Christian principles the surest check to the moral and social decline 
ef the age* In hie satires he offers a positive and practical pro­
gram for the improvement of morals and manners*
While Lodge1 s satires ere too few to be the basis for any
csBcrete conclusions regarding his neo-Stoiclsm, they do enable us
to conclude that Lodge used his satires for the dissemination of some 
neo-Stoic ideas in the incubation period of his Stoic development#
It may be concluded In the case of Lodge, as well as in the case of 
Hall, that formal verse satire served him in the early aye of his 
neo-Stoic development as a popular vehicle for the diffusion of 
Christian-Stoic principles* Hall was later to abandon it for the 
meditation, the "character* and tho sermon* Lodge sms to culminate 
his neo-Stoic dev©leys®nt in a translation of tho works of Seneca*.
An examination of the Satires of these two more lie to clearly reveals
a w
that they considered foraal versa satire, along with other didac­
tic literary genres such m  the epistle, the °ch racier" and the 
conduct book, to be the proper modi us for the promulgation of current, 
popular philosophical and setaphysical doctrine*
In the early seventeenth century formal verse satire was taken 
ever by the bourgeois moralists who turned it into yet another branch 
ef the aass of pointedly didactic, hortatory, and homiletic liters* 
ture that poured fro* the presses in imnreasing abundance in the 
first few decades of the seventeenth century* Up to that tine 
the writing of formal verse satire had always been undertaken by 
literate men who aimed it at a literate audlar>o® high cm th® social 
scale* The satirists of the early seventeenth century were often 
■ash less well “educated men who wrote satires which appealed to a 
bourgeois audience* ffith this change in audience came an increased 
emphasis on the didactic in satire*
Three major characteristics may be discerned in the formal verse 
satire of the early seventeenth century* First, it retained the 
foim and framework of classloal satire, but reverted in many of 
Its themes and techniques to the native medieval fttgl'lah satire* 
Second, it was conservative In outlook and aimed at a middle-class 
audience, for th® express purpose of giving practical advice as to 
winners, morals and religion* Third, th© formal verse satire of the 
early seventeenth century represents a change In ton® from the satire 
of the major satirists ef th® sixteenth century* It changed from 
the reflective, speculative, and philosophical tone as represented 
the satires of Rail, Donne, Lodge, and Waraton to th® rror® didactic,
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positive* and hortatory tone as represented in the satires of such 
poets as Wither, Howlands and Brathwaite*
Foraal verso satire did not survive this change* The genre soon 
played itself out in the religious bickorings of the raid-seventeenth 
eentury to re-emerge during the Restoration and eighteenth century 
as the vehicle for a new philosophy. While Bliaabethan foraal verse 
satire represents a relatively unimportant form of literary expres­
sion when sceptred to the glories of Eiisahethan literature as a whole, 
it cannot be dltfdsced as negligible or ineffective. I we view 
Kllaabethan foraal verse satire In its proper relationship as a 
product of the milieu to which it belongs, we find that 1% was as 
wueh an outgrowth of the intellectual environment of Its time as was 
eighteenth eentury satire of Its time* Elizabethan formal verse 
satire has long been overlooked as one of the prime manifestations 
of a serious undercurrent that was never fbr below the surface in an 
age which too many consider frivolous, if not naive.
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